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Letters for a Daily Journey 
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Introduction 
 
The author of this book writes a letter to the Creator each 
morning as a part of their devotional practice.  
 
This volume contains one year of such writing. 
 
Over time, what began as simple letters has become a 
practice of guided spiritual meditations. 
 
While words like “God,” and “Lord” are used, it is hoped 
that people of any belief may find something useful for 
their own devotional practice. 
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January 
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January 1 
 
Let me dwell in and on this day. I have regrets over 
yesterday, fears over tomorrow. I view the road ahead 
with a weary heart. 
 
Today, in this moment, there is sufficiency. You grant 
me what I need and more, here and now. 
 
Lord, let me look on this day with gratitude. Let me not 
fear tomorrow's lack, nor yesterday's squandering. 
Today, you support me – and tomorrow will be a today 
no different than this one. 
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January 2 
 
Let me bear others’ burdens. Let me lighten their load. 
Let this be my pursuit today: to help others. 
 
Every problem I may think I have, every trial, let me lay 
it at your feet. Let me heap every problem onto your 
carpet, trusting you will address them. You lighten my 
burden, O Lord, so I can then assist others. 
 
Let me give without thought of my own woes. Let me, 
today, be a dynamo of industry, building a community of 
love. Brick by brick, let me carry the loads of my 
fellows. 
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January 3 
 
I think mostly of myself. How I will get ahead, how 
circumstances affect me, how I can be happy. Such a 
narrow pursuit, such a flawed outlook. 
 
Lord, grant me a better attitude. Let it be my mission to 
improve conditions for all those around me. Let me not 
think of myself so much. Let me place the well-being of 
others ahead of my own selfish considerations. 
 
Thy will be done. 
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January 4 
 
I perceive my burdens to be so large, when in reality you 
only ask me to carry a small load and that for just one 
day. The weight is therefore small. 
 
Let me see rightly, let me see that all is well, that I am 
more than sufficient to my tasks. Let me see this truth. 
 
Let me live with gratitude that the world is not ordered as 
I fear it could be – that, instead, I inhabit your mansion, 
as your servant, amply provided for. 
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January 5 
 
Let me eagerly give it all away. Let me expend all of my 
energy and resources pursuing your will. Let me 
welcome poverty and depletion; you will only refill me 
when I am empty. 
 
I look to periods of deprivation with fear. I squander 
periods of plenty on selfish expenditures of funds, time, 
and effort. 
 
God, my dear Lord, direct my mind and intentions. Let 
me first seek your will. When I have resources, let me 
abandon myself to pursuing you. When I have lack, let 
me then devote myself to trusting in you ever more 
intently. 
 
Let me, in this way, be fully devoted. All in. 
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January 6 
 
O my beneficent ruler! Take me by the hand and lead me 
where you would have me begin my work. I cannot know 
the tasks beforehand, nor the outcome, nor your purpose 
— let me simply act as guided. 
 
I am powerless over all these things around me: these 
circumstances, these comings and goings of others, these 
moods that fall upon me like storms or drift by me like 
mists. These outcomes.  
 
Let me feel this personally, not as fiction or concept but 
as fact. Let my powerlessness open the way to complete, 
utter surrender to your will. Abandon.  
 
Let me, O Lord, approach this day without expectation, 
even without hope. Empty and waiting, willing to be led. 
Let me have total surrender and see this morning through 
eyes of wonder.  
 
Where will you place me today, my dear Lord? Let me 
do your will in that spot.  
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January 7 
 
Let me cultivate silence. Let this reflect my devotion to 
you. Let me refrain from selfishly filling the world with 
ephemeral musings and childish realizations.  
 
Let me have faith that you will fill all spaces that call for 
it.  Let me not speak unless impelled by your clear hand.  
 
Let me surrender this, my most treasured faculty, to you, 
as a sacrifice: let me withhold speech. 
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January 8 
 
Test me. Afflict me. Let my dependence on you buoy me 
and lighten me no matter the weights piled atop me. 
 
I feel your love so deeply – every worry, care, or 
misgiving I have is delivered by you to guide me away 
from yet worse trouble, and to impel me toward greater 
growth. Thus even my sorrows are joy. 
 
Some days you shower me with feelings of happiness, 
others with hardship. Yet with my narrow view I cannot 
rightly discern which is which. Does this closed door 
stymie me, or is it saving me from calamity? Is this new 
opportunity my reward, or is it meant to test me? My 
perception is selfish, narrow, and I cannot see down the 
road further than the first turning. 
 
Lord, bring me faith. Test me, that it may grow and carry 
me over greater obstacles. Let this strength, your 
strength, bring me deep serenity. 
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January 9 
 
Let me take single, slow steps today. You do not ask me 
to carry more than one day’s burden and I dare not try to 
carry tomorrow's load for it may crush me. But so, too, 
must I look to this hour only, saving the next hour’s tasks 
for their time. 
 
Step-by-step, Lord, you walk with me. I am like a 
wanderer walking a stony path: each footfall requires 
care lest I turn an ankle. I hold your hand, you light my 
way, you mark the safe course. 
 
Lord, let me depend utterly on you in each moment. Let 
my devotion to each slow step crowd out worry over later 
challenges. Your grace will provide what I need, right 
now. Let me seek no more than that. 
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January 10 
 
My whole attitude and outlook upon life have changed. 
You have made me, slowly, inexorably, starting from the 
inside working out. Scraping away at the useless bits and 
superfluous pieces. 
 
I am so very far from being whom you would have me 
be, from consistently acting as you would have me act. I 
am selfish, prideful, slothful. But in truth, I am far from 
where I used to be, too. You have placed me on the way. 
 
O Lord, I have no choice but to keep walking forward, 
for I fear the tragedy if I were to turn back! Let me show 
and live gratitude for refashioning my life and existence.  
 
Who am I? I am yours. Thank you for taking me. 
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January 11 
 
I have cried out to you so many times. The list of my 
pleas is long. Like a child, I ask and ask. 
 
Lord, let me see clearly how you already have graced me 
with unimagined providence. I need not wait for some 
later satisfaction. Piled all around me are the gifts I need. 
My portion for the day is already in my hands. And yet I 
cry out for more, disguising greed under a cloak of 
weakness. 
 
Let me arise, stand erect, stride forward with your power 
at my full disposal, your wind at my back.  
 
I need not hope for some improved future. I already 
inhabit it. Let me recognize and give thanks for these 
treasures. 
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January 12 
 
I receive so much from you, untold blessings and bounty. 
Surely you do not mean for me to be miserly and hoard 
your treasures. Let me, therefore, give everything. Let me 
bestow your treasures, passing on the gift – peace. Love. 
 
I am awake, O Lord. I see that love is at the center of it 
all. Let me awaken those around me. 
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January 13 
 
On this fresh morning I shine like a new penny. Your 
wind fills my sails and I am urged forward.  
 
Let me give more today, for you provide without limit. 
Energy, time, love, wealth. Let me pour a better attitude 
into every circumstance I encounter.  
 
You have sent me, your agent, to deliver love and good 
cheer. So what of my trials and worries? The hotelier 
does not complain to the guest; the lifeguard does not bid 
the drowning to wait. 
 
Let me beam love into every cranny and crag, warmth 
into every heart, kindness into every relation.  
 
You strengthen me. Let me view this strength as an 
obligation, for you have given it without my deserving. 
Let me be a steward of it, holding it in trust for others, 
bestowing it without judgment. Let me keep nothing 
back.  
 
More. Let me give more.  
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January 14 
 
You see through me. You tear through my outer 
covering, my shell, as if it were tissue. My interior is so 
flawed yet you persist in loving me. You do not even ask 
me to change. You adore this lump of a human without 
condition.  
 
And yet I dress myself up in self-delusion. Observing my 
interior, some days I despise whom I see, other days I am 
so proud of my piety. I gild my exterior, and I imagine 
you look on bemused.  
 
All illusion. You see the truth and the truth is that I am 
your child, small and needing your love. Trembling in the 
cold rain. You wrap me in your warm arms. I need but 
feel them.  
 
My fellows are equally needy. So small. You have graced 
me with awareness of your love for us shivering, 
frightened children. Let me tell others of this, nudging 
them and sharing the warmth you have inserted into my 
heart.  
 
Let me share the good news: we inhabit a world of 
illusion. We are loved.  
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January 15 
 
Can I sit still today? Can I slow my actions, my very 
movements? My thoughts? Let me feel every footfall, 
every sensation, every mood and idea that slips through 
my mind. 
 
You have placed me, O Lord, in this moment. Now. You 
have filled it with gifts: sensations, thoughts, feelings. I 
willfully dismiss these and look instead to an imagined 
future, built by my own selfish fears or, alternatively, by 
my prideful musings. Or I look back at my dim past with 
both remorse and self-congratulation in equal measure. 
 
Lord, let me inhabit this moment! You are here with me, 
now. The farther away from this moment I go, the more I 
burrow into yesterday's and today's fantasies, into the 
gossamer world around me, the farther I get from you.  
 
Let me draw nearer to you. Let me see you in the small 
doings all around me, close in. Let me make a minute 
study of you. Let the small details of this moment crowd 
out the phantasms with which I so eagerly muddy my 
thought life. 
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January 16 
 
My aims are so limited. More often than not, I seek only 
comfort, praise, and relief from fear. My goals arise out 
of my defects: sloth, pride, and fear. Lord, let me 
transcend this narrowness that shackles me.  
 
The love you pour upon me is wasted on my meager 
plans. You grant unlimited power and with it I seek ways 
to gain the most trivial advantage. 
 
My Lord, adjust my intentions. Let me meet your grand 
love with worthy objectives. Let me stand, with straight 
back, and stride through this day. I am neither beast, 
creature, slave, nor prisoner. I am your child. Your power 
and infinite love are my birthright.  
 
Let me stop tinkering and fidgeting, building birdhouses 
and sand castles, but let me erect structures that match 
your magnificence. Lighthouses for my fellows, similarly 
blinded by self-delusion. Let us  begin to see. 
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January 17 
 
Slowly, drip by drip, you fill my reservoirs. Where would 
you have me pour my energies today? Where is the 
greatest need? Who has it? Let me look there. Let me 
bring the good news to that place. Let me tend to the 
wounds of the world, quietly, attentively. 
 
I have my own worries and cares. Lord, let me see how 
small these are in comparison to the need with which I 
am presented. Let me fix my attention on that which calls 
for my care. 
 
Lord, what would it mean for me to be an instrument of 
your will today? How would I behave, what would I say, 
where would I go? Let me do that, say that, go there. This 
one day is too important to spend on myself, I only have 
these few hours to enact your instructions. 
 
My time to help grows short, the wounds that call for 
attention worsen, desperation creeps among my fellows. 
All the while I pursue my own selfish aims. Let me set 
these aside and return to my duties. Let me gladly bring 
care and hope to the broken. For you have filled me, and 
will fill them. They need but know.  
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January 18 
 
As I try to order my affairs so that I can best be your 
instrument, doing your work among my fellows, I 
struggle to discern when you are preparing me for some 
later trial, and when the time is nigh and you call me to 
act with vigor.  
 
Are you using me or training me? The challenges with 
which I am presented cause me fear. I am worried at how 
high the stakes may be. 
 
Lord, O Lord, deliver me equanimity! This arrives 
wrapped in faith, on those few occasions when I 
experience it. 
 
Let me not look too deeply into the happenings around 
me; let me not ask so many impertinent questions; let me 
view the training ground, the factory floor, and the field 
of battle as equal.  
 
Let me center my thinking and actions on living a life of 
faith. This, my project. Let this be the glowing core of 
my life, an ember warming me as I shiver in fear at the 
largeness of the world.  
 
Thy will be done. 
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January 19 
 
I am camped by a waterfall, gifts cascading down 
without end and without number. I am so accustomed to 
the roar of the water I do not even hear it. On dark days, I 
awaken and believe myself to be in a wasteland, without 
resources. 
 
O Lord, let me see the infinity of gifts pouring down 
around me, soaking me. The small courtesy extended by 
a friend, the challenge offered by a superior, the honesty 
delivered by the criticism of an adversary. The sun. A 
meal. This faith. I am waiting so expectantly for dramatic 
grace that I do not even look at what is right before my 
eyes. 
 
God, in constant ways, you provide. Before I even know 
my own needs you have prepared the way, cleared the 
path, chosen the route. What arrogance, for me to even 
imagine I could know and list my requirements. 
 
Let me become aware of your astounding love. Let my 
deepest thoughts undergo a revolution. Let me encounter 
this downpour of your love, feel it soak me to the bone in 
a way I cannot ignore. Awaken me. 
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January 20 
 
Light and air. Morning mist. Dawn shadows. I move 
through these early hours, like a meticulous ghost, 
tending to my duties quietly and carefully. You pad along 
next to me, whispering in my ear. Straighten these 
objects. Clean this surface. My small actions are my 
devotion to you. What soft satisfaction, to allow my 
chores to become prayer. 
 
God, it is not the occasions and doings, the events, for 
which I am so grateful. It is the attitude you have instilled 
in day to day activities. What a task you set before us, 
your children! You call us – you call me – to allow your 
love to improve our inner life. 
 
When fearful and small, I call out to you. On clearer 
mornings I know I ought better call inward. There you 
are, right next to me. I whisper to you, and you whisper 
to me, here in the quiet shadows. 
 
O my dear friend. Let me do your bidding today. 
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January 21 
 
When I cease struggling, I gain a brief awareness of how 
fundamentally you support me. 
 
I am like a child who has newly learned to walk. Your 
hands float inches away from my hips, ready to right me 
when I tip, to turn my path when I veer toward a ledge. 
All the while I think I am walking alone.  
 
I sit here. The chair supports me, and the floor 
underneath holds the chair. The foundation below and, 
further, there is the ground. Your powerful arms 
underneath it all. Let me feel this support driving up from 
you through the worldly objects and manufactured 
surfaces, right into me.  
 
If I am so fundamentally loved, from the depths of the 
earth, what then shall I do with the energy otherwise 
spent in defending myself against imagined calamity? It 
never happens. So let me spend this effort in giving to 
others, pointing out to them the supports underneath that 
they may not have noticed, or have forgotten. Let me 
spread the good news that we are all held aloft. 
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January 22 
 
Strip away, bit by bit, carefully and gently, the veneer I 
so wish to polish. My armor. The face I present to the 
world, my image, yea, even the face I present to myself. 
You remove it, piece by piece, and I stand naked in the 
sunlight on a bare plane.  
 
My finery is in rags, a heap at my feet. My armor rusted 
in a pile. There is no tree behind which to step, no mound 
under which to duck. There I am, Lord, for all to see. For 
me to see myself clearly. 
 
Make me ready to gaze upon all my weaknesses, faults, 
and transgressions. Let me see and accept my strengths 
and beauty. 
 
Ignite the pile of costuming at my feet. Let it burn. The 
sun is shining and the climate warm. I will walk through 
it as a child of God. 
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January 23 
 
Set me in the right direction. Make visible the path I am 
to tread, and let my actions move me along it. With 
regret, I recognize that so much of my activity is wasted, 
chaotic. I dart from point to point, energized by panic, 
elation, worry, enthusiasm. Even my moods are frantic. I 
alternate between energy and lethargy. I wish for a sense 
of accomplishment but even at my most industrious, the 
work goes off in all directions. 
 
Lord, grant me the willingness to discern right effort. Let 
my footfalls slow, let my steps be straight. If I am to go 
bit by bit, this is a greater task when I am gripped by 
mania than when under the gray weight of sloth. 
 
Let me shed trivia. Direct my thoughts, feelings, words, 
and deeds toward useful ends.  
 
I distract myself, in truth, to keep my spirit asleep. 
Awaken me. 
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January 24 
 
My pathway through the day is new each morning. I 
cannot see beyond the first, early turning. I delude myself 
that, if I could but see the whole of my way, my worries 
would silence. In truth, I could not bear to see the whole. 
My soul would churn with anticipation, fear, elation, 
despondency, pride, deflation. All just as the result of 
knowing what is around the corner. 
 
Lord, you have constructed my circumstances so that 
they suit my character perfectly. This is my lesson from 
looking backwards, considering all the previous days’ 
journeys. You brought each lesson when I was able to 
learn it, you brought chaos when I was strong enough to 
weather it, you delivered placid times when I did not 
even realize I needed rest. 
 
The path down which I walk today is the continuation of 
all of yesterday's. Let me, O my Lord, walk today as if I 
had been an attentive student and learned all these 
previous lessons. Let me walk the day’s path as your 
child, marveling at the surroundings that are at once new 
and familiar.  
 
Lord, my guide, let me be a grateful walker. 
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January 25 
 
I go searching, inward and outward, for the labors you 
would have me do. How best may I toil for you? Only 
with difficulty do I realize that the greatest effort you ask 
of me is to slow my frantic pace of devotion. 
 
I seek to grandly demonstrate my faith; you instead call 
me to meekly receive your love and slow droplets. Bit by 
bit, your gifts become noticeable, the change in me 
becomes apparent. 
 
I am beginning to see the mountain lake you have set me 
by, the warm beauty all around. It snuck up upon me 
while I was distracted, searching for labors to perform. 
 
You are the Lord of slow, healing streams. If I sit here, 
with you, in this Alpine mansion, I will arise with a fresh 
heart. 
 
Lord! Let me be willing to tarry with you. Let me set 
aside my furtive industry and instead slowly, 
meticulously worship these meadows. 
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January 26 
 
Shut away in my familiar closet, I whisper to you as to an 
inconstant friend. Come to me, I ask, fearful that you 
may not. Strengthen me, I ask, afraid you may leave me 
weak. Grant me humility, I ask, knowing my prideful 
nature will set up barriers to any progress. 
 
Lord, O Lord, where then can I say is my faith? I pray so 
tentatively, begging for you to notice my needs. Grant me 
a confident faith. Let me trust all needed strength will 
come, that moral progress will come – that you in all 
your power will visit. That you are already here. That 
indeed I already have all that is necessary.  
 
Let me, in the final tally, have faith instead of hope. 
Hope pines for rescue; faith is certain of protection and 
care. 
 
Lord, let me relinquish these hopes. They comfort me yet 
hobble me. You created me to walk; let me stride through 
this day secure in the capacities with which you have 
endowed your children.  
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January 27 
 
I tend my little garden plot, tucked away behind an 
inauspicious dwelling, on a forgotten byway. Rows of 
growth, arranged neatly. None visit; my square of soil is 
a secret and unnoticed place. Lord, let me tend my inner 
life with all the greater care for its invisibility and 
forgottenness. Every plucked weed a simple prayer.  
 
The weather visits the garden and the wasteland equally. 
Wind builds and gushing rain robs the soil. All my care, 
ruined.  
 
O Lord, how can I better thank thee for this chance to 
rebuild? The skies reveal your warming sun. Let me with 
joy set about work with my trowel.  
 
I will rearrange the pieces, and you, my Lord, you will 
sweep them aside. Over and over. Let me, my sweet 
guide, eagerly await each new repetition.  
 
Let me laugh and dance in the rain rather than curse the 
flood.  
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January 28 
 
Let me discern your small voice. Around me is a 
hurricane of distraction and cries for notice. Look here, 
they shout. The howling wind so easily carries away your 
whispers. I do not even notice their loss, dust added to 
the whirlwind.  
 
Let me listen, listen. There you are, my sweet Lord, you 
murmur in my ear and remind me of your presence. You 
sit with me as the wind howls and the crowds call out. 
They beckon me to rise and run with them. You will not 
stop me, but your gorgeous lullaby would then be lost. 
 
Let them call out. Let them run and jostle.  
 
Here we are, Lord, you and me, sitting hip to hip. Let us 
be an oasis of quiet song. Maybe one or two who run will 
sit with us. Teach me the quiet song I am to sing to our 
new friend. 
 
O Lord, I hear your secret voice, let me speak it to the 
world! 
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January 29 
 
Order my thoughts. My interior life can be so unruly, a 
wilderness. Thought after thought comes to me unbidden. 
My attention darts this way and that, furtive, as I pursue 
each new notion. Even when my actions are strict, Lord, 
my mind remains undisciplined. 
 
Lord, how can I slow my rushing thoughts? It is like 
stopping the cascades. 
 
God, enter my mind. Inhabit my thoughts. Conquer them. 
Let this army of ideas surrender to your dominion. Grow 
in me, crowd out all this spinning and chaos. Leave in me 
your golden, warm sunshine. For it is one thought, 
expressed myriad ways. Always the same sun. 
 
Let my thoughts be love, let them fall into order, 
arranged and powerful, rank on rank. Let my inner 
armies surrender, accept your yoke. We fear this burden, 
only to find you are loading us with treasure and gifts to 
distribute all through the land.  
 
Let me do your will today, in thought and deed. 
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January 30 
 
You see right into me. Every surface I present, every 
illusion I harbor, you look right through, and you love 
what is found there at my core. A flawed diamond, in the 
middle of it all. When I dare look, I see only the defects. 
 
Yet you have made me! Me, and all my fellows. Where I 
see miscreation, you have instead wrought purpose. 
 
Lord, grant me choice in my thought life. Let me not 
believe myself the victim of unbidden ideas. Let me see 
the truth about this inner life. 
 
Let me choose rightly, beginning with where I settle my 
attention. Events unfold; let me not fix my gaze on how 
they will affect me, but instead let me concentrate on 
how I may convey your glowing love. Is it by word? 
Deed? Example, negative or constructive? 
 
Let my inner life be ordered. Impel me, Lord, that I may 
think and act as you would have me do. 
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January 31 
 
Efface me. Decrease my illusions of power, dominion, 
and control. I stride forth from this small moment with 
you, my spine straight, head erect, shoulders back. Your 
love courses through me and my heart quickens. Such 
energy! 
 
Pride urges me to place my soul on display, to eagerly 
communicate your love to my fellows. But, in truth, it is 
only to illustrate my piety and receive praise and 
acclamation. 
 
Your message may be proclaimed, but your love is 
passed on quietly by invisible messengers. Let me bow 
my head just a little bit, shorten my stride, slow my pace, 
and learn to quietly whisper. Let me take joy in spreading 
your love and warmth in such a way that my voice is 
unremarked. Let me be transparent, that your clear face is 
seen without notice given to the glass. 
 
O Lord, such a heavy task to march on invisibly! Let me 
take pleasure in this secrecy, and deflect notice. I am 
accustomed to wondering to myself, how can I best help 
in this situation? I thus congratulate myself for my 
goodness. Let me instead ask: how can I best whisper 
your words? How can I softly reveal your presence, 
already here in the midst of us? Let this be my sole 
ambition. 
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February 
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February 1 
 
How is one day different from any other that has since 
passed or is yet to come? The sun rises and sets on each, 
I awaken and exist equally through all days. My tasks 
and actions in their detail change, but in truth, not in 
fundamental ways: my burdens are strikingly similar day 
in and day out. And you are present in every moment. 
 
Yet, my dear Lord, some days I am weary. Other days I 
am charged with energy. Some days fearful. Some eager. 
Some days I feel your nearness. And, O my tragedy, 
some days I feel you to be distant from me. 
 
All this variation, which I mistake for life! Illusion, self-
wrought. You are no further today than yesterday, nor no 
nearer. And my assignments today remain the same: Hear 
your guidance. Do your will. Embody your message. 
Love my fellows. 
 
When I see rightly, what a simple life I lead. I imagine 
myself as in a labyrinth, unsure of which turnings to take. 
Yet it is a maze with one path, a child's puzzle. I need 
only look down at my feet and keep stepping. You make 
my way easy even when I suppose it to be difficult.  
 
Let me, Lord, see the ease you have bestowed on me. Let 
me see the simplicity of this day, clearly shining through 
the veil imagined complexity. 
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February 2 
 
Let my thoughts be transformed. I anticipate the walk 
through the day, and in so doing I remark on all the 
stones in my path, every turning and fork. Each threatens 
to be impassable from my low vantage point. How ever 
to cross that nearby chasm? I fear equally that I will 
perish in the crossing, or become idle and unmoving. 
 
O God, correct my thinking. All these looming 
challenges are in truth unremarkable, pebbles to stride 
through, gullies to step over. At every turning, God, let 
me be guided. You tell me where to step and what to 
grasp. Let me hear your simple instructions. 
 
You call me to practice love. Let me bend all my 
exertions toward this. Let me love in all the small ways I 
can, each step, each word spoken, each minor act. Let me 
open my eyes and see that to love is the pathway you 
have marked out. 
 
I fear the abyss and so fix my gaze upon it. Let me 
instead follow this gentle track that offers such lovely 
views. 
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February 3 
 
I ask you, each morning, to build with me. To use me — 
my body, my energies, my thoughts, my deeds — as 
Thou wilt. Let me not, O Lord, flatter myself that I am a 
more worthy or effective implement than any of my 
fellows. If you are to build with me, then I am equal to 
the next stone in this field wall.  
 
One among many. Let me see myself rightly. The task of 
such a stone is to rest by others. None is more needed 
than its neighbor, nor less. My duty is simple and 
manageable: to be one among a line. 
 
And which of your purposes will this field wall, of which 
I am just a part, serve? We may protect some farm plot, 
we may mark some safe edge, we may contain some 
vulnerable and wandering soul.  
 
We may, perhaps, be the support against which a tired 
worker lays their back, resting as they do some greater 
labor that you have set in motion.  
 
One among many, O Lord. Let me seek no more than to 
be an implement of your use.  
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February 4 
 
I seek wrongly. I ask for what I do not need, indeed what 
I already have. What I lack I do not even know I am 
missing. 
 
I ask for worldly security, for a sense of safety. This 
undermines my ability to depend upon you wholly. 
 
I implore you to provide guidance. I do not notice that all 
your signs are already on display. I need but read them. 
 
I beg of you to remove this or that shortcoming. I do not 
pay heed to the ways in which you may be using them. I 
imagine I know which flaws ought to be erased. 
 
I ask, finally, to do your will. Yet it is willingness I need. 
Your will shall be done. It is up to me to align my aims 
with your direction. 
 
Lord, my thinking is so twisted. For so long I have hid it 
under a covering of piety. I have really been substituting 
my own will for yours, substituting me for you. 
 
Strip away myself-directed aims. Let me see the truth of 
them, no matter how seemingly beneficent or goodly. 
Leave them all at a heap by my feet. Kick away my 
supports, that I may utterly depend on you.  
 
Let me think rightly. Let me seek only greater 
willingness to do your will. 
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February 5 
 
I awaken, I stand, I stride out into the wilderness to face 
all manner of challenge and tribulation. Battles and tests. 
Dangers. My anxious heart trembles in this quiet hour of 
preparation. Will I conquer or be vanquished? Will I 
survive or will I be struck down? 
 
My worries are all for naught, for this view I hold is just 
a phantasm. There is no wilderness; I have no enemy 
forces arrayed against me. No beasts poised to attack. In 
my distorted self-imaginings, I am the hero in an epic. 
But no: I am a child, preoccupied with acting out my 
made-up adventures. 
 
In fact the wilderness is a garden you have built with 
care. The fraught byway, simply a walking path. The 
enemies, just a knot of eager playmates. Me, a toddler 
reeling around in this child's garden. 
 
Every stone and leaf you have placed before me, O Lord. 
All here for a reason, to make this child into an adult. 
 
Lord, let these fantasies drop from my eyes. Let me 
approach these lessons as a pupil, eager to unlock what 
they have to teach. 
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February 6 
 
I hear your voice whisper to me through the mouths of 
my fellows. I have learned to try to listen; this is how you 
speak most often. Rarely does your voice echo directly in 
my ears. Your voice is instead all around me, available 
always, murmuring to me from the herd. 
 
Then, Lord, you must use my voice to whisper to others. 
I stagger under the weight of this obligation. 
 
I face all too human trials. I worry for my well-being, I 
fret over depletion of my resources, I envy others’ good 
fortune, I strive for my own advancement and honor. I 
clearly see how these grow out of my flawed character 
and I seek that they may be set aside, that I may be better 
in your sight. 
 
But to what end? You call us not to grow in our 
individual spiritual development in order simply to 
improve. No, you call us to improve that we may be a 
beacon to others, that we may join in the murmuring. 
 
O Lord, let me be worthy to carry such a weight! Let not 
my aims be narrow, stopping at my own spirit. 
 
You call us not, dear Lord, to simply clean our own 
homes and tidy our own gardens, but to walk forth and 
tend to the village green. You call us to throw open our 
front doors and garden gates, that we all may see in one 
another's lives the workings of your orderly love. 
 
Let my voice speak your love. Let my hands do your 
work. 
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February 7 
 
How can it be that my small closet, dark and safe, can 
turn so easily from a refuge into a bringer of panic? 
Yesterday I sat in this same space, protected from glare. 
Today, the gloom grows into a set of beasts. I fear how 
vulnerable I am. 
 
Such a child, picking my way through a world I barely 
understand. I hide behind a sapling with my eyes closed 
and imagine I am unseen. A few steps later a stray 
shadow threatens as if to attack. 
 
Lord! Let me put away my pretending. You have sent me 
to gather the other children, not to distract myself with 
play in this interior land. 
 
I have frightened myself. The others may well be equally 
so. Let me nudge them awake from their nightmare 
imaginings, as you have done for me. 
 
Let me remember, O Lord: I am awake. 
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February 8 
 
I am falling, will you catch me? I feel the air rush by, the 
pit of my stomach in a knot. I tremble at the ground 
coming to meet me. So frightened at what I see all 
around. I am crying out to you. 
 
I hope for an answer, I hope for rescue – and in this very 
hope is doubt. I hope, because in my core I worry you 
will not come to my aid. I will fall, unrescued. 
 
Lord, O Lord, how can I increase my faith? Let me not 
doubt. It is the doubts that hurry my fall. Replace my 
hope, the hope of a child, with certainty. I know the sun 
will rise, that water will flow downhill. Let me equally 
know that your arms will catch me. Indeed, Lord, that I 
am not even falling. 
 
Look below: a platform built over the cliff side. Sturdy 
and old. The rushing wind I feel is the mountain air rising 
from the valley. 
 
Lord, let me trust. You show me this vista for a reason, 
perhaps that I may better see where there is greatest need 
below. And yet I tremble at the heights. 
 
Focus my gaze on what you would have me do, O Lord.  
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February 9 
 
My mind is distracted by all I see around me. I husband 
my resources, I tend to the walls of my fortress, I 
maintain my physical body. These occupations consume 
my time and energy. All the while, you shower me with 
gifts which are invisible and insensible. 
 
Beguiled by the tangible world and by my imagined 
battles, I would not even recognize your treasure were I 
to see it. 
 
Your gifts, Lord, appear so ordinary. Let me see what 
you hold out to me with such love. 
 
How could such dull offerings bring such wealth? Yet 
this is the truth of it. That insurmountable obstacle cloaks 
a gently-taught lesson. That crushing setback enfolds a 
chance to rebuild what was shaky. These attacks from the 
wider world drive me to cling ever more strongly to you. 
 
Let me, O Lord, look past what is before my eyes, reach 
beyond what I can grasp. These things are here to make 
what is beyond all the more valuable when sought. Let 
me look through the tissue of this world and see the love, 
the reality, you hold out to me. 
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February 10 
 
I alternate between panic and confidence. Do I dangle on 
a thread, or are my feet on a sturdy hilltop? Lord, perhaps 
both are true. Perhaps you are teaching me they are the 
same thing — that the taught thread is stronger than I 
fear; that the solid ground can wash away beneath my 
feet.  
 
Let me seek you more energetically, my dear Lord. I 
open myself to you and await your visit. A passive child 
expecting gifts. But you say, “Knock, and it will open.” I 
therefore must knock. Instead I stand unmoving by your 
doorway.  
 
God, let this wind across the landscape not trouble me. 
Let it awaken me, quicken my heart and set my spine 
straight. Let me not rest idle, awaiting rescue, but set 
forth on my way. Let me enjoy the brief showers, and 
have sense to build shelter when storms descend.  
 
You built me with feet, hands, mouth, legs, heart, mind. 
Let me use all these gifts, taking joy in performing as 
intended.  
 
If I am your hammer, Lord, let me not cower in fear of 
the nail.  
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February 11 
 
I ask and ask for what I already have. 
 
I seek a sign – they are all around if I but read them. I 
seek knowledge of the right action – my heart verily 
knows which way my foot should next fall. I seek 
nearness to you – and I keep relearning that you were 
with me all along. 
 
Lord, I know these things. You have taught and re-taught 
me. Why, then, do I feel so lacking in what I seek? 
 
O my dear friend, it is willingness I am missing. 
Willingness to see and read your guidance. Willingness 
to walk hard paths. Willingness to shed self-reliance and 
hold your hand like a child. 
 
O Lord, let me cultivate willingness within me. Let the 
seed of willingness grow, let it break upward from the 
dirt, let it flower under the beaming love that makes its 
way into my walled garden. Your love. 
 
Let me set aside this misguided search for knowledge. I 
know all I need. Let willingness guide me today. 
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February 12 
 
Let me abandon myself. Instead, I build ramparts and 
walls against the arrayed forces of the world. I protect 
myself, both from actual and imagined foes.  
 
Such energy I spend in maintaining these arrangements. 
Decision after decision floats my way, and in each I 
wonder, "what ought I to do?" Yet my aim is always to 
improve or defend my position, and so the question is 
mis-phrased. I am really asking, "how can I gain?" Such 
selfish aims, wrapped in pious language. 
 
Lord, let me throw open my gates, scatter my defenses. 
Let me ask, not about oughts and shoulds, but instead: "O 
Lord, what would you have me do?" And once asked, let 
me listen and heed. Let me act as you command. 
 
The world may find an empty ruin where my fortress 
once stood. Lord, you have called me out to walk among 
the meadows and leave my supplies to nourish all who 
chance upon my refuge. 
 
Lord, let me have the courage to abandon myself to you. 
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February 13 
 
Let me learn better to set aside judgment. The truth of my 
inner life is that I am always evaluating and judging: 
events, conditions, people. In all things, moments to 
moment, I assess and react based on how I am affected. 
My incessant judgment a prison made up of self-regard. 
 
And O, Lord, my judgment becomes a weapon I turn on 
myself. Such small steps I take from seeking guidance, to 
self-examination, finally to judging myself. What a 
wrong path.  
 
You love me, your creation, yet I am pigheaded enough 
to think that I can discern to what degree, to compare 
your love for me with what I perceive your love is for 
others. You say: judge not – and this is the instruction I 
most often defy. 
 
Lord, let me be willing, instead, to be your steward. You 
have made this creation, quickened these souls, all 
around. You rose me to be among them. I clearly hear 
your quiet call to tend these things, all equal.  
 
Let me foster the growth of all of your creation, without 
distinction. Let me block none from your warming light. 
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February 14 
 
It is morning. So many chores, as I tend my tiny garden 
plot. I planted these rose so neatly, yet overnight they 
became unruly. Weeds grow that were not there 
yesterday. Each day, it seems, I set about the same tasks 
to keep this patch of soil productive. I depend on the 
growth to nourish me. Indeed you – the sun and the rain – 
spur forth such a bounty that I may sometimes share with 
my fellows. It falls on me simply to be regular and 
persistent in these small chores. 
 
Lord, let me take no pride in the neatness of my garden, 
nor self-satisfaction at my prodigious weeding and 
watering. No award nor notice is due me for such simple, 
daily tasks. 
 
Let me attend this small soul in me because on it I 
depend for nourishment, not because I will present it later 
for accolades. This is a working garden, that you 
bestowed on me, unlooked-for, in return for simple and 
diligent stewardship.  
 
Let my daily work be the thanks I give. 
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February 15 
 
Let me not be distracted by events around me. I struggle 
to keep my mind single; my attention flits from place to 
place. 
 
Lord: let me focus on aligning my actions with your 
calling. Even when distracted, in the midst of chaos, let 
me ask and discern how I might do your will. 
 
You did not build me to be shut away from the world but 
to walk in it. If I am to so walk, let me have purpose. 
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February 16 
 
Let me not be distracted by events around me. I struggle 
to keep my mind single; my attention flits from place to 
place. 
 
Lord: let me focus on aligning my actions with your 
calling. Even when distracted, in the midst of chaos, let 
me ask and discern how I might do your will. 
 
You did not build me to be shut away from the world but 
to walk in it. If I am to so walk, let me have purpose. 
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February 17 
 
I take such comfort in these daily structures I have 
erected. My quiet seat. These books. The soft lamp. 
Blank pages that my pen fills. But O! I mistake the seen 
for the unseen.  
 
My seat and my pen are neither the containers nor 
instruments of my devotion to you. It exists apart. I am 
called to seek you in the chaos, the maelstrom, just as in 
my crafted quiet time.  
 
This solitude and silence are not your requirements. They 
are my own crutches. They ease my walking along a path 
to you, dear Lord.  
 
Let there come a time that I throw aside my cane and 
walk toward you unaided. Let me stride with single 
purpose, serene, even as the earth quakes and the storm 
howls. The tissue around me, this apparent world, reveals 
itself as mist.  
 
But no. Until then, I so depend on these quiet conditions. 
Let me therefore be thankful, seeing them as the gift they 
are. One day you may call me to march before I feel 
ready. Today, in my quiet, let me prepare myself for such 
a day.  
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February 18 
 
Let me not be distracted today. In each circumstance, I 
face the same challenge: to discern your will and to do it 
gladly. The events of each moment attract my attention 
and I misperceive this one to be different than the last, to 
call for a different approach than the previous. Such a 
hard lesson to learn, that in all cases what is called for is 
the same: wait. Ask. Listen. Give. 
 
Spurred by pride, I see myself as master of my actions, 
called to carefully determine my course under shifting 
conditions. Let me, Lord, grow in humility. Let me 
recognize this illusion of mastery for what it is. I am no 
ship's captain. This newly presented storm is not unique. 
This vessel needs the same attention as ever – cleaned, 
painted, maintained. I am a hand, no pilot.  
 
Lord, let me cease imagining myself to live a heroic life. 
Let my life be one of stewardship. Let me tend to the 
gifts you place before me. People, objects, no matter. Let 
them all thrive under the care directed by you. 
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February 19 
 
Here, in the midst of my quiet fellowship with you, fear 
slips in like a thief. It robs me of everything, of faith, as I 
train all my thinking upon how I will escape calamity. 
 
Lord, let me please see my fear rightly. It is not true that, 
if only I had greater faith, fear would never visit. No, you 
call me to have faith even in the face of fear. Indeed, I 
have many emotions all the while my faith abides. My 
devotion to you does not blot out my feelings – it 
accompanies them and makes me able to stand and walk 
even when I would cower. 
 
Lord, let me listen while you direct my thoughts. Let me 
go where you call. 
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February 20 
 
I too quickly pick up every burden I see. I imagine that I 
am alone walking through this day. These things that 
must get done, these tasks that I am to perform – all up to 
me. I think of you as a source of solace, or serenity. Such 
a dim shadow of faith. 
 
Let me instead have true dependence on you, dear Lord. 
Let me trust that you will provide, doing for me the 
things that I cannot do myself, arranging events to 
support my efforts, delivering reinforcements in those 
things that I cannot do singly.  
 
When faced with a daunting task, let me not just wish for 
relief, but expect the aid that has always come – whether 
that aid be in the form of needed energy, assistance from 
other quarters, removal of the obligation or burden, or 
some other way I cannot imagine. Let this be my quiet 
assurance. 
 
I see you too often as simply balm for my troubles. But 
the burdens and troubles remain. Let me, Lord, see you 
more substantially – as power. Let me, Lord, align 
myself with your will and quietly get to work knowing 
that you have already provided all that is needed. 
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February 21 
 
You are sun shining down on me; you are armies arrayed 
behind me; you are a locomotive powering me forward. 
You are the force that inexorably causes the roots and 
branches of these trees to grow, to crush the sidewalk 
into rubble. You are power, my Lord, sitting here quietly 
with me in silence. 
 
What shame and tragedy that I so often forget or deny 
this majestic force. I plan my actions as if you were 
absent. 
 
Lord, let me align myself with your vast forces. Only I 
can get in the way of your aid to me, through denial, 
obstinateness, or distraction. Let me not distract myself 
with worry. Let me unleash you. 
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February 22 
 
I congratulate myself on how faithful in you I am, how 
dependent upon you I feel. In this way I twist what is 
good into a misshapen tangle, cloaking it in my defects. 
O Lord, I torment myself as I recognize how far I fall 
short. I imagine faith in you to be some virtue, and it is 
exactly at this point that it boomerangs and becomes a 
shortcoming. These defects, always the same, my 
constant bedevilments, persistent yet manifested in ever-
new ways. 
 
Let my dependence on you be pure: the desperation of 
the weak. Let me be weak, that I may lurch for your hand 
in gratitude, and not puff myself up with displays of 
piety. 
 
God, set my hands to work. Grant me duty. Let effort 
drive out my pride and self-regard. 
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February 23 
 
Let me spread hope. I daily encounter others who seem to 
see themselves in a joyless world, a mechanical world of 
iron bars, clanking wheels, hard rain. Concrete. You, 
Lord, have changed my sight so this is not what I see, 
even as I walk the same ground. 
 
I see a bud pushing through a crack in a cement pathway. 
I see new growth on charred trunks after a wildfire. I see 
a family of foxes taking shelter under an abandoned 
vehicle. 
 
I see my fellows crying to one another, sharing warmth.  
 
Lord, let what I see be seen by all. Grant me the words 
and deeds to convey the life springing up everywhere. 
 
O the power, the slow power of your love that courses 
through the abundant life. The life is abundantly around 
me, and within me too, each of us, our days are abundant. 
Moment upon moment cascades upon me and each one is 
a universe of new opportunity. You shower me. 
 
Lord. Let me call others to this vision you have laid upon 
me. 
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February 24 
 
Let me not stop with simple kindness, nor graciousness. 
Let me go beyond these lazy minimums of polite 
interaction. I congratulate myself on being pleasant, as if 
this were a great task.  
 
Lord, this grace that you have rained down upon me, in 
truth, overflows. My reservoirs are swollen and yet I 
guard this resource as if it were treasure. I encounter 
others, and am polite, yet I send them on their way still 
thirsty. They were parched, yet too fearful to ask for a 
cup. Some did not even know of their own need. Some 
had perhaps never tasted sweet, clear water.  
 
And yet here I stand, a fortress of civility, aloof and 
smiling as if this countenance were a gift.  
 
Lord, let me throw open my gates. Let me walk out to 
meet strangers, draw them in, sustain them, build them 
up, until I fear even my stores are exhausted. Only when 
my barrels are empty can they be filled. Will you send 
me more grace when it will only spill on the ground 
around me? 
 
Let me pour out cup after cup as they come, these 
visitors. 
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February 25 
 
You reveal and reveal. I toil and plod, eyes downcast and 
fixed on my task. A shift in the light causes me to look 
up and I see. I see. Lord, you give me sight and what I 
see is of infinite interest, landscapes scratching to the 
horizon. I see how you, your love, rest underneath it all. 
It glows.  
 
I distract myself with my rote task, and the view just as 
quickly vanishes. All I see is what is before me. 
 
Lord, surprise me with revelation. Let me see beyond my 
laboring hands and trudging feet. Let me share the view 
with my fellows. 
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February 26 
 
Take me. Lead me by the nose through the day. I am an 
obstinate mule. I need reminding, and a firm hand. 
 
Take me to the field where my labor lies. Set me to my 
task. My work will bear fruit, and I may never see nor 
notice, too busy digging up each furrow. I am too simple 
to see the bounty you are producing with my labor. 
 
Bring me home at day’s end. I know you will care for me 
as one of your own. But, stubborn and willful, I escape 
and wander if any opportunity presents itself. 
 
Lord, be firm with me today. Leave no room for doubt. 
Order my life. 
 
Thy will be done. 
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February 27 
 
I sit in this small room tucked away from the coming 
day. I hear the whisper of the fan, I feel my back rest 
against the wall, I feel my seat press upwards into my 
flesh. Here I am. Here you are, too. 
 
Yet already I set my thoughts to hours and even days 
later. This same body will be there when tomorrow 
arrives and becomes today. This same self. Why do I 
behave, then, as if you will not be with me? You are here 
now, in this room. 
 
Thoughts of tomorrow, of later, take me away from this 
room and my presence before you. The only place I am 
truly a part from you is in my imaginings. Why do I 
pursue them so? My planning and worry poison my soul. 
 
Lord, let me dwell with you. Let me be here with you, in 
mind equally as in body. 
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February 28 
 
I hurl myself at the day, hoping that momentum and 
energy will overcome these perceived problems. Such a 
childish approach. And indeed what I imagined to be a 
day filled with problems is not that. In all the challenges 
that come my way in the course of the day, the problems 
are few. Maybe they do not even exist. 
 
Lord, let me have precision. Let me not seek to 
overpower the day, but approach it with care. The right 
step well-placed, the right word spoken quietly, the right 
action well-timed. 
 
Let me be meticulous, my expression of gratitude for 
your immeasurable gifts. 
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March 
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March 1 
 
Glow within me. Be a spark that others see ever brighter. 
Make me a beacon, visible across miles of open waters. 
Let your presence at my center be achingly plain to all. 
 
Lord, let me attend this ember. Let me nurture this, my 
faith in you, so that it grows and shines. 
 
Let me not be ostentatious, like a peacock, spreading 
notice of my faith all around. Let me seek a simple and 
plain routine. Let my life be ordered. Let this clarity be 
what shines across the fog. 
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March 2 
 
I sit here and try to muster my attention, yet I become 
distracted by conditions. Every small event intrudes, 
draws my mind away and into the world. And O, Lord, 
my weakness is this: I let it happen. 
 
I am so divided. I yearn to be close to you, and at the 
same time flee from you into distraction. 
 
Lord, let my devotion grow and crowd out the worldly 
intrusions. Let them fade to dull noise. Let me fix my 
attention upon my search to draw nearer to you. 
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March 3 
 
You impede me. You slow me down. You place 
obstacles in my path, you whip up a wind against me as I 
walk.  
 
I see difficulties. Yet my slow movement causes me to 
look anew. What have you delivered me in the form of 
this resistance? You have bestowed on me the red for 
care — the opportunity to slow my pace and to make my 
footsteps meticulous.  
 
Lord. I am blown back as I try to walk forward. Let me 
see clearly how futile it is to exert more effort. Your 
conditions overpower me. No: let me slow my pace yet 
more, pick my way through the fallen brush, let each 
small step build upon its brother.  
 
Care. You give me the wherewithal to take care. O, let 
me recognize this gift.  
 
Let me shred my list of goals for the day. Let it fall to 
pieces around me. You call me to step slowly, 
abandoning urgency. Let my efforts bend toward this.  
 
Show me the universe of accomplishment hidden in 
stillness and slow movement.  
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March 4 
 
Bring me tribulation! Let me grow in my eagerness for 
difficulty. When I play a game, or recreate, my 
enjoyment consists in adding challenge to some easy 
task: I run, but on a twisted path. I lift, but a heavy 
weight. I throw and catch, but at a long distance. Games, 
all. The obstacles provide the enjoyment. 
 
Lord, let me view this day, these tasks, in similar fashion. 
Each difficulty a challenge to add to enjoyment.  
 
Let me take infinite interest in the surmounting of these 
obstacles, in examining their nature, in appreciating the 
ingenuity and variety they reflect. O, where would be the 
joy in plodding through a series of dull days?  
 
Let these hurdles come, let me leap with glee over each 
successive one, feeling the joy of running, jumping along 
a turning and stony trail, running through the alpine 
forest, across meadows and over streams. 
 
Let me invite my fellows to join in this joyful foot race. 
What fun! Let me share it. 
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March 5 
 
It is just me and you. Whisper in my ear. Murmur the 
truth to me, that my heart may become glad. 
 
As you take away my worries over troubles, may I be a 
balm for my fellows. Let me reduce the fear dripping 
through the lives of those around me. 
 
You have told me this secret: all will be well, all is well. 
When I hear and remember it, my woes lift. These 
conditions that I judge to be trials, they are not.  
 
Tomorrow will not be when relief comes; you have 
already made it. It is here. Let me deliver it to the 
worried. All is well. 
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March 6 
 
You have placed everything gently where it rests. Me, on 
this seat. All the objects around me. The people whom I 
meet, now as well as later. You provide support to all the 
world, make all arrangements, and so I cannot know: Am 
I placed here to help that friend? Or is another placed 
here to help me? I carry your message, and equally your 
message is carried back to me. 
 
Lord, let me thus give and receive. Let me be a link in a 
chain, neither self-important nor lowly. Just one among 
many, in a system of your devising. 
 
Let me not think too deeply, trying to penetrate the veil 
of misunderstanding in which I am cloaked. Even this 
garment, you have delivered and tailored to my figure. 
 
Let me set about seeking and doing your will, in even the 
smallest thing, without overcomplication. Let me more 
humbly ask your will, without demanding an answer. 
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March 7 
 
Let me be a doer of your will, my Lord. I spend so much 
energy in seeking and trying to discern your guidance – 
let me give equal devotion to the doing. I am no simple 
hearer, nor speaker. I am the sum of my acts. Let my 
deeds today be ones that express your will. 
 
I see myself as facing so many troubles, needing 
guidance. My prayers to you, Lord, consist in pleas for 
knowledge. I childishly imagine that, if only I knew 
more, knew the secret, my troubles would fall away. I fail 
to see, or ignore, the unwelcome nature of your guidance: 
it is a set of instructions. 
 
Let me follow your orders, dear Lord. When you say, 
speak, let me open my mouth. When you say, give, let 
me act with charity. When you say, halt, let me bridle 
myself. 
 
A doer of your work. Make me a doer. 
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March 8 
 
As within, so without. Let me, above all, draw near to 
you inwardly. Let me hear your close whisper in my ear, 
feel your arm around my shoulder. You are no distant 
power, but an intimate friend. You are the treasure at my 
center. 
 
The events of the day come and go, my troubles and my 
successes all equally. These blowing storms cause barely 
a ripple in the smooth waters of your safe harbor. I am 
sheltered.  
 
Let me recognize the safety you provide, even as I 
venture out where you direct. I take you with me, and so 
come with me your calm waters. Let me look upon 
trouble with the equanimity that only comes of assurance. 
All will be well. Let me align my steps with your 
guidance – you will move my hand to steer a safe path. 
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March 9 
 
Let this life of moments be filled with devotion to your 
will. Let each moment, the one cascading upon the other, 
be guided. Let me move through these days in alignment 
with your will.  
 
You call me not only to act as your loved child, but to 
think as him too. Let me, in each allotted moment, be 
aware of you underlying all. Let me repeat, over and 
over, returning to you, until my consciousness of you in 
each moment is second-nature. 
 
I fail in this. I fail over and over. Each new moment is a 
chance to conquer this distracted mind. Let me take each 
one. Let me not float through this day, unaware. O what a 
tragedy to end my day, to retire, thinking I was my own 
motive force! I would therefore have slept through my 
waking hours. Today, let me awaken.  
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March 10 
 
Look! I have lit a small candle in the corner. An island of 
light in a dark sea. Here next to me, in the glow, is good 
feeling and human warmth. Joy. 
 
Perhaps wanderers will see it and make their way to me. 
They may sit and even, in their entrance, disturb my 
solitude. Yet the candle burns and welcomes, yea, even 
trouble. This corner holds joy for all. 
 
Lord, let me keep this space welcoming. Let all travelers 
find a spot to sit — let me not grumble nor sulk at the 
fellows whom your light, this candle, attracts. 
 
I am the flame keeper, the steward of candles. The striker 
of matches. Let this small task be sufficient of itself, let 
me not embellish it with honoraria. 
 
Let me, Lord, simply tend this candle and welcome those 
who are drawn to it. 
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March 11 
 
How, Lord, shall I carry your message? I want to 
proclaim it, to shout it. But I feel your calling, and you 
drive me to whisper. This quiet voice you give me, the 
one so few hear. 
 
I misperceive this anonymity as a lesson for me – 
teaching humility. It is that, but it is more: the discovered 
voice is the one listened to by the few. 
 
Lord, let me cast away thoughts of influence. Let my 
telling of your way be an unexpected discovery for a 
small few. 
 
Let me speak more quietly. 
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March 12 
 
All these tasks crowd my mind; they press on me. I have 
come so far away from you, I imagine this list of things 
that must be done amounts to a day.  
 
Lord, awaken me. Reawaken me. Let me remember that 
you offer an unlimited supply of resources and even of 
wherewithal. You provide all that is needed, sufficient 
unto this day.  
 
Let me look for this – every need matched by supply. 
Where I need aid, it will come. Where I need energy, it 
will come. Where I need willingness, even: it will come.  
 
I am your child, Lord. You see to it that I have all I need. 
It is all around me, if I but look rightly. Let me look. 
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March 13 
 
Let me be guided today. Take each foot and set it where 
you would have me step. Overcome my intentions and 
plans – use me as your instrument.  
 
Let me not just seek knowledge of your will, for this 
places my own choices at the center. No: let your will be 
made manifest today. Let it unfold.  
 
Let your will pour over me like a flood. Let it be 
inexorable. 
 
And me, let me be a small leaf on the rising waters. All is 
yours, whether I admit it or not. May thy will be done 
upon me and my fellows. 
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March 14 
 
I know the way you are leading. Yet I am so unwilling, 
all too often, to walk that path. What mulishness. Where 
am I trying to take myself? In truth I have no clear 
concept. Instead I manifest reluctance. No! my feet say. 
Or, worse, I distract myself and wonder. 
 
Lord, your pathway laid before me is bright and obvious. 
I do not need secret signs nor eagle eyes to know the 
way. I see it. Each step well-illumined. 
 
Let me, Lord, go that obvious way. There appear inviting 
distractions to each side of me, but they seem so only 
because they are distant or dimly lit. Upon inspection 
they are inferior and their pleasures are sure to turn to 
ashes in my mouth. 
 
O! Let me walk this clear path. I stray only out of 
obstinacy. Let me march with obedience and learn of its 
joys. 
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March 15 
 
Let me become ready that you may strip away the things 
that stand in the way of my usefulness to you. Let me 
submit with joy to the pruning. 
 
Of what do my day’s burdens consist? They are made up 
of my own bedevilments. Pride, selfishness, envy, sloth. 
Take away these wrong attitudes and leave in their place 
a light soul eager to do your work. 
 
I carry so much that I have taken up myself. Let me 
rightly see how I may set it aside. I am not your pack 
animal, Lord, but your child. How tragic that I carry so 
much more than asked. 
 
Lord, let me carry what you give me to carry. No more. I 
view the world as filled with burdens and duties – when 
will I recognize them as treasures and lessons? Let me 
become willing to see the world rightly. It is so much 
brighter than I let myself imagine. 
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March 16 
 
Let me see what you place before me. Let me see the 
path you lay out at my feet. You do not cloak the day in 
mystery. You make your will plain and give all I need to 
act upon it. 
 
And yet I imagine myself in darkness, unsure. I look 
everywhere for aid except directly at the supply you have 
placed in my hand. I look for a sign of direction when my 
feet are already on the way. 
 
Lord, I cloud my own understanding, I get in my own 
way.  
 
Let me relax and simply walk forward along this path, 
wielding the implements you have provided. That is 
enough; that is your will. Let me do it. 
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March 17 
 
Each step I take today brings me gratitude. I give thanks, 
even, for being awake.  
 
Let me, Lord, even as I am aware of your gifts, not 
cleave to them too tightly. They bring me no distinction. 
These gifts I see in front of me, all around me, are there 
and available for all -- awareness, tranquility, love. 
Indeed, you provide them that they may overfill me and 
be made available to others.  
 
While you shine on me, you shine equally on all. Let me 
pass this good news.  
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March 18 
 
I limit you so, in my conceptions and my prayers. You 
are the foundation of the world, yet I ask for such minute 
trivia. Relief from worry. Solace from anguish. What 
matter such feelings? They are transient even without 
your intercession, yet I cry out for relief as if the feelings 
themselves were real. 
 
O Lord, let my prayers to you be worthy of the power 
you hold. Let me not seek petty, small gifts. 
 
Fill me with love, let it radiate out to others, let it heal 
and bring warmth to all. Let it move mountains, let it 
grow forests. 
 
Let my aims, dear Lord, be worthy. 
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March 19 
 
I survey my interior life and find so much for 
improvement. Envy over the accomplishments of others. 
Regret over undone obligations. Selfish motives. Wrath 
and judgment aimed at those who vex me. Self 
righteousness. Self-pity. 
 
Lord, let me not congratulate myself that this inner life 
finds no tangible nor obvious expression in action. It is 
there, seething inside, nonetheless. Let me please find a 
better way. 
 
Direct my thought life, O Lord. My selfish mind 
contaminates even the kindest of my actions. Purify me. 
 
Thy will be done. 
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March 20 
 
These distractions, vexations, these trials – let me find it 
in my heart to be thankful for all. You have delivered 
each moment to me along with its content, placed it here, 
and me before it, for a reason. Physical pain, material 
privation, emotional upset – all planned and presented to 
me as a gift. 
 
Lord, O Lord – let me see rightly. Let me see all the ways 
you save me and build me, all the ways you spur me to 
grow from child to adult. Even at the end of a blind alley, 
you place a door.  
 
Who am I to imagine that I need rescue? I become 
fearful, but these looming figures are simply shadows. I 
steel myself, yet my strength is never called for. I prepare 
myself for disappointment, and yet gifts are showered 
upon me. 
 
Only under self-sufficiency do I falter. Lord, grant me 
dependence. Let me give thanks for my surrender. 
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March 21 
 
Let me use this day you have given me, use it as you 
would have me do. Let me conform my will with your 
guidance.  
 
Let me not squander this one day, the only one I have in 
truth, on selfishness and sloth. Let me bring my full self 
to each moment, wasting none.  
 
Grant me, O Lord, industry. 
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March 22 
 
As I reflect on what is happening in my life, find that if I 
focus on the here and now I am completely fine. At this 
moment, there is no real trouble. Yet I have a feeling of 
unease as I consider what may happen in the future, even 
as near to me as just a few hours' hence. 
 
This worry about what may or may not happen later 
infects my attitude toward what is present now. Later's 
worries become now's woes. All this does, of course, is 
rob me of any peace of mind I may have currently. 
 
These things, about which I worry later, may not come to 
pass at all. Indeed, when has what I fear as the worst ever 
happened?  
 
Such worries squander today in favor of a dismal and 
distant tomorrow, one which may never come. 
 
God, please let me acknowledge my current situation in 
its fullness. The fact is that I am just fine here and now. 
Let me please discern this, accept it, and be joyously 
grateful for it. 
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March 23 
 
The fabric of my regrets is always made up of actions 
and attitudes toward others. My wrongs and 
shortcomings are never the deeds of a solitary soul. Even 
when I am alone in the acting, others are the objects. 
Even when there is no visible action, my attitudes are 
toxic. 
 
How, Lord, may I better have a loving attitude toward all, 
those two vex me and those who try me? How, Lord, 
may I love those who challenge me, even when I sit 
alone in secret? 
 
Shine down your love upon me, O Lord, not that I may 
receive it but that I may give it. I am subject to selfish 
and resentful thoughts, attitudes that can only be 
dispelled through your abundant love. 
 
Set me aright, O Lord. Thy will be done. 
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March 24 
 
Hold my hand. Guide me through the day. Take me here 
and there, to the places you would have me act, at the 
times when you would have me do so. Let me not cast 
my gaze forward and forward, into my fantasies about 
tomorrow. Here, now: keep me here. 
 
You take me by the right hand and guide me. My strong 
hand. The one that would be otherwise filled implements, 
tools, weapons even. But your strong hand fills mine and 
pulls me.  
 
My weak hand is left to the work and I face a choice: 
pursue mastery and let go my grip on you, or accept your 
power and trust you to guide my work in all my clumsy 
weakness.  
 
Let me trust you, O Lord! Even beyond my own 
imagined power. Let me not pursue mastery but instead 
dependence.  
 
Let me, Lord, do your will, as simply as I can manage in 
all my personal weakness. Let me see my faith as all the 
sufficiency my tasks require. O my Lord, thank you for 
this sense of dependence.  
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March 25 
 
Thank you, O Lord, for drawing near to me. For so long I 
have sought you and pursued you with desperation. 
Never did I find you. I look back and see now that it is 
you who found me.  
 
I am sorely tempted to attribute my faith to effort on my 
part, to my persistent prayer, to my daily attempt to live 
as you would have me do. In truth, these attitudes are 
prideful and false. I cannot say I hold faith due to any 
special virtue – no, you snuck up upon me. You came to 
me without warning, without announcement. I simply 
realized one day that I believe, and that I had for some 
time. 
 
Your arrival in my life has no date nor duration. You are 
here, with me. You have always been and always will be. 
You, Lord, are my supply, my source, my root. 
 
Let me rise from here and glide through the day blown by 
your wind. Let me seek nothing, but instead exist in 
expectation of your support. Take away my pride and 
selfishness, my self-regard, my self-congratulation. 
 
You gave yourself to me as a gift —the same gift to 
make available to all. You will come to others. To all of 
us. We need but open our eyes to see you. 
 
Let me be awake to you, O Lord. Let me awaken my 
fellows, nudging them with the good news.  
 
You are here! You always have been. 
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March 26 
 
I consider the day ahead. 
 
Please divorce my thoughts from selfishness, dishonesty, 
resentment, and fear. Let me have true concern for 
others, let me be fully honest, let me not be envious, let 
me have true and deep faith. 
 
The day towers ahead of me, and as I look ahead I feel so 
many fears. Of what do they consist? Simply, anxiety 
over having obligations. I wish to sit idle, rest without 
requirement – so every duty therefore feels 
insurmountable. 
 
Lord, let me have energy. Fill me with industry and 
willingness. Thy will be done. 
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March 27 
 
I am like a pond with no outlet, thinking of myself and 
my petty concerns. I seek your strength, yet for such 
small things. What a misuse of this time, of this earthly 
body. I seek merely to survive, to improve my position – 
Lord, let my aims improve. 
 
Grant me supply, O Lord. Bring to me a new view of life 
and of my place in it. Let me give to others, let me spread 
your love widely. Let me think of my own needs and 
doings last. You have always supported me in all things, 
brought me here, safely. Why, therefore, do I insist on 
taking my security first in line? If I stand last, if I receive 
last, then I am still saved nonetheless. 
 
Let my life have outlet. Let me be a source of comfort to 
others. I will be taken care of soon enough. 
 
Let others stand before me in line. 
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March 28 
 
Let me listen for you today. I distract myself with my 
own thoughts. I inwardly pursue my individual aims 
wherever they take me. My thoughts go so far afield. 
 
Lord let my thoughts center on seeking you. Let me not 
distract myself. 
 
Thy will be done today. 
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March 29 
 
I sit in secret and call to you, seek you. I cry out for you. 
 
When you draw near, I am exhilarated. The feeling 
overwhelms me and I want more. But it is a fruitless 
chase. I cannot force your arrival. Days, weeks become 
deserts as I search and wait for you, praying ever harder 
yet without true surrender, chasing after the exhilaration 
of your presence. 
 
Lord, let me relax everything that is contracted. Let me 
open. Let me trust that you are coming, quietly, without 
trumpets and drama. 
 
Let me learn to shun the exhilaration I used to seek. Give 
me, instead, quiet dependence. 
 
The windswept mountaintop, O Lord, is no longer for 
me. Let me take joy in this quiet room. Draw near to me 
here. 
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March 30 
 
How have you already saved me? How indeed have you 
already arranged the day for my benefit? Let me see 
everything around me as a gift from you. Let me look 
and look again, moment by moment, and see your 
sunlight shining upon me. Warming me. 
 
When I do not see you, it is my own vision at fault. When 
I feel I am in darkness, it is only because my eyes are 
closed. 
 
Let me open my eyes to you. There you are, warmly 
loving me in each instant.  
 
Lord, let me awaken.  
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March 31 
 
Let me do more. Let me see how much farther there is for 
me to go. I congratulate myself on the small progress I 
make here and there, yet in truth it is all so trivial. My 
habits are in order, yet my mind remains unruly. My 
behavior is not filled with transgressions, yet my will is 
so selfish. Even as I present a placid countenance, my 
intentions seethe and boil.  
 
O my Lord, discipline my interior! Burn away this self-
regard, this willfulness.  
 
Set me aflame, dear Lord. Grant me energy, let me set 
about offering joy to all the world. Let this effort crowd 
out my inner self, this fiction. Let me become nothing but 
faith, nothing but devotion.  
 
You are balm to the world, Lord. How dare I withhold 
your spirit? Let me work and work again, harder, to pass 
on your warmth. 
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April 1 
 
Let me learn simplicity. Let not my mind be so unruly, 
filled with thoughts and plans, list upon list. 
 
You call me to maintain one thought at the center of all: 
my faith in you. My devotion to you. Instead, I am 
consumed with planning. Obligations. Goals. 
Aspirations. Fears. All trivia, set down on a list, one 
which I then placed upon an altar. My plans for the day 
become a false god and I thus become little more than a 
paper cup in the wind, blown from task to task, from 
activity to activity, a never ending stream of doing 
 
Lord, O Lord. Still me. Teach me. Bridle me, let this bit 
in my mouth turn my nose to you. Walk me slowly along 
your pathways. 
 
Rob me of my plans, O Lord. Burn my lists. Take away 
my clever scheming. Make me simple. 
 
One thought: you. Let it burn so brightly I can think none 
other. 
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April 2 
 
You transform me. This lump of clay, you made me into 
the likeness of something better. You revisit your work 
continually and refashion me. Characteristics that had 
become old, familiar friends wear away. New ones grow. 
 
I am scarcely the same person, and this change has taken 
place imperceptibly. I am alien to myself when I look 
back. Will I later be equally different? 
 
Lord, I give thanks for what you have made. Let me 
submit to you.  
 
Remake me again. 
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April 3 
 
Let me erase myself. Let me place myself below others. 
Whenever I may be presented with a choice, let me 
choose service over self. Let me avoid praise, shun 
recognition. 
 
Lord let me do all these things as practice. My tendency 
is toward pride and ego. I see myself as one who decides, 
performs, controls. Let me choose actions and attitudes 
that undermine my sense of self. Let me be meek, 
humble, retiring. Let me go last. 
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April 4 
 
So many souls around me that I admire. They seem so 
much closer to you, so much less selfish than I am, so 
much more kind. I keenly feel my shortcomings. 
 
Lord, your lessons escape me at times like these. So 
dismayed at my own lack of progress, I can barely find 
you. Cares of the world crowd out my connection with 
you. I compete. I strive. I grasp. 
 
Lord, take away these ruinous attitudes. They lead me 
away from you. 
 
Let me move toward you, O Lord. Let me seek you. Let 
me depend upon you absolutely, in all the implications of 
such dependence. Let me turn my entire will over to you. 
Let my vision narrow until you are all I see. 
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April 5 
 
I waste so much energy wondering whether I will be up 
to the tasks that I face. I fear failure and inadequacy. Yet 
the truth is that, even in failure, you have always 
supported me. My fear, if I look at it honestly and with 
clear eyes, is that I will experience discomfort, that I will 
not get something I want, that I will lose something I 
wish to keep, or that others will judge me poorly. 
 
Such small worries, when put in those terms. So selfish, I 
could not imagine speaking them aloud with any 
seriousness. Instead, I dress them up with careful words 
and offer them as prayer. 
 
Lord, let me please see myself clearly. Let me be honest 
to myself about my inner life. Improve me. 
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April 6 
 
Let me turn my attention toward others today. Let me 
help them, care for them, support them. O! I think too 
much of how I shall receive this or that object, of how I 
might organize others to provide me gratification and 
ease. 
 
Let me reverse myself, Lord. Let me set about bringing 
ease and delight to the world, person by person. 
 
Let me give thanks for this only: that I yet exist and thus 
might shine your light upon my fellows. 
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April 7 
 
Am I willing, Lord, to perish? Am I willing to give and 
give again shortly not. Yet, Lord, you say a seed must die 
for new growth to come. Let me not protect myself so. 
Build walls and gates, I don armor, to take up arms. All 
to face the trials of the world. Facing such an enemy, I 
am sure, eventually, to succumb and die alone.  
 
O! Let me cease fighting and walk naked into battle. Let 
me smile with love at one who holds the spear, leveled at 
me. Sunlight will shine upon me and warm us all, calm 
will descend. We will lay down arms.  
 
Someone must yield first. Let me surrender, O Lord, to 
every enemy – for each was sent by you. The one who 
brandishes weapons against me is your child, as am I. 
 
The battlefield appears as chaos, Lord, but only from my 
limited vantage. I, your lamb, am here for your reasons. 
Let me be the love you would spread. Let me yield 
before all, let the contagion spread as we love and love 
again, spark from fellow to fellow.  
 
I surrender, Lord, I surrender. 
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April 8 
 
Let me give myself to you wholly. Let me not hide my 
faith behind smooth and rational arguments. Let me be 
willing to face criticism and judgment for my 
dependence upon you. 
 
The tasks you direct me to do, the surprising outcomes, 
even the predictable consequences – let me not try to 
fathom the unknowable. Let me simply be obedient. Let 
me listen for your call and act. 
 
This love that you shine upon me passes all 
understanding. Let me devote myself to you, depend 
upon you, utterly. 
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April 9 
 
How shall I live joyously today? I have a choice each 
morning. I can view the day is filled with obligations, or 
as with gifts. Each is true; what grows is what I focus 
upon. 
 
Lord, this day is littered with your gifts. Already, at an 
early hour, if I look at myself rightly, I can see reasons 
for gratitude. 
 
Let me be a being filled with thankfulness today. Every 
happening, every emotion – let me give thanks for it. 
Every trial, every challenge – thanks. Every interaction – 
thanks. Every woe — thanks.  
 
Thank you, Lord, for this body, this day, this set of 
human relationships. Thank you for this way of life. 
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April 10 
 
Send me where you would best use me. Grant me a 
discerning ear to hear your instructions. You guide me 
quietly, yet I produce so much noise in my willfulness 
and distracted thinking. How then, dear Lord, can I better 
hear you? 
 
Quiet me. Erase my will, my plans, my worries, my 
fantasies. Leave behind a clear lake, smooth water, a pre-
dawn silence in which one or two birds call sweetly. In 
this quietude, let me hear and notice your whispers. 
 
I seek escape from disturbance, yet here by this lakeside I 
am the one who causes upset. I stomp around, I shift 
loudly, even my breath has such amplitude I can scarcely 
hear aught else. Lord, let me cease this constant 
movement. 
 
Here in the early morning, it is easy to seek peace. Now 
is not when it is most required. Later today, when amidst 
noise and calamity, let me then seek quiet. Let me 
recognize that this lakeside is ever here and the waters 
will easily become still if I only stop churning. 
 
And then I might hear. Let me follow your quiet voice 
today, Lord, let me listen and follow. 
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April 11 
 
Let me take joy in the limitations you impose upon me. I 
desire idleness and to be unrestrained. I would gladly 
drift through the day like a cloud in the breeze, 
dissipating, finally, with nothing to show nor any trace of 
my existence. 
 
You, Lord, have sprung up within me and given my inner 
workings purpose. You structure my thought life, my 
actions, my days. You present me with obligation and 
challenge – and my reaction first is that of a sullen child. 
I resist. Yet inexorably you impose conditions that move 
me. I submit to your will and, once I do, your glories 
spring up around me.  
 
When I act as you would have me do, when I clearly see 
the world around me, when I take up the discipline you 
offer – joy enters. I would not expect this and it yet 
surprises me. 
 
Lord, let me remember: my chief satisfactions come 
when I seek to usefully do your will. When lazy, when I 
would shirk, when selfishly seeking only my own aims, 
let me remember this. Jar me into recollection. 
 
Today, Lord, let me take up your yoke and sing with joy 
at the opportunity to labor in your fields. 
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April 12 
 
What do I have to offer you? So little. My shortcomings 
stand in the way of being an effective instrument: too 
selfish, too fearful, too idle. I see how far I have to go. 
 
Yet you warm me nonetheless. Your tasks are never so 
difficult as I fear, and it seems that once I make the 
smallest beginning you smile. 
 
Lord, could it be that all you seek from me is 
willingness? If that is so, my Lord, let me throw off my 
obstinate, mulish immobility. Let me take the first step in 
all tasks you call me to do. A halting, slow first step.  
 
Let my footfalls toward you be demonstrations of my 
willingness. Let me walk despite my fears of how long 
the road may be. Who can know the duration of the 
journey you beckon me to take? It may indeed be 
momentary. You are simply asking me to try. 
 
O Lord, I make of you such a stern figure, and yet you 
love me so sweetly. Let my eyes open to how 
unconditionally forgiving you are. 
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April 13 
 
Let me be kind and welcoming to all. Let me draw others 
to me, open up my rooms to them, salve their wounds, 
cheer their melancholy, wash their feet.  
 
You call me to love my fellows. Let me do so as if – as is 
so – this is your explicit instruction. When reticent or 
tired, indeed especially at such times, let me throw open 
the gates and shout welcome. 
 
I so often protect myself, remain idle and aloof. I 
congratulate myself on absence of transgression and 
living an orderly life. But how, Lord, does this help 
others and spread your love? It does not. 
 
Grant me the willingness to go beyond, to enter your 
realm of unselfish, giving love. O what a task! Let me 
persist in it.  
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April 14 
 
My unruly mind desires to complicate what is simple. 
You speak to me and direct me in such clear ways. Yet I 
persist in imagining your will to be shrouded in mist, 
only dimly visible.  
 
I wonder: What would you have me do, O Lord? I call 
out: What lesson do you teach me with this trial? 
 
These questions are reflections of my prideful nature. I 
want the world to be a puzzle. This gives me an object 
toward which to direct my intellect and ego.  
 
Yet the answers to my questions are simple and constant. 
I know your will, for you shout it into my secret heart. I 
know your lesson, for you teach it to me over and over, 
in ways alternately stern and gentle.  
 
Your will: Spread love. Your lesson: Erase self.  
 
What more, O Lord, do I need to know? 
 
Let me, my sweet ruler, be the best servant and student 
that I can be.  
 
Let me, my sweet Lord, spread love and efface my self as 
I do.  
 
Thy will be done! 
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April 15 
 
I arrange my life and affairs so carefully. Consistency 
and comfort, security and ease. I beam with pride at the 
structure thus built. Look! No winds blow the walls over; 
no intruder can open the window. 
 
You kick it all over like a pile of sticks, and I scurry to 
re-stack them. 
 
Let me become willing to learn the lessons you teach. 
How will you enter my life today? What next will you 
call me to do? Surely it is not something already on my 
agenda. Let me view the blowing winds with calm 
interest.  
 
Let me, Lord, embrace every new challenge you send to 
me. You are filing away my rough edges, polishing me 
smooth, building new strengths. How could I possibly 
deserve such loving attention and care? Yet too often, I 
regard your love and tests as intrusion and calamity.  
 
Your way may be hard and stony, but you lead me along 
it that I may look upon other difficult pathways with 
equanimity.  
 
Let me see rightly. 
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April 16 
 
Will you burn away all resentment, all self-righteousness, 
all self-pity? I judge my surroundings so harshly, and 
thus cheapen your glorious works. These things I wish to 
change, they are gifts prepared just for me. And yet I 
judge. Such a hideous act. 
 
Lord, let me breathe in love, and breathe it out again. 
Over and over. 
 
Where I would judge, let me love. Where I would dwell 
on my justified self-pity, let me love. Where I would puff 
myself up with prideful self-righteousness – let me, after 
all, love. 
 
All around me, even in a solitary room, are infinite 
opportunities for curiosity. Let me look with fascination 
on what you have created. Let me welcome each creature 
that enters my sight. 
 
Lord, O Lord, make me the person that you would have 
me be. 
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April 17 
 
Let me do more than intended. Let me act in each 
moment, holding back nothing. Your will for me is to 
sow love, I know this. You litter my days with 
opportunity to shine your love all around. Holding aloft a 
lantern. In every room there are corners to be lit. Let me 
be the one to do so. 
 
Yet I hold back. I pace myself. I protect myself. I choose 
which deeds to pursue and which not, when to act and 
when to rest. O the willfulness, expressed as inertia and 
reluctance.  
 
Lord, let me meet your will. If you call me to spread love 
then let me do so without cease. In small matters and 
large, Lord, let me enthusiastically pass on your good 
news, your love, your light. 
 
I think I hold the lantern; yet let me be the lamp itself. 
You fashioned me; let me express the will of my maker. 
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April 18 
 
Let me be an oasis. Let me attract with my cool water, 
shade, soft earth. Let those who come find rest and be 
restored. 
 
The harsh sunlight beats down so many. They are 
exposed, raw, restless. They cover their heads in rags and 
slow to a crawl. 
 
Let me offer cool water, O Lord. Let me offer shade. 
 
Many fear the sun, yet you have constructed me to thrive 
in the light. Look down upon me; the more exposed I am 
the more erect I stand. How did this happen, when before 
I, too, shrank from such exposure? 
 
Lord, you granted me grace to see how nourishing is your 
sunlight. I walk under the same light as do all. As they 
come to rest with me, Lord, let me pass on your love. 
 
If you are love, then love is You. Let me pass on love, 
that all who walk in the desert may see it with new eyes. 
 
We are your desert people, Lord. This landscape is 
indeed a wonder to behold and contains unimagined life. 
Show it to me, that I may share with my brothers and 
sisters. 
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April 19 
 
Is there enough? Do I have enough? Will there be 
enough? Am I enough? 
 
O, Lord, these worries nip at me. I keenly feel my small 
stature in comparison to all that needs doing. My brothers 
and sisters ache — how could I possibly bring them 
relief, with so few of my own resources? 
 
I listen for guidance, yet not intently enough. I hear only 
partially.  
 
Lord, your will for me is hidden. I do not even know the 
questions to ask. I am a child who cannot yet talk, I need 
simple demonstrations. Show me, Lord. Pull me along by 
the wrist where you would have me be, make plain the 
tasks you would have me perform.  
 
And grant me courage. I am so small. I cower inside my 
rooms, afraid of the sunlight. Let me emerge, let me feel 
warmth, let it move my limbs. Sunshine, your love, 
brings energy and life — let me drink it in and pass it on.  
 
I shiver, when just a step away brings relief. Overpower 
my sullen will, Lord, move me. Drag me to safety, even 
as I obstinately cling to these cold stones. Roll me over 
into the light, flip me on my back, let the sunshine warm 
my chest and face.  
 
This is your love, your power brings ease even to the 
spent. Let me spread the news.  
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April 20 
 
Let me look unsparingly at myself. I build illusions of 
good motives. I listen for, seek, and believe the praise of 
others. All so comforting.  
 
In truth, O Lord, I am too often driven forward by 
selfishness, moved by fear, consumed, even, by 
resentment. Lord, remove these motives. Let me see them 
clearly.  
 
Let me not fool myself.  
 
God, let me place you at the center of my actions. Show 
me how I might do that. Shine grace upon me, as you 
have done before.  
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April 21 
 
My mind is so unruly, leaping from thought to thought. 
So, too, is my will. Leaping. I have so many motivations 
and intentions, the one cascading upon the other, 
endlessly.  
 
My thoughts, O Lord, are a busy city square. How can 
such chaos be brought to heel? I am powerless in the face 
of this constant babble of selfishness and self-seeking.  
 
God, order my thinking. Simplify my inner life. Crowd 
out the thoughts of self, let them slip to the periphery, let 
them become no more than roaming dogs at the edge of 
the encampment. Keep them at bay. Let them, indeed, 
slip away to find others to vex. Leave in their wake, O 
Lord, a placid clearing and a safe sleeping ground.  
 
Leave behind a quiet and simpler will, obedient and 
tamed. 
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April 22 
 
Let me be fully obedient to your dictates. Let me hold 
nothing back, neither in my actions nor in the listening 
for your direction. If I do not hear your guidance it is my 
hearing that must be improved. Let me listen and listen 
harder. 
 
Your commands, Lord, are mysteries. Why this action? 
Why not another? These questions arise out of my own 
twisted thinking. I am second-guessing. I am evaluating 
you, O Lord. The height of arrogant folly. 
 
God, let me believe what I hear and let me so act. Your 
instructions are simple and instead of obedience I meet 
them with resistance and disbelief. Let me be your silent 
instruments today, Lord, doing your bidding. 
 
I seek to spread the joy that comes from your perfect 
love, yet I pollute your message through doubt and 
obstinacy. How can I pass on what I do not embrace? Let 
me uphold your every command, without thought of self. 
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April 23 
 
Grant me guidance. Let me know the way to go, what to 
do, how to behave. Let me know this by intuition, beyond 
words. I deploy these words as a veil, hiding you from 
me and me from the world. Always talking, speaking, 
 
Lord, let me not jabber away. Touch my heart directly. 
Let my actions shout your love to the countryside. Let me 
silently rise from this place, go where you would have 
me go, and do as you direct me to do.  
 
Let me act, Lord, not speak. Let me feel your commands 
move me. Thy will be done. 
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April 24 
 
Let me expend right effort today. You call me to act – let 
me do so according to your will. 
 
Left on my own, I drift so far from you. I seek out idle 
times, and then alternately become a frenzy of activity. 
 
Idleness dulls me; panicked activity distracts me. 
 
Lord, let me not confuse idleness with stillness, nor 
activity with industry. When I am still, I can clearly 
receive your dictates. When acting with industry, your 
power flows through me. 
 
Lord, my prayer: let me bend all my listening and acting 
toward your will. Let me hear, and do. 
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April 25 
 
Strike love into my heart, even those parts that hold 
resentment and anger. Where I am frustrated, transform it 
into love. Where I am beleaguered, transform. This swirl 
of attitudes – correct it and make me wholeheartedly a 
being of love. 
 
Guide, Lord, my hands, my feet, my tongue. Let me do 
your will, go where you would have me be, say what you 
would have me say. Align these things, make me shine. 
Let me be single. 
 
I dwell on so much that vexes me. Under scrutiny it 
becomes so small – let me see this even when under the 
thrall of emotion. Let me meet conflict and contention 
with love. 
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April 26 
 
Let me see my tasks and troubles rightly. I view your 
power as a means to my own ends – as a supply for me to 
draw upon in expending efforts towards my own will, or 
to aid me in dealing with setbacks and problems. What a 
misuse of your grace! You provide such wealth, and I 
squander it on trivialities. 
 
Lord, let me rest and hear your will for me. What I am to 
do, you will provide for. My weariness is not to be 
endured – but is instead a sign that I have fallen away 
from you. You pour energy through my body when I am 
in pursuit of your divine purposes. 
 
Weariness and trials confer on me no special distinction. 
Fatigue is no mark of diligence. I am no more virtuous 
than the next.  
 
Lord, my Lord, use me today. Direct my actions as you 
would. Let me abandon myself to this, holding nothing 
back, no reserve just in case. Your supply perfectly 
matches need. Let me trust this is so. 
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April 27 
 
I am just a small stream of water, Lord. A slow flow 
along a grassy field. Barely enough to slake the thirst of 
even the smallest creatures. Passers by step over me with 
ease, as if I were not there. 
 
Lord, let me join a larger stream, and then one yet larger, 
as I flow to you in a mighty river. A small part of a great 
flood. 
 
For now I am a small, trickling spring. Let me feel no 
need to demonstrate potential, or be recognized as 
anything more. Which drops support the barges in the 
river? Which wash away the peers? We all do, yet none 
can be pointed to.  
 
Today, Lord, let me work quietly, anonymously. Let me 
trickle along, though none suspect the river I will later 
join. 
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April 28 
 
Let me circulate among my fellows today, bringing news 
of your love to all comers. Let me welcome all. 
 
Let me follow where you lead without question. My 
pathways are so worn that I make new turnings only with 
difficulty. These well-worn roads offer safety — yet who 
new do I encounter in such familiar settings? When you 
whisper to step sideways, to walk where no road yet 
exists, let me have courage to listen and do.  
 
Walking in such new fields, when I encounter others let 
me not shrink from them but approach. Let me greet all, 
let me be warm and hospitable. Let them wonder at the 
kindness they receive. 
 
Let me pass along the great tidings that you love all. 
Your love, a warm beam, quickens us. Some know why 
our hearts beat faster; others are mystified. Let me share 
the discovery I have made, of you living within my 
beating heart.  
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April 29 
 
Consumed with thoughts of self, my world narrows down 
to a slit. I see all events through the lens of self, which 
presents just one color. How do things affect me? This is 
the only thought this way of thinking allows. So narrow. 
 
Lord, break the chains that imprison me in my incessant 
self-regard. Let me think in a new direction. Let me serve 
you, serve others. Let me deny self, grind self down to a 
nub, always place myself last.  
 
Lord, I do not believe you placed me on this earth simply 
to survive nor even to thrive alone. I am here to serve a 
purpose, to benefit others. Let me abandon my narrow, 
inward aims and instead set about doing your will. 
 
Let me give, give, give – until I run out of energy and 
resources and then let me give again and yet again. Let 
me go long past where I feel safe. More, let me give 
more. 
 
You fill me, you buoy me, you make me soar and find 
miraculous fonts of energy to bring light to all. Doing 
your will, I never exhaust your supply.  
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April 30 
 
Let me please live in this day only. I fear tomorrow and 
regret yesterday. Let these demons float away from me; 
fictions. Today is what is before me. 
 
If today is all the opportunity I have to live, Lord, then let 
me meet it fully. Let me leave nothing undone, for 
tomorrow will never come. I will always have only 
today. 
 
Let me live as if I would die today. How will I account 
for this day to you, O Lord? Will I have squandered it, 
wasted hours on myself? Or will I offer each moment as 
a testimony of your love? Will I be able to say others 
were helped by my actions? Let it be so. 
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May 1 
 
You pour your infinite energy into me; let me use it to 
loving ends. Let me not spend it all on fretting and 
worrying over later moments, nor regretting or reliving 
the past. Here I am, Lord, today. 
 
Let me become a dynamo, an expression of your infinite 
power. Let me do your will today, withholding nothing, 
expending all. 
 
You shine down upon me; you quicken me. Why do not 
all my fellows respond to your warmth in the same way? 
Let me spread your good news today – incessantly and 
with industry. All is well. Let me shout it to the crowds: 
all is well. 
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May 2 
 
I expend such effort in trying to discern and follow your 
will – as if there were some difference between mine and 
yours. Yet you are the prime cause, you move all of the 
earth. What happens is always your will. 
 
My fear, my shortcomings, my idleness – these are all 
your will as equally as are my virtuous doings. You 
challenge me to discern your love for me even in crisis 
and difficulty. 
 
And so I am left with a simple task. Find you in all 
things, thank you in all things. 
 
Lord, let me have gratitude in each moment, yea, down to 
the seconds within each hour. Every circumstance was 
designed and delivered by you just for me, as were my 
reactions. Even when I misbehave and bring upon myself 
trial and calamity – it was you who designed it so, all that 
I may learn something 
 
Let me learn the lessons you teach, O Lord. Let me give 
thanks for everything. 
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May 3 
 
I am so distracted and tangled up in self. My thinking is 
preoccupied with how things will affect me. I dwell on 
fears of what may come, planned activities, hoped-for 
outcomes. Barely aware of the nature of my thinking – I 
am driven forward by reaction and instinct. in this way, I 
am asleep.  
 
Lord, let me step out of my self. Let me see my thought-
life clearly. Grant me a pause between stimulus and 
response. In this pause, enter my thinking and point my 
gaze in the proper direction. Point me toward others and 
away from self. 
 
Today, Lord, let me be an anonymous custodian of your 
mansion. Let me be invisible, let me be content with my 
small and detailed task. Let me seek no recognition. Let 
me polish the fixtures and clear the paths for all those 
who walk through your hallways. 
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May 4 
 
Will I recognize your gifts today? 
 
I see my world as filled with hardship and trial – and so 
your gifts must surely involve some sort of relief. So my 
thinking goes. But perhaps the trials themselves are the 
gifts. What are you making me ready for, O Lord? What 
is the lesson you are giving to me? 
 
I see everything through the lens of self. Distorted. 
Inverted. Take off these blinders, Lord, and let me see 
clearly. Let me look around and see these gifts glowing 
with warmth, your secret treasures heaped right here next 
to me.  
 
I was tripping over piles of jewels, cursing the debris. Let 
me recognize your love when it is plain, there in front of 
me. Close enough to touch. Those things I pine for – let 
me see where and how they already have come to me. 
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May 5 
 
O! I turn too inward. I curl myself around myself. I lick 
my wounds. I attend to my feelings, I give mind to my 
emotions. I nurse my grudges. Each step I take through 
the day, I assess: How do I feel? How do I feel about it? 
What will I do to improve how I feel? 
 
Lord. Sweep aside the pieces of this trivial game of self-
absorption. Wipe clean my day. Leave me quivering, 
raw, naked facing the storm. Maybe then I might step 
outside of myself and begin to do your work without all 
this useless self-monitoring, self-talk, self-thinking. 
 
Lord, you set me before bare ground and hand me a 
shovel — I sit mulishly rather than start digging. I 
believe you have ordered a ditch, a task below my 
station. Yet perhaps you instead are urging me to unearth 
a treasure. All that stops me is my pride.  
 
Lord. Lord. Rescue me from thinking about myself. 
Create urgency all around me, that I might 
wholeheartedly act, rather than sulk and shirk.  
 
Let me be your being today, not myself.  
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May 6 
 
Let me discover ease in even the most difficult trial you 
send me. Amidst effort and exertion, let me look for the 
spots of rest. They exist, within my grasp – you promise 
me relief and I need not wait for it. Let me see it here 
right before me. 
 
Let me be ease for others. The one who is struggling, the 
one in pain, the one confused – let me bring relief into 
their lives. Let me be a living oasis in this desert. Let me 
spread the recognition that the places of the desert and 
the oasis are inverted – you have constructed the world 
such that trial is momentary, while grace is all around. 
And yet we act as if the world were comprised of a series 
of difficulties. Let me share with my fellows how to see 
the world. 
 
When I see trials as gifts, I then will want more. Bring 
them, more! Each one given by you. 
 
Lord, let me be eager to be tested today. 
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May 7 
 
The troubles I face, the difficulties I encounter, the woes 
I bear – all imagined. I embellish their magnitude, yea, 
their very existence is fiction. What trials are mine? In 
truth, I am fearful that I will not get what I want – this is 
the sum of it. 
 
Lord, grant me a changed attitude today. Let me see 
clearly how all is well. I have too long sulked in din 
shadows. Today let me stand erect under the sunlight and 
feel its warmth on my skin. The sun has been here all 
along. 
 
All my fears could come true and yet all would still be 
well. Wherefore, then, do I worry? Let me have 
tranquility in my step. 
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May 8 
 
Let me recede. Let me place others in the forefront. 
 
Too often I congratulate myself for refraining from 
acting as the center of attention – yet in truth I am slyly 
controlling my fellows, arranging things to burnish my 
reputation. I sow confusion and discord in ways large and 
small, even without intention.  
 
From the margins, let me not seek to manipulate events. 
 
Grant me equanimity, O Lord! Grant me acceptance. If I 
am to leave an impression, let it be one of harmony. Let 
me listen for your guidance and act upon it. 
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May 9 
 
I so often think I know the right course of action. Where 
a solution is needed, I believe myself to have it. If all 
followed my advice then the outcomes would be as 
hoped-for.  
 
Folly.  
 
Lord, pierce through this way of thinking. These things 
that I perceive need fixing – let me place it all at your 
feet. Work your will on these conditions. Let me set 
about the more difficult task – the discipline – of 
acceptance. 
 
Lord, let me act only when your guidance is clear and 
compelling. In all other areas, let me allow your plans to 
unfold. Let me devote my energies to pouring love into 
all things. Thy will be done. 
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May 10 
 
Still me, and enter my thinking. Spread throughout my 
mind, slow everything to a crawl. I am so agitated and 
changeable. Good news elates me; difficulties send me 
into a tailspin. My inner life whips back and forth, I am 
blown like a paper cup into the road. 
 
Lord, calm me. Grant me good cheer. I am so quick to 
become resentful. Let me view positive interactions as 
my duty, a gift, a demonstration of gratitude for the life 
you grant. 
 
O Lord, remake my thought life. Take away my 
agitation, take away all speed from my thinking. I crave 
the feeling of quickly jumping from idea to idea. It brings 
such a sense of elation and power – and thereby becomes 
pride. Slow my thinking, focus my mind, calm these 
waters. 
 
Let me slowly, gently, move through the day both in 
body and mind. 
 
Thy will be done. 
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May 11 
 
I become so panicked when I face restriction. I perceive 
limitation as trouble that must be surmounted. Yet when 
limitation is removed, when I have complete ease and 
freedom, I squander the opportunity on indolence and 
selfish thought. 
 
Lord, let me eagerly welcome restriction. Limitation 
begets obedience and orderly habits – and these bring me 
nearer to you. Let my efforts to live an orderly life clear a 
channel, Lord, a channel between me and you. The more 
I efface my will the more yours can become my focus. 
 
Bind me, Lord. Set me to work. 
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May 12 
 
I feel the wind on my face as I look out over the valley. 
You have brought me up here to be alone and closer to 
you. So many turns and switchbacks on the path to this 
place, so much of it through shadow and rain.  
 
Today the sun shines down, and the wind rises to meet 
me. There are my fellows, in the distance, going about 
their days and days.  
 
But look! My solitude was illusion. My neighbors have 
never left me, nor I them. Yet I feel the lonely wind.  
 
Lord, you thrill me even amidst these routine days. This 
feeling of the heights, this quickened heart — these 
amount to a gift of energy. You supply power. Motive 
force. I do not plod through this day, I glide! I soar.  
 
Lord, let me not feel aloof from the friends who mill 
about me. Let me hold out my hand to one, two, three of 
them. More. I walk gently among them and I spring from 
this society, but you have marked my spirit. You supply 
me. 
 
Let me be no hoarder. Let me share your supply.  
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May 13 
 
I plan and plan. My day grows before me like a house of 
cards. Each moment I fear a stray wind will knock it 
down. 
 
Lord, give me foundation. Let me stand unmoving on 
stone, let me build no castles. Let my plans be simple and 
guided by you. 
 
Plant my feet unmoving. I am so changeable, I wander. 
Root me. 
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May 14 
 
I am so unsettled, a raw nerve. I try to calm myself 
through prayer, through meditation and mindfulness. The 
truth is that my thoughts race. I consider every event of 
the day, turning it over and over in my mind. How will I 
fare? What will others think? How will they judge me? 
 
O Lord, grant me equanimity! I tremble in fear of what 
may come, the peace I have felt in the past flies away like 
a bird. Come back to me, sweet dove. 
 
Lord, it is not you who has left me, but I you. I have 
drawn inward, curling self around self until the whole 
landscape is but a reflection of my inner thoughts. I 
shiver. 
 
Lord, awaken me. Open my eyes and let me see the warm 
sunlight in which I have been basking all along. 
 
Set my mind aright. I think too much of self. Pierce my 
veil of self-absorption; let me step outside of self and into 
the land of my fellows. 
 
Help me, Lord. 
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May 15 
 
I am at the mercy of the outside, material world. My 
inner state is so often controlled by it. Success creates 
elation, failure crushes me. Looking ahead to a dull day 
leaves me empty. 
 
Lord, cure these attitudes. You are my glowing warmth 
regardless of events. Let my attitude become independent 
of worldly happenings. 
 
Let me be your child today, O Lord. Let me approach the 
day with wonder. 
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May 16 
 
I feel a veil between you and me and, try as I might, my 
thoughts and prayers cannot pierce it. I sit, and go 
through the motions of praying to you, of seeking your 
guidance, but the truth is that I am thinking primarily 
about my worldly pursuits. 
 
Lord, let me focus my thinking today on how I will best 
serve you. Let me seek out contrary action, doing the 
tasks that I would rather not do or that scare me. Let me 
fill my day with kindness, with productive action, with 
right thinking. 
 
Let me please see how my daily life, far from being a 
barrier to my relationship with you, can instead be a 
living prayer.  
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May 17 
 
It has been so long since I have felt this churning fear in 
the workplace. So much remains undone, so many things 
feel out of control. I watch and gauge the reactions of 
those around me, looking for evidence of enmity.  
 
Underlying this fear is phantom guilt and selfishness. I 
fear others' reactions to me when I perform my duties -- 
as if any conflict must certainly be as a result of my 
wrongdoing. 
 
Selfishness drives my incessant need for approval and 
this need in turn roils me.   
 
Lord, cure my thinking. My attention is wrongly fixed on 
the world. Let me look to you, seek your will, do your 
will. Let my attempts to conform my will with yours be 
sufficient in my own eyes. Let me not pine for accolades 
and approval.  
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May 18 
 
Let me look upwards today. Let me be my higher self, 
and seek to align my will with yours. I build so many 
plans; they are so trivial in the end. They distract. 
 
Let my plans fall away. They are all selfishness cloaked 
in righteousness. My motives will never be wholly yours 
– this is the bondage of self in which I exist. I cannot 
escape my instinct to preserve myself. 
 
Lord, grant me relief, even for a moment. Let me step 
outside my cage, doing your will, or seeking to, even 
when self is at risk. Let my boundaries dissolve under 
your warm rains. 
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May 19 
 
Impel me today. Be the wind at my back, inexorable. 
How unsettled I often feel when buffeted by storms, 
when blown this way and that like a paper cup. Yet at 
other times I yearn for the direction you provide, your 
strong and steady guidance.  
 
Where is the difference? Why is one gust chaos, yet 
another shows up as loving direction? The fault is inside 
me. 
 
Lord, you drive me toward your will, and it is up to me to 
submit to being moved. This chaos I feel is my own 
useless struggle against the wind.  
 
I whip this way and that, feeling blown, yet in truth I am 
my own source of unrest. 
 
Sweet Lord, let me relax and sail on. Thy will be done.  
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May 20 
 
Let me work to build others up in secret. Let me shun 
recognition and if the spotlight turns toward meeting let 
me shine it on others. Let me shrink, step into the 
margins. 
 
For I so wish to be the focus of attention. I wish to stand 
tall, stride with force, and be the object of admiration. I 
am prideful and self-absorbed at depth. 
 
Lord, move self to the side. Enter me. Let love enter me, 
and set out to spread from person to person. Let me be a 
carrier of love, quietly, secretly. 
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May 21 
 
Faced with a new day, I become frantic as I set about to 
conquer it. I plan my victories and campaigns, and 
become anxious that the preparations are not yet done. 
My dreams trouble me, filled with worry. 
 
Lord, give me solace. Let me have the peace that comes 
from reliance on you. Let me seek your will. I so often 
mouth those words. Today let me mean what I say. 
 
Grant me, Lord, understanding of your will for me, and 
the willingness to be obedient to your dictates. Grant me 
power to carry out your bidding, in things large and 
small. Let me row where and as you steer me, fretting not 
that the direction is unseen. 
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May 22 
 
When I fear what will unfold, it is because I do not see 
myself rightly. 
 
I know this: I face uncertainty today and I worry how 
things will turn out, as if I controlled the course of 
events. What needs controlling, instead, is my 
perspective and thoughts. I act as if I live a life of humble 
acceptance yet, inwardly, I strive and strive. I try to wield 
influence. I cower in fear that my failures will become 
known. 
 
Lord, cure my thoughts. Let me become a child, trying 
his best to fulfill simple tasks – yet too young, still, to 
know how. We see such children, and do not judge. They 
are learning. Let me be learning. Let me view myself 
with compassion. 
 
Lord, let me call upon you in the moments that I am to 
face. It is all too easy to seek you in the quiet dawn, but 
that is not when I truly need you. At dawn, I worry and 
you sooth me. But solace is not of any real worth – it is 
only a balm. Grant me your presence in the heat of the 
day, O Lord. Visit me in the midst of action. 
 
Today, now, in the worried morning, let me anticipate 
that you will meet my needs with supply. Let me have 
this trust, like a child. Let me be your child. 
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May 23 
 
I disappoint myself in so many ways. I fall short in my 
tasks. I garner too little praise. My status does not grow 
as I inwardly wish. 
 
Above all, Lord, I rely insufficiently upon you. I grow 
too far from you. I look around at this world and I seek 
tangible satisfaction here. I forget, deny, that all this is 
illusion. 
 
Lord, let me set aside these worldly cares. Let me center 
my efforts on improving my relationship with you. Let 
me seek your will and do it with energy and enthusiasm. 
 
Let me forget these failures and shortcomings. These 
impressions are symptoms of my self-regard. I place 
myself at the center of the cosmos and as a sure result I 
become subject to the evaluations of those around me. 
Let me, Lord, place you in the center, as you are already. 
Let me see through the illusions that cloud my thinking. 
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May 24 
 
What do I owe? You have pulled me up out of despair, 
you grant me support, you provide me with life and 
means to survive. You deliver me a family and a 
community of whom to be a fellow. 
 
And yet you ask of me nothing. These things are gifts of 
grace. How, then, shall I respond? Shall I hoard these 
things for some imagined future of need? Shall I 
squander them on driving through my selfish day? 
 
Lord. Lord. Let me pass on your bounty. Let me share 
every resource, even and especially those I fear are 
limited. Let me loan away my money, give away my 
treasure, devote all my time, expend every energy – all in 
demonstrating your graceful love. 
 
Let me promote others’ work. Let me build up others’ 
spirits. Let me teach those who do not yet know. Let me 
protect the vulnerable. Let me throw open the doors of 
my home and set my table with food for all comers. 
 
You give to me. I misperceive my life as filled with 
limitation and thus I encounter wall after wall. Let me see 
the treasures you have provided and recognize how they 
are in fact offered for others. 
 
Let me give and give again. 
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May 25 
 
I sit still and wait for guidance. Listening, listening. So 
often, Lord, I hear nothing. I am left wondering which 
way to go, with no clear guidance. And the trials of the 
world, they enter and weigh on me. 
 
Here in my rooms, even as I seek you, I feel so alone, 
tested, vulnerable. Have you left me? Will you not save 
me? 
 
My body impels me forward. I breathe, without 
conscious intention but inexorably. Hunger drives me to 
eat, thirst to drink. I walk, I move. On these days, Lord, 
you give me a path forward: to do that which I must, 
even if the bare minimum. 
 
And then the skies open with sunlight. In the midst of 
subsistence, someone else crosses my path. They have 
needs that I can fulfill. 
 
I see, Lord, that you have spared me and my energies for 
these moments. Your guidance is to wait and trust – I 
will yet be useful to others. I will yet be able to spread 
love. 
 
Lord, let me maintain myself, a sharpened tool in your 
cabinet. Let me be ready and act when you call me to 
action. 
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May 26 
 
Let me quietly make myself ready. Let me seek and seek, 
until I draw nearer to you with ease. Let me deny self 
over and over again, until I am empty and thus able to be 
filled. Let me give and give, past the point of comfort, 
until providing for my fellows and even strangers 
becomes second nature.  
 
Lord, this path is hard. Yet it strengthens my ability to do 
your will. It makes me ready.  
 
Let me become your implement, hidden in a drawer, 
outwardly unremarkable. Faded handle, plain markings. 
Yet set me to work and see how sharp is my edge, how 
strong is the material from which I am fashioned, how 
clean are my work surfaces due to daily care. Let me be 
that plain, sharp knife, O Lord. That straight measure. 
Here I am, a tool at the ready, resting until needed.  
 
Lord, let me become ready for you to use me in this 
world.  
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May 27 
 
I closet myself away, devoted to you, far from the 
rushing world. I seek you in solitude, alone, cloaked in 
silence. This time, these dim pools of light, feel sacred.  
 
Yet, my sweet Lord, where are you? 
 
You are among us, between us, with us. You walk in 
between me and my fellows, stepping in and out of our 
groupings, interceding, speaking, whispering. Guiding. 
Loving. 
 
With people is where I shall seek you today, Lord. Not 
alone and aloof, but in constant intercourse with the 
world and its inhabitants. You are no theoretical force but 
my tangible companion.  
 
Let me circulate today, Lord, seeking you.  
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May 28 
 
I say to myself that I live a life of you. I say to myself 
that I seek your guidance. I say to myself that I try to do 
your will in all things. Thus I fool myself. 
 
Sitting here, quietly, do I truly seek you? Or do I simply 
sit, as if stillness itself will bring some virtue? In truth, it 
is more the latter. 
 
I am faced with decisions and acts all throughout the day, 
yet I seek your voice only seldom. Why do I think 
answers will come in the quiet dawn, and not in the heat 
of action?  
 
I ask when I do not need. 
 
Lord, let me more completely rely upon you. Let me give 
every moment over to you. Let me fill even the most 
crowded times with efforts to reach you. Let me not be so 
precious with my worship, requiring the proper seat, 
setting, and attitude. Let my devotion become robust, 
powerful. Let my voice call out to you at all times, even 
from battle. 
 
Lord, visit me as I seek to visit you. 
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May 29 
 
Let me be passive today. One who receives. Let me not 
make waves as I move through the day, let me harm no 
one. 
 
When you assign my day’s burdens, let me not grumble 
nor gossip. Let me attract no notice. If I am recalled, let it 
be for my good cheer and willing labor. 
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May 30 
 
I do not even see, or notice, the gifts raining down upon 
me. I look for elation and excitement, and when my 
emotions fall short I perceive myself as being in the 
midst of trial. This excitement I seek, Lord, is its own 
kind of fixation. I so quickly abandon today's experience 
because it seems familiar, in favor of tomorrow's 
unknown. In this way, I throw away gift after gift, 
treasure after treasure. 
 
Lord! Let me look around with clear eyes. The empty 
spaces in my day, far from being markers of dullness, are 
your greatest acts of grace. You provide time and space 
for my soul to heal and ease. 
 
Lord, let me grow to live a life beyond the constant 
desire for excitement. Let me recognize peace for what it 
is, and not cast it aside unappreciated. 
 
Let me be grateful today, Lord, for all these quiet gifts. 
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May 31 
 
I work so energetically at arranging my prayers to you 
just so. Are the words right, do I ask for the right things? 
Will these phrases bring me closer to you? 
 
This is my self-importance speaking. For whom are these 
flowery words, after all? I utter them as if they are 
intended for an audience. 
 
Lord, let me pray forthrightly. Let me not dress myself 
up in finery. 
 
God, help me today. 
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June 
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June 1 
 
The day is strewn with trials. Challenges of all sizes and 
kinds. I so easily fall into this illusion, and see my life as 
filled with battle after battle, trouble after trouble. 
 
In truth, for the most part I walk untouched. Problems 
remain distant. They do not come to pass, or they are 
resolved without effort on my part. 
 
Lord, let me recognize the peace I already have. The 
enemies I face are merely shadows on a screen. They 
distract me. 
 
This is the real challenge you set: to recognize your love 
for me, for all. Lord, let me see you, already here. 
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June 2 
 
Simple tasks crowd my day. Errands and chores. How 
high is my level of worry in comparison to the minor 
nature of the tasks! My emotional state is the same as it 
has been when facing much more trying circumstances.  
 
Lord, let this recognition serve as a reminder that my 
emotions and reactions are themselves untethered from 
reality. How I feel bears no true relation to the events of 
the world. In fact my greatest self-delusion is that my 
feelings are a reflection of anything other than a fleeting 
inner storm.  
 
Facing this day, I could have just as easily been 
contented at its simplicity, grateful that I have sufficient 
resources to meet it, elated that I am afforded time for my 
own pursuits, frustrated that my station is not more 
advanced, in despair at lost time. Any of these emotions 
would appear to me, while in their grip, as equally 
reasonable.  
 
Lord, let me see through my feelings and perceive reality. 
Let me see you shining behind every event of the day. 
 
Let me withhold my imperfect and childish judgment, 
and instead be grateful for all events, without imposing 
my own dramatic arc or interpretation upon them.  
 
Let me quietly and gratefully set about to seek your 
guidance and to perform my duties as your servant.  
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June 3 
 
Let me know peace. Let me recognize it when it is 
present. Let me not create disruption and worry where 
there is already calm. 
 
Thy will be done. 
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June 4 
 
If I wander, will you direct me? Where is my rudder? 
 
Wind blows my thoughts from spot to spot. Each 
successive moment brings a new intention. 
 
Make me steadfast. Bring consistency to my thoughts and 
actions. 
 
Weigh me down, dear Lord, that I do not fly away. 
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June 5 
 
Will you speak to me today? 
 
My surroundings are filled with objects; I am too much 
alone and numb in a mechanical world. Whisper into my 
heart, Lord, and quicken me. Grow love in me. 
 
Let the tasks of this day be not survival and 
advancement, but love and succor. Let me ask at each 
moment: how can I add love to this? 
 
Let me see, Lord, the world filled with souls. 
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June 6 
 
I face the day and fear what it may bring. My first 
impulse is to ask you to arrange events for my comfort. 
 
Let me instead, Lord, seek what I lack that will allow me 
to meet conditions. Let me seek strength, equanimity, 
compassion. 
 
Let me walk as your child, encountering the world. 
 
I, your child, am enough. 
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June 7 
 
When trouble comes, let me not respond with worry. You 
have told me that the world I encounter will contain 
challenge and vexation.  
 
Yet, too, you shine upon me.  
 
The sun warming me reminds that all will be well. All is 
well. The termites of worry are my own additions. They 
are reflections of how limited my reliance upon you truly 
is. 
 
Let me stretch out in the warmth. Let the sunshine drive 
away these termites. Let me recall, at depth, that all is 
well. 
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June 8 
 
Thank you for my feet, rooted in the ground. For my 
hands, dexterous and nimble to grasp. For my legs, 
sturdy. My arms, my neck, my back — strong. My eyes 
to see, ears that hear, voice to speak.  
 
I walk with such satisfied power, a prideful balloon. This 
gratitude, let it be more than glad feeling. Let it train me.  
 
Brimming with ability, Lord, let me direct my capacities 
toward your will. Let the self in me wither, let my 
abilities direct themselves toward others.  
 
You gave me strength, Lord. Let me not squander it on 
myself.  
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June 9 
 
Where I see troubles, let me see instead lessons. 
 
Where I am frightened, let me instead look for ways to be 
helpful. 
 
When I am become fearful, let me see the evidence of 
your love for me. 
 
Let me smell the growing things around me, when I 
might instead sit sullen and selfish.  
 
Your love, O Lord, an ember in my heart. Let it cover the 
land like rolling fields of grass. 
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June 10 
 
Make me diligent. Make me accepting. Make me 
generous. Direct me towards humility. 
 
Let me listen for your guidance. Moment by moment, in 
all the small things, direct me. 
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June 11 
 
Let me not be slothful. When none load me with burdens, 
let me not retire in idleness, but use the time, your gift, to 
good purpose. 
 
Grant me this diligence, O Lord. 
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June 12 
 
Make me ready to learn your lessons today. Open my 
eyes, still my tongue. In my trials, let me listen for your 
voice. What are you teaching me? How would you have 
me perfected? 
 
When winds blow, I cower and hide under covers. I 
neglect the rootedness of my feet, I forget your protecting 
arms. 
 
In the gale, let me learn the lesson of obedience and faith. 
You anchor me, Lord, while others shift. 
 
Let me offer myself as a steadfast tree. Let them grab my 
limbs, Lord. 
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June 13 
 
When your guidance is offered, grant me grace to listen. I 
am preoccupied with selfish pursuits; their noise drowns 
out your whispers. Self-created winds blow away your 
voice. 
 
Is this, too, your will for me? That I must lean in if I am 
to hear you? That I must find a path toward stillness? 
 
I mistake calm for an end in itself. Yet even in stillness 
there is work to be done. Serenity is a clearing in which 
you invite me to hear you. 
 
Let me listen with attention, dear Lord. 
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June 14 
 
The tasks of the day, they already crowd in upon me. So 
early, yet my mind reels even in the dawn. 
 
I speak to you: Help me, Lord. Settle my thoughts. 
 
I am seeking calm and relief. This, its own sort of 
obstinacy. My desperate longing for tranquility is 
resistance to living. 
 
The day you have designed just for me brings with it 
moment upon moment, each its own experience and 
challenge. Yet I shrink from these gifts. 
 
Let me have acceptance, Lord. Let this obstinate self-pity 
fall away, shrivel, wither. 
 
Let me expose fresh, pink skin to the world and smile at 
your unfolding love. 
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June 15 
 
You guide me; let me feel your leading.  
 
You protect me; let me recognize your shield.  
 
You strengthen me; let me stand rooted and still.  
 
You shower me with bounty, Lord. Let me see these piles 
of ready treasure in every corner.  
 
I am so blind and insensible. And yet you love me still.  
 
You knock at my door and I cower, frightened of what 
may come. Grant me willingness, Lord, to stand, shuffle 
over to the entryway, and open. You wait before me, at 
the threshold, a glowing beacon of love. Let me become 
illuminated.  
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June 16 
 
Let me cease all struggle today. I resist obligations, I 
strain against restriction, even in rest my thoughts tumble 
one after another. There is no rest. 
 
Let me obediently attend to what is before me, willingly 
walk these paths, quietly live in this moment and not pine 
for others. 
 
Thy will, let it wash over me as a river, overcoming my 
struggling, narrow ways. Your currents, Lord, let them 
carry me forward to calm waters. 
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June 17 
 
Far from you – I feel far. 
 
Let me be led today. Grant me willingness to follow you 
where your will leads.  
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June 18 
 
Slow me. Let me learn to wait. My thoughts dart from 
point to point. In the empty, quiet spaces, I fill them with 
noise and plans. 
 
But let me wait. I go about my daily duties by rote, only 
altering course when I sense your leading. But in the 
absence of a clear command, let me wait. Let me do less, 
only the needful thing. 
 
I fear sloth so, that I whirl throughout the day. Slow me, 
Lord. 
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June 19 
 
This world stands in the way of my vision of you. These 
tasks and trials before me, they loom as if real and I fret 
over them. Thus you recede. 
 
Lord, grant me right sight. These worldly challenges are 
beside the point. They are not my work. My work is to 
try to hear your guidance – to respond as you would have 
me do. 
 
Remain in my vision, dear Lord. Let me not be distracted 
by the objects in this world. 
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June 20 
 
Grant me new vision. Let me see you everywhere.  
 
Let me not wait for you to reveal yourself, but seek you 
instead. Let me catch sight of you inhabiting the 
beautiful, and equally the homely. 
 
You are already with me, Lord, though I have been 
crying out for you. Let me see how your hand is behind 
every small happening. 
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June 21 
 
Let me see others as you do. Let me look upon them with 
love and compassion.  
 
Where I am vexed, grant me a wider perspective. Let me 
offer comfort and safety to all.  
 
Grant me knowledge of your will for me and the power 
to carry it out. 
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June 22 
 
At the quiet shore in the gray dawn, I arrange the rocks 
and branches. I brush away debris, and make all ready for 
those who may come later.  
 
Who will happen by this place? What will they do? Will 
they recognize the care it received? 
 
By then, Lord, let me have walked farther on, long gone. 
Let me leave no identifying mark. Let me seek no credit. 
Nor let me hide and peer from the bushes. Yea, let me 
forego, even, the smug satisfaction of seeing others’ 
enjoyment.  
 
You moved me to make the way for them. Let me give 
thanks to you for the possibility that they may walk with 
more ease. Let me with gratitude move on to the next 
task.  
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June 23 
 
The morning presents me with a question. Shall I walk 
toward you, or away? Shall I stay in my dwelling place, 
or go out to greet your dawn? 
 
Lord, these cushions on which I rest enfold me and loom 
as walls. Let me stand and go out from here. 
 
Put in my heart an active love for others, be they in 
groups or single, far or near. 
 
Your message, Lord, it spreads through contact. Make 
me ready to touch others. 
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June 24 
 
If I do not hear you, are you gone away from me? Or 
must I listen more closely for your whispers? 
 
This day dawns like that before. The chores of this 
homestead, the same. You do not tell me to go about my 
daily duties, Lord: I awaken knowing. 
 
Will you stay with me, Lord, and speak encouraging 
words into my ear? I am weary of the day. 
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June 25 
 
I feel assailed. Behind on my obligations, judged, under 
scrutiny.  
 
These others who look at me, how can I know what is in 
their hearts? Might they see me fondly? 
 
Let me, Lord, gaze back at them with fellow-feeling. Let 
me love what I fear today.  
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June 26 
 
These plans circulating through my mind make me ever 
more frantic. Under their lash, I misperceive your gifts.  
 
I come before you begging for strength to match my 
intentions. Where then is my acceptance of your will? 
What room do I leave for obedience? 
 
Lord, let me abandon the self-writ tragedy of my small 
plans. Let me seek and follow your direction.  
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June 27 
 
At dawn, kneeling in the soft earth of a vegetable garden, 
tending new growth, can I feel you over my shoulder? 
These monotonous chores are not always approached 
with a glad heart. 
 
Lord, let me bring devotion to the most ordinary parts of 
a day of obligation. Let me sweep, repair, and clean with 
complete attention.  
 
You watch your child try his best to find and do your 
will, and even in his clumsy efforts you way smile 
warmly. 
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June 28 
 
Insert your will into my thoughts. Guide my feet, hands, 
and tongue today.  
 
Let me go where you would have me go, do what you 
would have me do, say what you would have me say. 
 
Let me strain to hear your soft voice leading me. I too 
often seek out clamor and distraction. Of what use am I 
then? 
 
Let me be your instrument. 
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June 29 
 
Once I begin to sweep the floor of my dwelling, I see 
ever more debris. These surfaces will never be fully 
clean. 
 
Lord, my efforts to live as you would have me will 
always fall short; let my attempt nonetheless be my mark 
of devotion. 
 
Let every effort be its own prayer. 
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June 30 
 
My faults and failures lie most vexingly in what I do not 
do, the actions I fail to take, the words I fail to speak.  
 
This path you bid me to walk, it does not consist solely of 
restriction; it also carries with it obligations. 
 
Lord, let me not content myself with avoiding wrong. Let 
me act and speak as you would have me do.  
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July 1 
 
Let me have true love for others today. 
 
Let me help others from the background and margins – 
let me not take center stage. Take away my vanity, dear 
Lord, and leave behind love. 
 
Now, let me, Lord, set about to spread your love in all I 
do. 
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July 2 
 
My thoughts turn so quickly to myself. I am consumed 
by striving and grasping, by worries over my status 
among my fellows. At the core of this restlessness is fear 
of judgment. 
 
Lord, let me inhabit this life, as given and directed by 
you, in comfort. Grant me that true acceptance. 
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July 3 
 
How can I diminish self? The more I seek this, the more I 
therefore and thinking inwardly. 
 
Self grows stronger. Even as I stay along the margins, I 
imagine the days of being at the center of attention. 
 
Lord, occupy my mind and hands: crowd out these 
incessant thoughts of self with labor. 
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July 4 
 
Let me seek simplicity today. Let me, personally, seek to 
be simple. Let me not add burden and complication to 
what is already straightforward and plain. You call me to 
love others, to act in love towards all. 
 
In all my actions today, Lord, let me move slowly and 
directly. Let me be driven forward by love – respecting 
and honoring the dignity of all who surround me. Let me 
recognize even anonymous passers-by as equally human 
as my closest kin. 
 
And in my actions, let me seek to do your will. It is 
simple enough thing to try: let me try. 
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July 5 
 
Some days hence, I will be called upon to expend great 
effort. I anticipate this day, a day which I cannot evade, 
with fear. Worrying about this future day robs me here, 
now, in this day. 
 
Today spreads before me, a banquet of adventure and 
novelty, yet I barely see it. I am transfixed on some later 
time. 
 
Who knows what is to happen tomorrow? That day will 
arrive of its own accord. 
 
Lord, let me look to this day as your servant. Let me 
listen for your commands today – let me not be distracted 
by trying to live in the future. That way lies madness. 
 
Lord, thy will be done. Let me act as you impel, let me 
respond as you call, let me walk forth as you beckon. 
 
I am so flawed in my thinking, I cannot even fathom 
what I need. I look around me with a feeling of confusion 
in the face of all the calls to action that press in on me. I 
can scarcely keep track of all these duties. I am left, only, 
with a feeling of undone obligations and of a need for 
greater resources. My thinking races around a track that 
goes nowhere. 
 
Oh, Lord, inhabit my mind, inhabit my body. Still my 
thoughts and slow my pounding heart. 
 
Let my faith extend itself.  
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July 6 
 
Let me cease with my lists and litanies of need. I am like 
a child asking for playthings – a sullen and indolent 
worker with a set of demands. 
 
Let me look down at my hands and simply, quietly, 
without hesitation, set them to working on what is here 
immediately before me. Let me trust supply will be 
present exactly when and in the measure that the duties 
require. I will have what I need. 
 
Let me not look further down the list at task after task, 
but do just what is right before me. Let me have 
confidence that the correct actions will present 
themselves. Let me listen and act. 
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July 7 
 
Let me do works today. Let me not simply profess faith, 
but let me act. How am I to know the depths of my 
willingness, save by demonstrations? 
 
Test me, Lord. Make me willing, even, to be placed in 
the vise and pressed until breaking. I believe myself to 
have prepared yet, Lord, how am I to know? 
 
You know my breaking point, dear Lord. The steel in the 
bridge is not weary, its efforts routine. It carries car after 
car, truck after truck without complaint. 
 
Lord, the burdens you deliver to me are routine and yet, 
in my willfulness I resist. Each load is negligible and 
together they add up to great deeds — yet I see them 
wrongly: as trial and woe.  
 
Lord, let me see rightly. Let me be glad of heart. These 
burdens are tiny, beneath notice.  
 
Let me be willing today. Let my deeds speak of your way 
of life.  
 
My will and desires are so changeable, like a small 
animal darting from point to point. One moment here, 
another there. Never steady. 
 
Lord, let my will be brought into alignment with yours. 
You are steadfast, solid underneath the world. Let me 
align myself with you, let this bring steady resolve to my 
furtive ways. 
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July 8 
 
Oh! I am so changeable, yet you remain unchanged even 
as the storms lash me. Let me cling to you as a rock. 
 
Make me useful today. 
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July 9 
 
I say “trust, trust,” but how fully do I rely upon you? In 
truth I behave as if I alone am responsible for every 
outcome. This is how I think. I arrange events, I worry 
over results. This faith I proclaim evaporates under the 
day’s heat. 
 
Lord, let me live a life today in which I wholeheartedly 
depend upon you. So easy to say, so difficult to enact. 
 
Grant me progress, for I am so far from you. Let me be 
willing to draw nearer to you, let my worries ease, let me 
trust your support. 
 
Trust, trust. Let me have it. 
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July 10 
 
Let my faith be simple today. Let me not build 
complication into the workings of the world – seeing 
what is not there. Let me not wonder at people's 
intentions and plans, but instead look about me and see 
what is. 
 
My restless mind so desires drama and story. I look for 
the hidden motivations of others. I imagine all sorts of 
intent, and I congratulate myself on my insight. More 
often than not I am incorrect. 
 
Let me, Lord, remain simple and plain. Let my thoughts 
be simple and plain. Let me try my best to be helpful 
today, adding positive energy to what is already 
happening all around me. 
 
In every small thing, let me ask: how can I help? Let this 
be my simple task today. 
 
Thy will be done. 
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July 11 
 
My nature is to desire the spotlight, to be praised. You 
call me to set aside these desires, to instead to try to be 
helpful to others, not to seek notice. This is such a 
discipline, Lord. I fail at this task many times, moment to 
moment: I spread my own fame, I preen and try to 
present the best possible image, I act in the hopes of 
gaining status. 
 
Lord, correct my intent, for it is on that level that I fall 
short. My actions may well be noble, but if I pursue good 
works just so I may become known for them, I am no less 
selfish than any other egoist.  
 
Lord, Lord, let me have better intentions. When I help 
another, let it be in secret. Let my practice this day be 
one of anonymity. 
 
Anonymity is spiritual, for it denies me the avenue of 
self-aggrandizement. 
 
Lord, let me be your faceless and nameless worker today. 
Let me be the one who no one notices.  
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July 12 
 
The circumstances in which I find myself afraid are so 
predictable. The fear always has at its root my desire to 
protect my status. Lord, such trivia consumes me. Deliver 
me from these needles of care, let me float above my 
own worries. They amount to nothing. 
 
God, I know you will meet my needs with supply. You 
will meet my cares with ease. 
 
Instead of trying to console myself, let me set about 
carrying the good news to others. We will all be okay. 
We are already okay. 
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July 13 
 
Let me abandon myself to you. I am so timid, protective 
of my supposed well-being. This hard shell under which I 
crouch is what stands in the way of my truly being your 
instrument. I lock myself away in a safe where I am 
untouched, yet useless. 
 
Let me stand, raise my head above my trench, and call 
across the battlefield words of love to the forces arrayed 
against me. Let me recognize that they are no army but 
just a group of children like me. 
 
O! This safety I seek is a prison. Let me break free. Let 
me beckon my fellows to join me. The danger I fear in 
escape is a mirage, shadows projected on the wall. 
 
Lord, let me feel the solid ground underfoot. That is your 
gift – universal support. Those whom I believe to be my 
enemies, those whom I believe to be my jailers, those 
whom I believe to be my friends, yea, even my family – 
we all stand on the same ground. 
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July 14 
 
Let me look throughout this day for all the ways you 
guide and protect me. That turning where I might have 
gone astray. That footfall I might otherwise have placed 
poorly. That moment I held my tongue. 
 
Your protection so often consists of turning my actions 
away from my own impulses. Saving me from myself.  
 
Such an unruly spirit, I sow chaos unless restrained. Hold 
me down, soothe my trembling limbs as they press 
against you, let my breath slow. Release me gently when 
I can again move with purpose.  
 
Lord, my mind darts here and there like a minnow. Let 
me become slow. Let me arrive last at all my 
destinations, allowing your will to unfold slowly across 
the day. Let my steps, my breath, my thoughts become 
measured.  
 
Let others run. I will walk. Hold my hand, Lord, and 
walk with me. Let me feel your steady presence.  
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July 15 
 
You come to me not in the form of major events, nor as a 
disembodied voice. You visit me in the guise of other 
people, indeed you reside within others just as you reside 
within me. And yet I seek solitude, apartness – and I thus 
separate myself from you. 
 
Let me, Lord, see my interactions with my fellows as a 
practice of devotion. Let me eagerly greet them and find 
your motivating spirit in all they tell me. If harsh words 
or ill feeling come my way, let me look all the harder for 
the gift hidden inside.  
 
Lord, let me love. 
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July 16 
 
Let me not dwell so on my own fear and worry. I face 
such simple challenges, yet I approach them as if they 
were matters of life or death.  
 
A glance at the faces of my fellows reveals that they, too, 
carry heavy burdens of fear. That thing I find easy and 
routine, it may be seen by my neighbor as a fearsome 
enemy. Just as my looming dangers may be simple rocks 
in the road when others encounter them.  
 
If we all harbor fear, let me then be a source of succor 
and love. If I spread relief, may it come back to me. Let 
me, Lord, trust that this supply will reach me.  
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July 17 
 
Dear God: fear, fear, fear. I face so much today that 
frightens me. I worry I have not prepared myself well 
enough, that I have not completed tasks well enough, that 
all will see and despise my shortcomings. 
 
Of what, in truth, am I afraid? The answer is simple: the 
judgment of others. 
 
Lord, let me see through this illusion. Let me see truth 
today: what you would have me do and where you would 
have me go. Your love. Your forgiveness. Your grace. 
 
Lord, in quiet and pleasant times I feel beatified by your 
love. In chaotic times I feel protected by the simplicity of 
your will. But it is in ordinary times, like today, that I fall 
farthest from you. These small worries loom so large. 
 
Lord, repair my thinking. Grant me grace – let me focus 
on helping others and not on protecting my own status. 
Let me spread your words of love. 
 
Thy will be done. 
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July 18 
 
I am so unwilling to become humble. I hope for 
advancement, for recognition at every turn, even as I 
mouth the words of humility.  
 
When will I learn, O Lord? Over and over, I awaken to 
remorse at my prideful approach to life. 
 
Let me learn a better way of acting and living. Lord, let 
me become grateful. 
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July 19 
 
Will you come to me? Will you bring me the power I do 
not have? I face the dawn like it is an army arrayed 
against me, as if I am a fortress that must be guarded. At 
my core, what I protect, is a fearful heart. I feel it in my 
chest, quickening and thumping. 
 
Lord, still my heart. Settle my thoughts. I recriminate 
myself for yesterday's shortcomings. Let me not drag 
them throughout the day. If I have sought to make peace 
with my failures already, I need not fight that inner battle 
over and over. 
 
Let me walk forward today with courage. Let me act, 
even as I fear. Let me not cower, nor shrink from the 
dawn. As you cause the sun to rise, you may yet deliver 
the gift of relief. To receive it, I need only surrender, 
rather than gird for battle. 
 
Lord, let me surrender to your will completely — even if 
your will may be that I experience fear, that I can be a 
more compassionate friend to others. 
 
Let me courageously lift up those who also fear. 
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July 20 
 
Let me be simple. I complicate so much, building castles 
of intellect. My own thinking obscures what is real and 
solid. 
 
Lord, please let me abandon prideful musings. Let me 
seek simple truth, even as this is unappreciated by others. 
Indeed, let me not only accept their judgment but delight 
in being seen as meek and unworthy.  
 
Let others jabber. Strip away the useless decoration in 
my thinking and attitudes. Lord, let me be plain. 
 
Thy will be done. 
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July 21 
 
Let me see through this veil. All these events around me 
seem so real, and my reactions and emotions equally so. 
Someone praises me, and I swell. Someone criticizes me, 
and I shrink. Vulnerability becomes apparent, and I 
tremble.  
 
Lord, grant me vision that pierces these illusions. I have 
sufficient resources unto the day, and gifts heaped all all 
about me — forgotten treasure. The shadowy figures who 
mill around me, murmuring into my ear, are ghosts.  
 
Lord, let me make for myself an accounting of all these 
gifts you have long since delivered to me. Let me see 
reality, your constant support and love, and recognize the 
misty nature of my reactions. My feelings bear so little 
relation to reality: I hear harsh words, and I react as if a 
stone had been hurled.  
 
Grant me faith, Lord, and make this my reality. Let me 
see the world through a new lens. Let me view all who 
come to me as sent by you.  
 
Thy will be done.  
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July 22 
 
Enter me; take up residence in my heart, rearrange the 
furnishings to suit you. Reorder me. I take such care with 
my own plans and habits, I meticulously square the 
corners and tidy the surfaces. All this, a measure of my 
need for control and order, itself a form of willfulness. It 
reflects that I do not trust, my faith is lacking. 
 
Walk into my life, Lord, like a strong wind. Flip over the 
tables and give me new chores. Quicken my heart and 
turn my panic into love. 
 
Let me be used today. Let me abandon the plans that do 
not work and follow your designs. Rebuild me and my 
foundation. 
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July 23 
 
Somewhere deep inside me, there you are. As I venture 
inside myself I feel you in my distant center, a long day's 
journey. This activity all around me, this calamity, this 
distraction, has driven you farther and farther away along 
this inner road. 
 
Let me turn from the world and toward you. It is my own 
choice to be distracted. Let me choose what is better. 
 
I pray for signs, power, intercession – forgetting it is all 
here already inside me. I will not find it in the world. I 
must look inside to where you already are. When your 
voice reaches me through the statements of others, it is 
this inner voice echoing back to me. I recognize you in 
the world because you are reflected. 
 
Lord, let me see you. Let me quietly look and listen for 
you. 
 
O! Here you are. 
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July 24 
 
Sit next to me. Take the seat to my left. Hold my hand, 
reassure me, nudging me to say and do your will. 
Squeeze my leg when I am assailed, reminding me that 
you are here for me. Point out my next step when I lose 
the way. 
 
In my fear, I forget that you are always with me, already 
lifting me up before I ask. Let me see this. Let me 
recognize all the ways you supply me. 
 
Why am I so blind? Awaken me, Lord. 
 
Let me awaken my fellows. We have no need to fear. 
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July 25 
 
I ask for willingness to do your bidding, to pursue your 
will. Yet in truth, your dictates will come into being 
whether I am willing or not. Your plan will unfold 
without my intervention. 
 
Why, then, do I seek willingness? It is the softer way. 
Accepting your will eases my path. Where I once saw 
chores and battles, now I might see opportunity and joy. 
 
To be willing will make me a joyful instrument. It is not 
for you, Lord, that I become willing, but for myself. I 
seek willingness as a gift from you, an example of grace. 
 
Lord, grant me this gift: to become willing. 
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July 26 
 
Facing challenges, I look to the future and wish for a 
positive outcome. On the other side of hardship, after you 
have rescued me, all will be well. But why, Lord, do I 
insist on imagining you will only save me later? You are 
here with me now – if this is so, then all must already be 
well. Rescue is here, and always was. 
 
Lord, let my thinking become straight. Let me see clearly 
your hands of support, already underneath me. 
 
I fear. But of what consequence is that? 
 
I seek to spread ease in the world, to awaken the 
realization that we are already well. Let me, Lord, heed 
my own message – your message, echoing back to me. 
 
All is well, here already. 
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July 27 
 
Am I grateful enough? I so often seek aid, support, and a 
feeling of safety and comfort. These things come to me 
without fail, and my faith has grown by this experience. I 
know you provide what is needed. This knowledge brings 
me peace. 
 
At day’s end, how do I express gratitude? Indeed, how do 
I do so throughout the day, in the midst of your many 
instances of rescue and support? 
 
The answers to these questions are a bitter pill. I intend 
gratitude, I mouth the words, but too often it is an ill-
fitting cloak. I so readily receive. But the fundamental 
feeling of grateful custodianship eludes me so frequently. 
 
What I pass on was never mine. I merely transfer your 
love to others. I worry the supply is limited, that I will 
tire, that I will run out. I act as if I generate what I 
distribute.  
 
Lord! You are a vast lake without bottom. How dare I 
congratulate myself for these cups of water I hand out? 
My little dippers are already all around, anyone could 
have them. How dare I complain of fatigue? So many 
thirst more than me, and indeed if necessary I myself can 
drink of this water. 
 
Lord, make me into a being of gratitude. Make me 
willing to give it all away, everything, unto the bone. Let 
this be my way of giving thanks. 
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July 28 
 
Let me open myself to your unsparing gaze. Let me seek 
your bright sunlight, throwing open the secret cupboards, 
overturning the pieces of clutter, peeling back the 
carpets. You have removed the largest and most obvious 
obstacles. I have welcomed this.  
 
At a glance my rooms appear in order. But rot remains. 
Dim corners that have escaped notice. Disordered 
objects. Termites chew the flooring. I have scarcely 
noticed some of these shortcomings; others I have known 
of yet ignored for another day.  
 
These defects melt away under your gaze, leaving fresh, 
pink skin, bright woodwork, orderly stacks.  
 
Why, Lord, do I hide my weaknesses under gilding? The 
quickened life that grows under your fond look stiffens 
my spine and gives my body structure. Yet I resist 
wellness, hiding the softest parts from you.  
 
Today, Lord, let me turn all my surfaces to the sun. 
Warm my limbs. You shine on the strong and the weak. 
Shine on me too, O Lord.  
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July 29 
 
I awaken. I anticipate the day. I do so imperfectly. 
Shadowy figures loom around me, milling and 
murmuring. What will happen? What will I do? What 
will befall me? Who will visit? 
 
Lord, this world is not the world. 
 
I have built a fantasy peopled with cartoons drawn of 
mist. My mind casts forward through the day and nothing 
is clear, all is dim, yet my feelings in anticipation are 
vivid and present. I fear loosely imagined conflict. I 
equally look forward to undefined happiness. Sitting 
alone in my rooms, my world consists of feelings, none 
of which are anchored in reality. 
 
Lord, tether me. Root me in this present moment. It is all 
the world I have. 
 
Let me stand and walk to meet all comers, greeting them 
with a smile and good cheer. 
 
My thinking fills so quickly with my own 
preoccupations. I shut myself away to seek you, yet 
within moments I cease listening for your voice. My 
attention turns instead to my hopes and fears of the day. 
 
Upend my thinking, Lord! I have worn a groove, pacing 
back and forth in my own self-regard. Sweep in like a 
storm, fix my attention upon my relationship with you. 
Let me hold onto you desperately. 
 
In times of quiet, dependence on you appears optional. 
Let me not be so listless. Drive me to you. Force me.  
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July 30 
 
Lord, take away my illusion of choice. 
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July 31 
 
Day by day, I seek you. I beg you to come to me, to sit 
beside me, to hold my hand, to lay yourself over me and 
protect me. Such yearning for support and safety. 
 
Yet I know, Lord, in the quiet morning of reflection, this 
truth: you are within me. 
 
This seeking and yearning is misplaced, for you are 
already here. Indeed, you hide from me, there in the last 
place I look. I search all around for evidence and only 
seldom do I look inside. But that is where you are. 
 
To see you as an outside force, visiting and saving, 
supporting and loving – even as I express devotion, this 
diminishes you into an outside agency. No.  
 
You are in me. 
 
Lord, let me grasp all the implications of this. Let me see 
how instantly this erases every fear and trivializes every 
goal. 
 
Let me quit looking for you under rocks and behind 
curtains, O Lord. Let me see you, here, inside me. Let me 
allow your warming love to course through my limbs. 
Let me unleash gratitude for your constant inner 
presence. 
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August 1 
 
Where next will you point me? I so often face the day 
wondering what will befall me, what I will witness. This 
attitude reveals the flaws in my thinking: I am at once 
passive, being acted upon, and at the same time self-
centered, placing myself in the middle of every 
circumstance. 
 
Lord, if I am to be your servant, then I must listen for 
instruction. 
 
I will be called to act, not just to be present as 
circumstances unfold. Use me, O Lord. Let me hear your 
call and go to work. 
 
Does the hammer fear the nail? Let me see myself, Lord, 
as an instrument at your disposal, ready to be used. 
 
Let me not ask, what will happen to me? But instead, let 
me ask, what ought I to do? 
 
Let me act today. 
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August 2 
 
Grant me a clear view. I look at the events around me, 
the actions and words of my fellows, and fail to see 
underneath the surface. I refuse to look quickly enough 
for my part in conflict, I forget to gaze with compassion 
on my fellows, I overlook your love and will behind all 
things. 
 
Lord, open my eyes and my heart. Grant me courage to 
act upon what I see. To do your will fills me with fear. So 
often, the clear action you call me to take is the one I 
wish to avoid: a painful sacrifice, a difficult conversation, 
a frustrating lesson of self-forgetting. 
 
Lord, make me willing in the face of my worries and 
fears. The pain in my life grows out of my reluctance to 
surrender to your will.  
 
I struggle so. I am a drowning man, panicked and 
pushing away the rescuer. Daily I swim against the tides. 
Let me stop straining against the current, Lord. Pull me 
gently to shore – let me become willing to be rescued. 
 
Thy will be done. Let me believe what I pray. 
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August 3 
 
The road from here to where you would have me be is 
long. I am so far from the examples you place before my 
eyes. I see so many who are giving of their time and 
energy, who hold themselves as true servants on this 
earth. I long to be as you would have me be, yet inwardly 
I plot how to advance my position, I scheme ways to find 
myself idle, I arrange events to suit myself above all. 
 
Seeing how large is the gap between whom you call me 
to be, and who I am, I am crestfallen. 
 
But lo! There is a road from me to you, laid out at my 
feet. Let me step along it, Lord, let me walk your way. 
Each day I forget this walkway; each day I must bring 
myself to it anew. 
 
I seek you, dear Lord, as if you are hidden. But the way 
is clear. I need not walk blindly nor fear traveling in 
darkness. If I step toward you, you will come to me. I 
have felt it – and will again. You will take my hand and 
gently pull me. 
 
The blind do not see the distance to be traveled, yet they 
walk nonetheless. Let me have such faith, Lord. Let me 
not cast myself to the ground in defeat. 
 
Let me walk toward you. 
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August 4 
 
Let me stretch out my hand to others. Let me walk as a 
friend among my fellows who suffer, who endure their 
darkest days.  
 
You have revealed to me the good news that all is well. 
We already have all we need. All that is removed from 
me, all that I desire and do not have, all that I lack — 
trivia. If you have already granted me wholeness, then 
these things for which I pine are not needed. Let me seek 
only what is needful.  
 
Let me share, O Lord. Let me bring this news into every 
corner. Where my fellows shiver, let me pass along your 
warmth. Where they ache, let me carry your balm. Where 
they struggle, let me carry some part of their load.  
 
Let me seek no notice. Let me pass along your aid such 
that all who receive it wonder at the mystery of its 
source. Let me gladly be invisible, your light shining 
through.  
 
Rather than shout, let me whisper: all is well, my friends. 
All is well. 
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August 5 
 
Let me live love today. Let me bring it to every action, 
every word, yea, every thought. Let even my dreams be 
ones of love for those around me. 
 
Let not my attitudes nor intentions be selfish. The love I 
have and express – let it be giving. Let it be pure charity, 
seeking nor expecting nothing. 
 
Love is the motive force underneath the world, O Lord. 
Love is the law. Love is the secret key. 
 
Lord, let me understand love. Let me become willing to 
live it. 
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August 6 
 
Let me run after this day. 
 
I shut myself away to ready myself to better seek your 
will. Let me arise with new strength – and run. You have 
filled the day with gifts for me – some shining and light, 
others whose beauty is difficult to discern. Let me gladly 
find them all. 
 
Thy will be done, Lord. 
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August 7 
 
Why do I fear so? Worry about the near and far all at 
once assail me. I fret over minor arrangements and 
activities in this day. At the same time, my thinking casts 
forward toward tomorrow and after – when I fear 
calamity will befall. I panic, bit by bit, thought by 
thought. 
 
Lord, help me. I am so small in the face of these terrors. I 
know when I face them squarely that all will be well, but 
this feels like simply an intellectual exercise, the 
whistling of a child in the dark. 
 
Worry is tangible, present. Sitting here with me. 
 
Lord, displace my fears. Occupy my mind and hands, 
turn my attention to what is needful in the day. I beg of 
you: let these worries lift. Take them. 
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August 8 
 
Let me rely upon you entirely. I fall so far short in this. 
 
I ask for what I want to be delivered to me; for what I do 
not want to be taken. I should instead accept all, pleasure 
and discomfort equally, as your will for me. 
 
Equally wrong: I hoard. I withhold my energy and effort, 
I pace myself. This limits my ability to spread your love, 
and beyond that, it is disloyal. It implies doubt that you 
will supply my needs as they come. 
 
Lord, let me abandon myself to you fully. Take away 
these misgivings, make me willing to quit relying on half 
measures. Let my footsteps be firm. Let me throw open 
my gates, drain my coffers to help those around me. You 
will fill them again later. 
 
Lord, let me live a life that is truly vulnerable. 
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August 9 
 
Bit by bit, you strip away what is objectionable. You 
wear away the edges, you cut out the mistakes and 
disease. And what is left, O Lord? Am I diminished? No: 
I am ever more naked, ever more as I was born to be. 
 
Let me stand unadorned and calm, Lord, blinking at all 
that circulates around me. I had no need of that lost 
garment, that dropped staff. 
 
And now, Lord, with so much removed, what will you 
replace it with? Am I to remain as I now am, or will you 
grow me new features? 
 
Lord, let me make ready to become new. 
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August 10 
 
My motives are so disappointingly childish. As I face the 
tasks of the day, my actions and attitudes are driven by 
my desire for notice, leisure, and pleasure. I arrange 
things to suit, corrupting even my good actions into 
selfish ones. 
 
Like any child, Lord, you gently teach me. You bring me 
brief glimpses of right living and right attitudes. The 
actions I undertake driven by you are so much more 
satisfying than my too frequent self-driven ones. 
 
Lord, let me do your work today. 
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August 11 
 
What is it that there is different between this morning and 
the one before? Or the one to follow? My part in each is 
the same: to awaken and begin to seek your will for me. 
The routine tasks of preparing the day provide a steady 
rhythm. The slow drumbeat of each day following its 
brother soothes me.  
 
Yet on this day, the morning quickens my heart. Some 
mystery lurks around the corner, a surprise prepared with 
dimensions only I can see. You made it for me.  
 
O, Lord, you thrill me! Why do I so often flee in terror 
from this celebration you have arranged? 
 
God, let me be attentive to these feelings coursing 
through my body. The hastened breath, the tightened 
belly. I am the racehorse at dawn, quietly chewing oats, 
knowing that soon I will called to race.  
 
Lord, let me make ready to run.  
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August 12 
 
Make me ever more willing to act and act. Every leaf or 
twig out of place, every ill-placed footfall or wrongly-
spoken word – each, as it comes into notice, is an 
opportunity for guidance. Lord, show me what you 
would have me do to make corrections, and let me 
become willing to do it. 
 
I am afraid. I fear I will not get the notice I desire, that 
my actions will become criticized, that I will gain 
infamy, that I will never become more than I am now. I 
face this cauldron of worry as if it were all regret, wistful 
wishes made at the end of a struggling life. 
 
Oh, Lord, bring my soul and mind back to this moment. 
Tell me the way I should walk, and make my feet go that 
way. Let the willingness follow along. 
 
Shove me in the right direction, Lord. 
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August 13 
 
Even as my behavior is correct, my motives are faulty. I 
inwardly wish more for myself than is my portion, I wish 
ill to befall those who hurt me, I wish for complete 
freedom without consequence. 
 
Lord, seep into me and make my inner life clean. Let me 
become transparent so that all can see the beacon you 
have lit in my heart. It is obscured with dark intent – let 
these layers wear away and let me shine from inside to 
out. Let my intent to follow your will become equally as 
visible as my actions. 
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August 14 
 
What rules me? Where do I spend my time and attention? 
After what do I chase? For what do I long? 
 
The answers are disappointing. I am ruled by so many 
selfish thoughts and feelings. I am ruled, in the end, by 
the acclaim of others – pursuing praise above all else. 
 
Lord, grant me steadfastness. 
 
The satisfactions of the outside world are false, and 
disappear like mist. I get the praise I seek and it is gone 
within moments. It leaves behind nothing. 
 
Let me learn what is durable, Lord. Let me become 
closer to you, work harder for you, become more fearless 
for you. Let me discover the satisfaction of knowing I did 
my best to be your servant. 
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August 15 
 
I see so wrongly; take the veil from my eyes. I see 
problems where there are gifts, troubles where there are 
opportunities. Too many days, I imagine myself beset on 
all sides by enemies. 
 
Lord, the truth is the opposite. You have showered me 
with gifts, you scatter new opportunities all around my 
path, you deliver me friend after friend. 
 
If only I will see rightly, I can see and have joy here and 
now. 
 
Let me see rightly. 
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August 16 
 
The pathway is clear. Yet I hesitate. Why? Pride and 
sloth rivet me to the ground. 
 
Lord, let me submit to your will for me, and act. Let me 
lean into this day. 
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August 17 
 
I am weary; send me strength. I worry and fret over how 
I will meet my obligations, how I will get it all done. So 
little time. So little energy. 
 
Lord, let me have greater faith. Let me submit to you, as 
a trusting child. I will do what I can do. You will make 
all well. 
 
I am so small. I fear even leaving my home. Lift me, 
Lord, raise my spirits. Set my feet on the correct path and 
stiffen my spine. 
 
Power me, O Lord. I need you today. 
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August 18 
 
O! I am too glum as I follow you. I prostrate myself 
before you. I view my trials as a crucible in which you 
refine me. Such a harsh view of my days.  
 
Lord, can I rejoice in every small thing you send my 
way? Can I not gird myself for battle, but instead shed 
my armor and run unprotected before my enemies? Can 
I, indeed, see them as friends? 
 
Lord, let me marvel at each difficulty you offer me. What 
will I be shown next, what miracle will you work? 
 
Let me, Lord, greet you with enthusiasm. Let me run 
headlong into this day.  
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August 19 
 
Direct my thoughts. Let me not have selfish, dishonest, 
nor self-seeking motives. 
 
Grant me knowledge of your will for me. Let me have 
what I need to address all problems that arise. 
 
Let me add into the stream of life today, O Lord. Let me 
not take but give. 
 
Thy will, not mine, be done today, Lord. 
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August 20 
 
Let me shed all weight, dropping my burdens. I drag so 
much with me – regret and worry, fear and envy. 
Remorse over the past and terror for the future press me 
down and keep me from doing your will. They paralyze 
me, they increase my self-regard, they shut me away 
from your sunlight. 
 
Lord! Let me throw off this heavy cloak. Let me walk on 
encumbered. Let me drop all I carry. Keep my hands 
empty and free. 
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August 21 
 
Let me sit here, amidst lack and unfulfillment. Let me not 
strive, grasp, nor struggle. Let me not chase after banners 
nor satisfaction. Let this be my lesson for today. 
 
Let me turn my hands to what is before me, simply and 
quietly. The wolves at the door are outside the home. The 
pantry may go bare, but not today. Today, there is 
enough and I have work to do. What I perceive as lack is, 
instead, distraction. 
 
Lord, let me be intent, here, now. Let my quiet work 
beckon others to be still and turn, too, to their own 
chores. 
 
Let us be a quiet and joyful fellowship in labor.  
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August 22 
 
This storehouse of burden and pain has become a 
perverse treasure. In this hall I catalog wrongs, I polish 
my woes, I lay up supplies of difficulty. Trial and 
trouble, I collect it all. 
 
Lord, what a misuse of the time you grant me. I have but 
this day, and I fill it with such useless pursuits, 
compounding my natural human frustrations and fears 
into calamity and crisis. 
 
Let me burn down the storehouse. Let these collected 
troubles and bitterness turn to ash and blow away. They 
do not serve me, they do not serve you. 
 
Lord, let me see this day rightly. Let me see my tasks 
rightly. Let me be useful today – casting aside all these 
thoughts and worries that stand in the way of this. My 
worry, my resentment, my wrath make me unuseful. 
They make me a taker from the world. Dismantle my 
selfish ways, O Lord, and make me useful. 
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August 23 
 
On quiet days I fear dissolution and dissipation. I fear I 
will waste the day, with nothing to show. 
 
Lord, grant me a right attitude toward industry. Let me 
not idolize labor, but instead use it as devotion to you. 
Let me seek your will for me and act when you call me. 
If I am a tool of your will, let me be content to remain 
unused. At such times let me sharpen my edges and 
prepare. 
 
Thy will be done today. Make me willing, O Lord. 
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August 24 
 
Like a race horse trembling before the starting gate, I am 
eager to act. Ready to go. Yet if I look with care at 
myself, I am rudderless. I bound off in all directions and 
scatter myself. 
 
Lord, direct me into usefulness. I am ready to serve. Let 
me do so. 
 
Grant me knowledge of your will for me, and the power 
to carry it out. 
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August 25 
 
I feel you here with me. You press against me, the very 
air on my skin. Each footfall echoes: it is your steps with 
mine. You arm on my shoulders. You whisper to me. I 
hear the sound but cannot make out the words.  
 
Lord, give me ears to hear and eyes to see.  
 
When you point, Lord, let me see the way. Move my feet 
along your pathway. Let me understand your instruction.  
 
Make me willing, O Lord, to believe this: All is well.  
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August 26 
 
I walk in your sunlight today. You shine on me, on all of 
us. There is enough light to go around. It is not 
diminished through use. There are no portions. 
 
You offer each of us, me and all my fellows, enough and 
even more. When I have had enough sunshine, you do 
not then withhold – you keep shining. 
 
Lord, let me be your beacon. Let me shine and keep 
shining. Let me give more than asked and then give 
again. Let me pass along each gift, hoarding none. Let 
me remember, when I am in shadow, that tomorrow your 
sun will rise again. Let me give away all my light today. 
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August 27 
 
Show me the path you would have me walk. Let me be 
willing to follow it into all circumstances. Let me keep 
walking, irrespective of its turnings, shedding fear and 
sloth.  
 
I am so prone to sit, idle and indolent. Let me walk with 
purpose today.  
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August 28 
 
I am industrious, but in a limited way. I work hard at my 
own pursuits – this gives satisfaction. Yet where is my 
resolve when faced with outside requirements, with 
unpleasant labors? Then I become idle. 
 
Let me become a creature of effort, my dear Lord. Let me 
work and work again to act on your behalf. Let me be 
willing, in all things, to do a little more. 
 
Guide my hands, O Lord, not just my heart. 
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August 29 
 
Let me see clearly. Wipe away the mist from the glass. 
 
I wrap myself in illusion and fantasy. I misperceive my 
place in the world, I misunderstand the messages you 
place before me in plain sight, I misinterpret events, I 
misuse the hours of the day. 
 
Lord. Focus my thoughts and correct my motives. Grant 
me willingness and courage to act. Let me see and do 
your will today. 
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August 30 
 
O! Let me give everything away. 
 
All my energy, resources, and love – give. I am so 
miserly. I pace myself and protect myself. And yet you 
deliver me all I need and more.  
 
Why then do I hoard? Let me fulfill your economy, and 
spread the joy you deliver to me. 
 
Let me expend my resources right down to the bone. 
When I am empty you will fill me. 
 
Thy will be done. 
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August 31 
 
Let me take the harder road. 
 
Let me throw aside cushions and bedding, let my labors 
strengthen my back and arms. 
 
I am here for your use, dear Lord. Set me to work. 
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September 
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September 1 
 
How can I be certain that the sun will rise? And yet it 
ever has. When there are clouds, I know that the sun 
hangs in the sky to shine upon me. I need not see it.  
 
Lord, I ask for so many signs from you. I ask and ask, an 
ungrateful child. I fail to notice the sun already drying 
my wet garments, warming my bones.  
 
Grant me, sweet Lord, sight to see what is all around me. 
Growth and life, teeming. Sunshine. Your love glowing 
in the core of each of my fellows.  
 
God, let me greet my brothers and sisters. Some may be 
dispirited. Let me pull aside their cloaks, that they may 
see their own glowing hearts.  
 
Let us shine on one another, in anticipation of the clouds 
parting.  
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September 2 
 
Grant me just enough vision to see where my next step 
ought to fall. 
 
I so desire to see the whole road, my prideful wish for 
total knowledge. Grant me humility – let my wishes be 
tempered. I dream of success and power. Limit me, that I 
may depend all the more upon you. 
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September 3 
 
There is safety here, in the quiet with you. When I rise 
and circulate, this circle of calm may dissipate. I may be 
assailed. Or I may encounter elation. 
 
Lord, when I am flying about, subject to so many forces 
and feelings, will I be able to recall this quiet moment? 
This, here, is reality, not the buffeting winds. Those are 
illusion.  
 
Tomorrow with its tumult is fantasy. 
 
Let me inhabit reality today, sweet Lord. Let it be 
timeless. 
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September 4 
 
You take my burdens from me if only I will lay them at 
your feet. In this way you relieve me, your child. But you 
do more: you show me that their weight was always 
imaginary. These fears and woes that I had to be 
convinced to relinquish are just mist. 
 
Not only do you grant me relief, but you remind me of 
the power you have already placed within me. I never 
needed aid; I could walk free and erect at any time. 
 
Surveying my current woes and cares, let me learn your 
lesson. Grant me awareness of the freedom I already 
have.  
 
I have no need to wait for deliverance, Lord: I am already 
free. 
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September 5 
 
Grant me knowledge of how I might be useful. I so often 
mouth these words without truly meaning them. Instead, 
I am concerned with self – my comfort, my safety, my 
success.  
 
Grant me a better vantage point, Lord. Let me see what is 
needed that I can provide. Let me do that. 
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September 6 
 
Let me see past the surfaces of this world.  
 
Those around me are filled with frothy activity. Let me 
be slow-moving today. Let my reactions and emotions be 
deliberate. Let me not add agitation. 
 
Let me be a source of comfort and understanding, not a 
source of confusion and disquiet. 
 
Let me offer safe harbor today. 
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September 7 
 
I say I desire to do your will; I pray for this. What stops 
me? 
 
Sloth keeps me idle. Fear freezes me in place. Pride holds 
me back from opening myself to criticism. Gluttony 
drives me to hoard my resources, that I may enjoy them 
abundantly later. 
 
When I pray: relieve me of the bondage of self, that I 
better do thy will – these things, then, are what make 
those chains. My pride, my self-regard, my flaws. 
 
Lord, let me shed these things like an unneeded cloak. At 
the end of a long day, I drop my worn garments to the 
ground in a pile. These flaws in my nature, that I wear 
like armor through the day, let me drop them. 
 
Naked, let me labor in the sunshine, doing your simple 
chores. 
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September 8 
 
Give — let me give and give again. When I run out and 
have emptied my reservoirs and turned out my pockets, 
let me dig yet deeper and give.  
 
O! How miserly am I. I hoard. I lay by stores to protect 
my future. Yet there is never enough for me to have 
complete security — and so I give away nothing. I place 
myself before others.  
 
If I am to be a source of love and light, Lord, let me learn 
to give.  
 
I have so far to go.  
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September 9 
 
Let my field of labor be inside myself. Let all my efforts 
turn towards improving those things within me that are 
flawed and wanting. 
 
These garden plots within me need continual weeding, 
lest they become overgrown. 
 
Let me take care with my inner life, dear Lord. 
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September 10 
 
Take away this judgment that sits like a dark cinder 
inside my chest. 
 
I see others through such a bitter lens – let me shatter this 
dark glass and see the warm, yellow glow all around me. 
 
Set me free. Let me love. 
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September 11 
 
So quick am I to congratulate myself for careful living. I 
fulfill an obligation and childishly seek praise. Or I 
smugly judge others who struggle, blind to how easily 
calamity might befall me and, indeed, how recently my 
inner life was in disarray. 
 
Lord, quiet me. Make me a worker. Take away this 
chasing after approval, this festering pride. 
 
Above all, Lord, take away my urge to judge others. Let 
me be compassionate toward all. 
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September 12 
 
Rearrange my thoughts and intentions. 
 
My thinking is so backward: I think first of satisfying 
myself and only then turn my attention to others. Let me 
reverse this, Lord. Let me place your will before mine, 
others’ welfare before my own. 
 
Let me place myself last, an afterthought. 
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September 13 
 
Let me see all the ways that I am already whole and 
healed. I awaken believing myself in need of rescue, 
believing my circumstances cry out for improvement. Let 
me see this for the delusional thinking that it is. 
Surveying my conditions, I easily see that all is well if 
only I will see rightly.  
 
Lord, why do I so constantly require convincing? Grant 
me better faith, deeper dependence. Change my heart. 
Turn my attention away from myself and my perceived 
lack – to an awareness of the power you have already 
imbued me with, and an acceptance of the resulting 
obligation.  
 
You touch my heart with love, Lord. Now must I pass it 
on to my brothers and sisters. Let me become willing to 
do so regardless of personal cost or perceived risk. Thy 
will be done. 
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September 14 
 
I am so aware of how far from you I am. I cry out for 
more faith – and this feeling of lack comes even amidst 
plenty. Gifts shower down around me, and yet I am 
impoverished. Why? My prayers are simply mouthed 
words, my devotion hollow. 
 
Lord! Let me abandon myself. It is my self-protection 
that hobbles me. 
 
Let my inner life, Lord, become more devoted to you 
today than it was yesterday. Let my faith expand. That 
ember that is you, glowing in my heart, let it warm, 
pulse, grow.  
 
Let my attachments to the world, to my selfhood, wither 
and fall away.  
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September 15 
 
I come to you in the morning gloom to become 
strengthened. Being with you makes me ready for the day 
to unfold and for me to meet it. Too often, though, I 
congratulate myself on the effort put into this time of 
devotion. I act, wrongly, as if this time with you were a 
discipline, a daily chore. I rise and face the world 
prideful over what I have accomplished.  
 
Lord, let me see this time, rightly, as a time of comfort 
and restoration. Grant me power and deeper humility, 
that I may serve you and help others.  
 
Glad effort lies before me, not here in my quiet room. 
Here lies peace.  
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September 16 
 
Let me be your beacon today. Let me call my fellows to 
you. Let me beckon.  
 
Let me see the love and grace all around – and let me 
share what I see with others.  
 
Thy will be done. 
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September 17 
 
Let me please live as an example to others of what utter 
dependence on your grace may look like. Let me truly 
offer myself over to you. Let me hold nothing back. 
 
I plan, I outline, I forecast. All of it an attempt to 
influence the future. All of it futile. The harder I grip, the 
more disloyal I am. 
 
Lord, let me become willing to let go. Let my fear of 
tomorrow dissipate like mist. Let me, instead, live in 
wonder at today. 
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September 18 
 
Let me rest with you. These things that cause me fear, 
wolves circling the campfire, they are illusion. Here with 
you, let me be held. 
 
Lord, let me recognize that I need no shelter to be safe. 
Let me see how I already have all the strength I may need 
and more. 
 
Let me do your will today. 
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September 19 
 
So much keeps me from living close to you. Chains that 
imprison me: pride, sloth, envy, lust, wrath, greed, 
gluttony. They bind me ever more tightly to a life of 
continual self-regard. I see everything through this lens 
of self. 
 
Lord, free me of this bondage. Let me see through new 
lenses. Take away these chains, let them drop away. Let 
me see all the ways I myself am holding onto them. 
These shackles are not welded to my frame. I grasp them 
willingly. 
 
I need but let go. Let me do so – let the self, wrapped in 
its fear, drift away. 
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September 20 
 
I have so far to go to improve, yet you love me as I am. 
This amount of grace is staggering. I am so flawed, how 
could I be loved so? 
 
Lord, let me try to deserve the grace you show me. Take 
away my selfishness, my judgmental nature, my 
arrogance. Make me more giving, kind, and humble. 
 
Let me be more willing to improve. Thy will be done. 
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September 21 
 
Judgment of others weighs me down. My thoughts can be 
so bitter and wrathful. I smile and laugh with others, yet 
too often I scorn inwardly. 
 
Lord, take control of my thinking, set my inner life into 
order. Correct the thoughts that reel around inside me, 
that block me from experiencing and giving love. Let me 
do your will today, in action, word, and thought. 
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September 22 
 
Let me be at home here, in the present moment. I spend 
so much time away from here, in the future, worrying 
over and planning for tomorrow, or in the past, fretting 
about and reliving yesterday.  
 
Too rarely am I here. Lord, let me be here.  
 
If I see this present moment rightly, I am safe and secure 
no matter what tomorrow may bring nor what yesterday 
may have delivered. Indeed: nothing can happen now, for 
the consequences will always be in a following moment.  
 
So let me breathe today, dear Lord. Let my breath be 
prayer.  
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September 23 
 
My words, even those of prayer, can be so hollow. I 
speak by rote, I pray as from a script. Lord, let me draw 
near to you in inner silence. Let no words come between 
my need and your answer. Let my thoughts carry my 
prayers straight into you. Let me hear your answer in my 
core, directly. 
 
What I learn in this quiet time cannot be spoken. I try and 
it is mercury, slipping away. Useless words. 
 
Lord, let me grasp what I know. My desire to speak it is 
prideful at root – let me know you in silence. 
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September 24 
 
Let me glide into every circumstance today. 
 
So much troubles me. Raise me above the ground, let me 
move unspotted by my troubles. 
 
I awaken wondering how I ever will be equal to the tasks 
I face. Fear grips me. I will fail. I will be found out. I will 
be shunned. Lord, take it all away, leave me naked and 
glowing. 
 
Grant me knowledge of your will for me, and the power 
to carry it out. 
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September 25 
 
Let me move with ease today. Let me not struggle and 
scurry. So often I am like a frightened rabbit, running 
from place to place, heart pounding.  
 
My feeling: what if they catch me? But I never wonder: 
who are “they,” and what indeed would happen if I were 
“caught?” 
 
O, Lord, I am safer than I realize. So let me walk slowly 
and peacefully today. Let my furtive heartbeats slow. Let 
me live a life that has greater faith – a life in which I 
realize that I am your child under your care. 
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September 26 
 
Let me set to work in service to my fellows. Let me see 
every activity as devotion. Let my desire to have my 
needs met slip away – let me become empty, keeping 
nothing in reserve. As I am replenished, let me expend 
my energy in further service. Let me give. 
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September 27 
 
I am so weak and needy jn my self-perception. I look 
inside and lament my lack of strength and my weariness. 
How, Lord, can I see my fatigue as opportunity? Let me 
place greater dependence upon you. Let me seek more 
help from my fellows. 
 
Let my relationships be ones of energy exchange – let me 
give service, knowing this energy will propagate. 
 
O Lord! Make me a source of light today, shining for all. 
Let me be unashamed at the points where my brightness 
dims. 
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September 28 
 
Tasks weigh on me as burdens placed on an already-full 
cart. I feel scrutinized and stretched, unsupported. Lord, 
let me find strength in you. Let me see my own 
circumstance through clear eyes and not through a haze 
of self-pity. 
 
Instead, Lord, let me find a way to see your hand in all 
things, even those things that try my strength and 
attitude. 
 
Let me act with love today. Let me so act even in the face 
of trial and challenge. 
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September 29 
 
I reflect on my past, both distant and near. Whom have I 
harmed? How do I know? If they were here with me, 
now, what would they say? What would they tell me? 
 
Lord, let me look at myself squarely. Let me stand erect 
in the face of who I am. Let me greet all in the world as 
brothers and sisters.  
 
Let me not be double minded! Clear away this selfish 
pride, this fearful self-absorption. Let my motives be 
single, clear, pure. Guide my heart towards love, dear 
Lord. Let me take all comers by the hand, as you have 
done for me. Let me whisper in their ear the good news 
that all will be well, all is already well.  
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September 30 
 
The happenings of the world vex or elate me, yet in truth 
they are inconsequential. Whether I go here or there, do 
this or that, meet him or her – all ephemeral. 
 
What endures? No matter my circumstance, I still carry 
with me the task you have set, O Lord: to live rightly and 
spread your love. The conditions under which I do this 
are no more important than which color garment I will 
wear. 
 
Lord, let me see into the truth of things 
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October 
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October 1 
 
Let me rely upon you wholly, so much so that the path 
becomes obvious and clear. So much so that my self-
sufficiency, my self-propulsion, becomes useless. 
 
When I guide myself, I am lost. The tragedy is not so 
much my aimless wandering, but my willful choosing of 
it when I could instead easily claim your guidance and 
power. 
 
Lord, let me surrender to you today. My struggling is its 
own form of failure. Let me give up, give in, and go 
where you point. 
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October 2 
 
Cares of the world press inward. Lack of resources, 
fraught interpersonal relations, requirements of the 
workplace – they weigh upon me and I respond with 
worry and care.  
 
This is the most ordinary kind of selfishness, the kind 
that sees the world through the lens of my own sense of 
security. 
 
Lord, let me throw away these glasses and see things 
clearly. What I fear holds no real power, what I desire is 
false. Let me seek and accept your will today. 
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October 3 
 
I so easily succumb to panic and become useless.  
 
Grant me assurance today. Let me trust and depend upon 
you to provide all I may need. Let me gaze out at the 
world calmly, aware that everything required is available. 
 
Let me breathe deeply and slowly. 
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October 4 
 
Let me seek you in all the small events and tasks of the 
day. Let me deeply feel my dependence upon you, even 
in the face of the most routine occurrence.  
 
Dismantle my self-sufficiency, my prideful feelings of 
capability. Let me instead rely upon you. Make me aware 
of all the ways I need support, moment to moment. 
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October 5 
 
My reliance on you is so often in words only, superficial 
and desultory.  I pray to you that I might be supported 
and protected, while inwardly planning my self-
sufficiency. 
 
Lord, let me see clearly: am I dangling from your sturdy 
limbs, in which case I must hold fast? Or am I supported 
from below, able to relax in safety? 
 
Lord, grant me vision, trust, faith. I am so self-protective. 
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October 6 
 
Fear presses in upon me. What will happen to me? Who 
will criticize my efforts? Will I find sufficient resources? 
How will I meet my obligations?  
 
These worries, Lord, are like old friends, repeatedly 
visiting. In truth they are ghosts, without substance: 
worldly criticism holds no power; resources are always 
provided; strength and supply are always forthcoming. 
You have never forsaken me. And yet — this is what I 
fear. I make monsters out of shadows.  
 
Lord, I am your child. Let me stand as your child, speak 
as your child, act as your child — like my sisters and 
brothers, an heir to your estate built of love. Let me live 
this inheritance.  
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October 7 
 
I seek relief from my cares and worries, victory over my 
troubles, comfort from my weariness. When so assailed, I 
call out to you. 
 
But even as I cry your name, I have a core of selfishness. 
I seek you because I am troubled. 
 
Lord, instead, how can I draw nearer to you so as to 
better serve – serve you, serve others? Victory over my 
personal troubles may bring comfort and ease. How, 
better, can it bring hope to my fellows? 
 
Take away this lurking vestige of self, Lord. Make me, 
even among my sorrows, a beacon. Turn my attention 
over and over to my fellows, and away from my self.  
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October 8 
 
I cry out for changed circumstances, but my true need is 
for improved reactions to the world. 
 
I fool myself by believing that external events will bring 
ease to my inner life. No – I trouble myself in good times 
and bad. It is my inner life that ought instead to cry out 
for change. 
 
Lord, let my reactions to the world improve. Let me have 
peace in good times and bad. Even under the harshest of 
conditions, let me thrive and be of good cheer. 
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October 9 
 
Grant me equanimity today.  
 
My reactions to the world are so changeable, so filled 
with drama. Let me value the quiet response, the 
anonymous act, the light footfall on the path.  
 
My nature is to call attention to myself. Let me instead be 
a gentle presence. 
 
Lord, thy will be done today. 
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October 10 
 
Let me better depend upon you. I face the day as if I were 
alone. Let me be aware deeply, at my core, of how you 
support me. 
 
Yea, even those things that appear simple, over which I 
feel easy mastery: let me even then depend upon you. 
 
Let my reliance on your supply be my discipline. Thy 
will be done. 
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October 11 
 
Trial, worry, and woe crowd in upon me. I am pressed on 
all sides. 
 
Let me please recognize all the reasons I have for 
gratitude even under such circumstances. Let me go yet 
further – and indeed become fully grateful. 
 
Lord, let me sing your praises even when troubled. 
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October 12 
 
Let me be one who acts, who is a doer of your will. 
 
Let me not sit in idle contemplation, paralyzed – but let 
me act. Grant me industry today. 
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October 13 
 
Grant me knowledge of your will for me, and the 
willingness and power to carry it out. Let me have an 
understanding of how you would have me behave. 
 
What, Lord, shall I do? What, Lord, shall I say? 
 
O my sweet Lord — guide me. I am so lost.  
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October 14 
 
Make me kind today. Strike charity into my heart. Let me 
spread your love, not just in word and intention, but also 
in deed. Me not just speak love, but do love. 
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October 15 
 
Let me recognize today how abundantly you support me. 
I look ahead to challenges and hope for small measures 
of success – why do I not expect great bounty? 
 
By anticipating only meager support, I tragically limit my 
outlook. Around me is no wasteland but a teeming forest. 
Life overflows all around, resources drip from every 
branch. 
 
Lord, let me breathe deeply and smell the morning. Let 
my heart quicken and my legs tremble as before a race. 
Let me run eagerly through the woods and drink from the 
clear pools. 
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October 16 
 
Let me seek to be more than just a receiver of your grace. 
I wish for relief from my troubles, a balm for the parts of 
me that are ground down, raw. This is what I cry out for 
when I ask for help. 
 
Lord, let me not seek to be soothed, but to become a 
channel of support to others. Let me seek strength, not 
for myself, but so I may be more useful to others.  
 
Even in my prayers, let my own desire for well-being be 
placed last. 
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October 17 
 
Uneasy thoughts float through my mind. Misgivings 
bump against one another like balloons. Have I done 
enough, prepared enough? Yet these worries are more 
dull aches than sharp pains. 
 
Lord, if I worry simply because it is my habit to do so, 
will you then direct my thinking elsewhere? Improve my 
thought life, O Lord. Bring it into alignment with reality. 
 
Let the dull ache of worry dissipate, let my mind become 
full of optimism. Let me become eager to do your will 
today. 
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October 18 
 
I say I seek humility. Let me become willing to bear all 
that this implies.  
 
Let me welcome failure and trial, not with a glum 
resignation but instead with enthusiasm. Each hardship is 
a new lesson, new progress.  
 
Let me see the world as filled with opportunities to grow 
closer to you. 
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October 19 
 
When I call upon you, when I cry out – you always 
answer. Even silence is a form of answer: it tells me I 
have all that I need already. A creeping feeling of ease is 
an answer. Joy is an answer. A new trial or challenge is 
an answer. 
 
Lord, let me hear all you say to me today. Let me discern 
all the ways you love me, as flawed as I am. 
 
Good news. Let me pass on the good news. Thy will be 
done. 
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October 20 
 
I mouth these words: love, love. Acceptance. Thy will. 
But how forthrightly do I mean them? In truth, lurking 
within me even amidst my prayers, is a selfish intent. I 
say I seek your will, dear Lord, yet always it is on my 
own terms.  
 
Let me see the unfolding world as complete in itself. 
Your will is already expressed, regardless of whether I 
may seek to aid or hinder it. Alignment of my will with 
yours is of benefit to me, not you, dear Lord.  
 
Lord, when I say, Love, let me mean it to my core. When 
I abandon my own will, let me do so utterly, with no 
reserve.  
 
Let me burn my ships in the harbor, dismantle the bridge 
behind me, burn through my last ounce of fuel! I know 
and feel your support when my need is stark.  
 
Now, Lord, let me turn my attention to small things and 
bring the same attitude of desperation. Let me depend 
upon you completely, even to guide me through the day’s 
minutiae.  
 
Let me not struggle, no, not even against the gentlest 
reins.  
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October 21 
 
I too often live in a world of plans and worries. My mind 
occupies itself with the spinning clockwork of future 
stratagems, arranging cascades of response and upcoming 
decisions. It is exhausting, dear Lord. 
 
Yet this moment overflows itself with moments and 
events. I breathe. The air shifts. The chair presses against 
my legs. I feel each of these things and more, if only I 
notice, if only I live here in this moment. There is plenty 
right here to occupy my spinning thought. 
 
Lord, let me be filled with the present. Let today crowd 
out tomorrow. 
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October 22 
 
I look at the world as in a fun house mirror, with small 
things magnified and large things diminished. My 
perspective is all off. I see the most trivial things as 
consequential. The source of my wrong thinking is my 
love of self. I look out at everything through this 
distorting lens. 
 
Lord, let me see rightly. Let me see the truth about what 
is large and what is small. 
 
Grant me willingness to accept what I see when the 
blinders are removed. Thy will be done. 
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October 23 
 
If I am not useful, then of what value am I? Let me not 
walk through this day simply taking, taking, but let me be 
a source of support to others. 
 
What an astounding gift it is to realize that you love me 
unconditionally. What, then, shall I do with this gift? Let 
me pass it on, loving others, that they may know 
themselves to be sufficient. 
 
Let me not be a stagnant pond, with no outlet, but a clear 
and soothing river, flowing to where I am most needed, 
cooling parched lands. 
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October 24 
 
Deliver me from idleness, O Lord. It is easy to respond to 
the problems that arise in the world. Yet when no specific 
challenges before me, I fall into lassitude and sloth. I 
wait. I sit. 
 
Lord, let me be willing to act today. Let me do more than 
simply respond to the world. 
 
Let me craft the moments of the day into an offering for 
you. Let me see what you would have me do, even when 
it is not obvious. 
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October 25 
 
I feel restriction and worry when it comes to what the 
future holds. Lord, let me look directly at my fear. What 
if the worst comes to pass? What, then, would be the 
effect?  
 
Shining such a light clears away the mist. Lord, you 
support me. Even when fear tells me I have nothing, you 
provide everything. Let me see through these worried 
illusions into the truth of things.  
 
Let me feel these crashing waves washing me while I 
cling to your rock. The water is bracing – let it awaken 
me. 
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October 26 
 
How constantly do I rely upon you? In brief moments in 
the early hours, I seek your guidance and support. I cry 
out for resources, I feel my dependence – in the 
unfolding dawn. 
 
I rise and go about the day. These bonds between me and 
you, this loving dependence of which I am conscious, 
this clarity of guidance that I feel, these all dissipate. I 
become increasingly self-sufficient and, hence, 
increasingly alone. 
 
Lord, I feel your arms enfold me at dawn. Let me feel 
you equally near me at noon. It is not you who becomes 
distant through the day’s march but me. Let me cleave to 
you, again and again. 
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October 27 
 
Each day is filled with new pastures, if I see it rightly. 
Even the most routine and typical set of activities can be 
novel. Lord, let me see the daily miracles you perform.  
 
Even in the same rutted pathways, there is newness. The 
skies are varied; there falls new rain; there sprouts a fresh 
flower. I need but see.  
 
Lord, let me see today.  
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October 28 
 
Let me see how my experience can benefit others today. 
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October 29 
 
Facing an array of tasks today, let me have the intention 
of being a demonstration solely of the power of your 
love. Let me be evidence today, dear Lord, of how one 
might seek alignment with your will. 
 
Let me live and act congruent with your will today. Let 
this way of life be its own statement, sparking curiosity 
in others, beckoning others to you. Yea, let me be content 
with the possibility that this might happen. Let me not 
demand proof of my effect. 
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October 30 
 
Let me be weak today. Let me be willing to be small, to 
show vulnerability, to lack stamina and strength. Let me 
accept and embrace my inadequacy before all I must do. 
 
My weakness is your opportunity, dear Lord. Let me 
gladly depend upon you wholly, that others may see and 
do the same. 
 
Thy will be done. 
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October 31 
 
Let me react slowly today. I am so often buffeted, flying 
around like a paper cup on the wind. Let me have gravity 
and weight. Let my steps shorten, my movements slow. 
Let me think and speak with care.  
 
Enter my thoughts, Lord, in the space that opens. 
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November 
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November 1 
 
Let me be not distracted. Let me be intent on what is 
before me, grateful that in this moment all is as you 
would have it. 
 
How perverse, that I continually seek to escape this 
perfect moment into numb idleness and brooding over 
future ills and elations. That world is a shadow world, yet 
I run to it as if it had substance and something to offer. 
 
Lord, all I can touch is in this moment. Let me live here. 
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November 2 
 
Let my insufficiency guide me today. Let me give away 
the last of my energy and resources, leaving space for 
you to fill. In strength, I think myself the author of my 
success – it is in weakness that I recognize how needy I 
am. Let me, therefore, walk toward greater humility. 
 
Knock aside this pedestal I have climbed up upon. If I am 
to toil, let me do so among my fellows, one among many. 
Let me share their load and ease their tired feet.  
 
Even weak as a child, I can buoy others with good cheer. 
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November 3 
 
I am enslaved by selfish thoughts and motivations. My 
desire for praise, my fear of want, my terror at being 
judged, my envy of others’ well-being — all shackles 
affixed to my misperceived self.  
 
Lord, set my thoughts free. Let me not care for my status, 
safety, or comfort. My task on this earth is to spread 
news of your love. Does the hammer fear or resent the 
nail? Let me become useful, Lord.  
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November 4 
 
I call to you, like a lone child, yet you are already here 
beside me. Why do I not see you?  
 
I am so blinded by self. I am all I see. 
 
Lord, open my eyes to the glowing love and light in 
which I already sit. Let me share this news. 
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November 5 
 
Let me be aware today of all I have to be grateful for. Let 
me see how I can have gratitude even for those things 
that vex me. 
 
This discomfort I feel, O Lord, this sense of being ill at 
ease: let me see how it, too, works your will. My sorrows 
make me more compassionate; my trials make me more 
resilient; my fears pass and show me how to live without 
the need of courage. Yea, even my dull chores teach me 
orderliness. 
 
Let me be grateful today. 
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November 6 
 
Grant me presence. 
 
My thoughts drift into vague places, unformed worries 
over the future, distant regrets over past failures. I 
distract myself to get through the day and, thus, the 
present moment slips through my fingers. I am left with 
the vague ghosts of past and future. 
 
Lord, let me live today. Let my every moment draw out, 
let me be intent on the here and now. Grant me this 
moment, over and over. Let me pursue this gift, for I 
know you will meet me when I seek you. 
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November 7 
 
Let me be transparent today. Let me pass along your love 
and power without restriction. Let me regard all those 
around me as equally your children. 
 
Take away my fear today, O Lord, I am so fearful.  
 
Grant me willingness to turn my attention away from 
self, away from worries about the future, and instead 
toward here and now, and how I may be a channel of 
love for you to help my brothers and sisters. 
 
Thy will be done today. 
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November 8 
 
Let me be helpful to others today.  
 
For too long I have dwelled on my own challenges and 
worries. Of what matter are my cares? Let me spend this 
day giving aid to my fellows. 
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November 9 
 
Let me be the best version of myself today. 
 
Steer me away from idleness, self-absorption, selfishness, 
resentment, fear. Let them not set their hooks into me. 
Let grow in me, instead, their opposites. Grant me 
industry, concern for others, humility, compassion, faith. 
 
I cannot shut out the shadows; only growing light can 
dispel the dark. Lord, let light grow in my life, moment 
to moment, here and now. 
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November 10 
 
Even in the midst of my own gloom, let me shine as a 
beacon for others today. Troubles press; let me see them 
for the trivial matters they are. Let me see how futile are 
my cares. Let me recognize all these opportunities to 
become useful that litter my day.  
 
Whom, dear Lord, shall I lift up today?  
 
Let me welcome all strangers, rub balm upon the wounds 
of my fellows, cheer the sullen. O let me spread laughter 
throughout the crowds of my frightened brothers and 
sisters.  
 
Let me, Lord, become useful.  
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November 11 
 
I wait and I wait for conditions to improve, for joy to 
arrive, to become fulfilled, to succeed. I judge each dawn 
by these measures – Will today be the day? I wonder as I 
reflect. 
 
Lord: let me live today knowing that all my dreams have 
already come true. I have but to recognize how. 
 
I have already succeeded, I am already fulfilled, I already 
have joy. You have made me perfectly suited to these 
conditions, here and now. 
 
I was made for this day, O Lord. Let me run towards it, 
laughing with abandon. 
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November 12 
 
In the quiet and dark hours, before dawn, I sit. I ready 
myself to greet this day. My attitude has not yet formed. 
Am I eager, or filled with dread? Joyous or weary? 
 
This uncertainty is potential. The path of the day will be 
set by my own internal attitude. Yet I cling to the illusion 
that my feelings arise out of conditions. In this way I 
hobble myself. 
 
Lord, let me see the truth: I can stand erect whenever I 
please. Let me not crawl today. 
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November 13 
 
I come to you, draw near to you, seek you. Some days 
with single purpose, some days grudgingly, some days 
distracted. There you always are, and if I but make the 
effort, you draw near to me in return. 
 
Even in my least worshipful states, full of self and bile, 
yet you love me enough to be a balm. If only I seek. 
 
Let me draw near to you today, dear Lord. 
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November 14 
 
The terror I feel as I anticipate the day's events is out of 
all proportion to reality. 
 
I fear I will be assailed – in truth I rarely am ever even 
gently rebuked. I fear I will be frantically busy – in truth 
my duties are always manageable. I fear I will not know 
what to say or do – in truth, Lord, you have ever guided 
me. 
 
God, let me see the reality of my day through this haze of 
worry. My fears are the workings of pride: by over 
dramatizing my fears I apear to myself more important 
than I am. These feared outcomes are the pretend 
catastrophes of a tragic figure. 
 
Lord, let this drama slip away. Let my day be one of 
simple work, loving effort. Let the simplicity of the day 
drip like honey over these churning emotions, soothing 
my thinking and attitudes. Take away the pride makes me 
see my life as dramatic, let it be replaced by the simple 
desire to do your will. 
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November 15 
 
In this little knot of family and fellows surrounding me, 
let me see the outlines of your face. In the coincidence 
that works in favor of someone I love, let me see the 
shadow of your hand. In the words spoken to me that 
remind me of my purpose or correct my wrong thinking, 
let me hear the echo of your voice. 
 
Lord, you are here with me everywhere. Let me allow 
myself to recognize this. Let me point it out to my 
fellows that they, too, may see your face — so close that 
your breath may be felt on the nape of our necks. 
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November 16 
 
Sure of my own thoughts, I so often have the urge to 
correct others’. A know-it-all, I point out flaws and errors 
in what others say and do. I cloak this arrogance and 
helpfulness in good cheer.  
 
My corrections are kind and intended to bring others to 
the light – so I imagine. In truth, I am puffing myself up, 
feeling superior to my fellows. No matter how gentle my 
words, my corrections diminish my brothers and sisters. 
 
Lord, root out this pridefulness and stop my tongue. Let 
me speak only humility and love today. 
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November 17 
 
Let me give over this day to you. Let me set aside my 
own plans and desires — and sacrifice each moment.  
 
Did I mean to sit in solitude? Yet you send me fellows 
who need aid. Did I mean to tidy my dwelling? Yet you 
hurl a windstorm through my careful arrangements. Did I 
mean to lay by stores for later? Yet, Lord, you send me 
calamity and my resources are needed now.  
 
I depend so upon my plans and comfort. Let me welcome 
the upended day, yea, even the surprise at my door that 
brings worry. 
 
Each yesterday, in succession, has prepared me to face 
the today you have made for me. Let my today ready me 
for tomorrow’s fresh surprise.  
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November 18 
 
Let me actively look for ways to aid and delight my 
fellows today.  
 
You have granted me ease and joy; let it not stop with 
me. Let this stream of love enter me and then flow out. 
Let me be no miser – let me spend the riches you have 
heaped about me. 
 
I am a candle you have lit, Lord. Let me glow. 
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November 19 
 
The outlines of each day are identical. I awaken, I act, I 
sleep. The end of my days is certain. Let me then, Lord, 
make something useful of this time. 
 
Mold my ideals, that I may pursue a course that lifts up 
others. 
 
Each day a blank canvas, I so often fill it with images of 
myself. Let me have a broader vision. Let the result of 
my labor awaken someone. Let me draw love and power, 
Lord.  
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November 20 
 
Let me not become enamored of my own works. If I do 
good in this world, let it not be out of pride nor 
desperation to rise in your esteem.  
 
You love me equally whether I be a thief or a saint. What 
am I to do with all this undeserved grace?  
 
Let me give over all my effort in one pursuit: to become 
closer to you. Let me draw near to you with all my 
worldly works, Lord.  
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November 21 
 
You have lit up my heart, O Lord. A candle inside me. 
How can I become a beacon for others? 
 
Let me draw others near to me without the agonizing 
pride that so often dogs me.  
 
This candle, set upon a mountain top, will be blown out. 
Set upon a pedestal, will be kicked over and destroy our 
home.  
 
Lord, let me glow, not burn.  
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November 22 
 
Of what do I spend my time thinking? Toward what end 
do I bend my actions? What holds my affection above 
all? Lord, I am ashamed of my answer to these questions. 
My focus on and love of self crowd out all else.  
 
God, today, let my self-regard shrivel and leave a corner 
of room for my fellows. Grant that my attentions might 
turn toward doing your will on this earth.  
 
Let me build up others with the cast-off bricks of my own 
pedestal.  
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November 23 
 
You promise me trouble in this world and you show me 
how it may be conquered.  
 
Let me accept trial as a gift, let it pass through me, 
blowing clean the landscape. Blast away my selfishness, 
grind down my pride. What is left? Let it be love, dear 
Lord, and not cowering, selfish fear.  
 
Alone on a dark plain, after the storm, let this candle flow 
and draw near to me the other survivors. Let them slip 
into this pool of light to join me.  
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November 24 
 
What is the catalog of gifts received? This breath. The 
next. A sense of ease between tasks. Strength to endure 
hardship. Joy over loved ones’ health.  
 
Lord, let me not look and wait for riches. Let me shun 
acclaim. Let me see these small gifts as treasures to be 
sought and husbanded.  
 
Today’s dramatic ecstasy will become yesterday’s dim 
shadow. Yet meanwhile this constant trickle of small 
gifts will flow to me, drop by drop, creating a pool of 
relief and joy.  
 
Let me value these cool waters, dear Lord.  
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November 25 
 
You stand ready to enfold me in your love, if only I 
approach. Knock, you say, and I may enter. Do you then 
withhold from me, awaiting my call? No – even in my 
obstinacy, you raise me up on a glowing cloud, indeed 
you deliver joy whilst I stubbornly sulk. 
 
Lord, your love is pervasive. I need not deserve it. 
 
How can I live as you demonstrate, O Lord? Let me love 
my fellows even when bitter words flow my way. Let me 
gaze with love at a locked door, knowing it may open. 
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November 26 
 
It is easy to see you in the beauty that surrounds me and 
in the small doings of life that bring ease: a kind word, or 
an averted trouble. 
 
But grant me, O Lord, the eyes to see you in all things. 
Let me find you in the plain, in the homely, in the 
difficult. The mire from which I seek to rise – you have 
made. Even the trial which I seek to overcome, the 
danger from which I run – you have made. Grant me the 
faith to sing joy even in the dullest days. 
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November 27 
 
Strip away my obstinacy, my selfishness, my pride. Let 
me cheerfully carry my portion of the load, easing the 
burdens of my fellows. Let me wash the feet of those 
around me who are weary. 
 
Let me turn away from exaltation. Let me seek the plain 
and simple. 
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November 28 
 
Termites of fear chew at my foundations. Trouble and 
worry loom so large in my mind in these early hours. Let 
me not act frantically. Let my movements be slow, 
deliberate. Let my thoughts be filled with your presence. 
Let me comprehend how protected you hold me. 
 
What can touch me, while I am in your arms? I am in 
your care, yet I act as if I am alone in an unforgiving 
land.  
 
Let this fog of worry lift, O Lord. Let my thoughts 
become clear, my heart become calm. 
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November 29 
 
Early in the morning, I am in solitude, yet also I receive 
small messages of faith from others who similarly seek to 
learn of and follow your will. I join this quiet circulation 
of faith, passing on small messages to others. Lord, in 
these morning times, a quiet and meek community forms. 
 
The rush of the day dispels the fragile connections, but 
they reform each morning. Our voices sing to you in a 
quiet chorus, O Lord.  
 
I am with others, we are with you, you are with us, you 
are with me. 
 
While the day rushes at me, let me think back on this 
quiet community. Thy will be done. 
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November 30 
 
Stone by stone, the world weighs upon me. Fear, worry, 
resentment piling one on the other. These bedevilments, 
though, are all self-created. Let me, Lord, flee from 
myself by giving over each moment to your will. 
 
If I am your instrument in one setting, I must be so in 
another and another. Let me ask in each, what am I called 
to do, how best can I be of use? 
 
O! Relieve me, Lord. 
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December 
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December 1 
 
I think too intently on my place in this world. What is my 
rank? How am I seen? Do others approve? These 
thoughts beset me throughout the day. They poison my 
actions with grasping and worry. They undermine even 
my most altruistic act.  
 
Lord, dismantle this structure I have built for myself, this 
pedestal, this armor. Let me stand naked and upright in 
the light. Let me not blink from the glare.  
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December 2 
 
If I draw near to you, will you speak? 
 
Let me listen closely. Let me lean in, let me shut away 
the activity outside my rooms and bend my ear to you. 
You speak so quietly, I so often miss your guidance, 
hearing instead the rush of crowds and clanging labor. 
 
Let me draw near to your whispering voice, telling me 
the open secret that all is already well, if only I will heed 
this truth. 
 
All is well. All is already well. 
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December 3 
 
My true pursuit is to grow closer to you. My every prayer 
and positive action is designed to create nearness and 
relationship. So many years I was alone from you, bereft. 
 
The great challenge I now face is distraction. So many 
matters occupy my attention and place themselves 
between me and you, dear Lord. Tragically, these 
distractions come from within – they are of my own 
making. They rob me of my nearness to you. 
 
Lord, let me set aside all this attention I pay to self. Let 
me draw near to you. 
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December 4 
 
Let me value what others overlook. Draw me to the 
humility that others ridicule for their advantage. When 
those around me strive and climb over me, let me cheer 
them on. 
 
Let the world rush forward while you, Lord, have rooted 
my feet and set my anchor. The current sweeps by. Here I 
stand while others progress. Yet, Lord, will come the 
time when my immobility is needed, when I will be tied 
to.  
 
Lord, make me joyful in my preparations. 
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December 5 
 
I approach my days as if I alone were responsible for my 
own and others' well-being. I face myriad troubles. I 
become dispirited and overwhelmed. I forget even the 
prior day’s deliverance, the recent gifts of supply right 
when needed. You showered gifts upon me yesterday and 
will do so again. 
 
Lord, let me see the reality of how supported I truly am. 
These problems I see are illusions. They grow out of 
wrong sight, out of forgetfulness of your love. Let me set 
aside these wrongheaded thoughts, and become like a 
trusting child who does not wonder whether he will 
receive, but rather when and how. 
 
Let me remember to await delights. Thy will be done. 
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December 6 
 
I am awake to you. This has come bit by bit. I cannot 
point to a time when I became aware, but I know there is 
a time when I was not. I moved from wilderness to peace.  
 
Lord, let me remain in an awakened state. I so easily 
become numb to your love and gifts that I begin to move 
automatically. I go through the motions. But let me be 
devoted, not simply obedient. 
 
Thy will be done today. 
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December 7 
 
When I worry, you soothe me with reminders of all that I 
already have, these showers of gifts already delivered. 
And then on today's march, you deliver yet more. Even 
on my neediest days, I rest at their end with enough 
 
But Lord, let me become aware of the true gifts you hold 
out to me. These momentary items that rescue me, this 
sense of gratitude for my position compared to others’ – 
these are fleeting. The true gift you offer, Lord, is the 
conviction that all is already well. These other gifts are 
not needed, they are simply balm to smooth rough edges. 
 
Lord, let me grow in my faith and awareness of how 
fundamentally you love me, your child. 
 
All is well. Tell it to me. Make me believe. All is well. 
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December 8 
 
Distractions turn my attention away from you and toward 
the worldly. But this, too, is your design — for me to 
leave self and walk with my fellows.  
 
Let me serve those whom I see as vexation. Crush these, 
my selfish intentions, Lord, my plans and narrow 
designs. Leave behind an open plain that I may husband 
new growth.  
 
These shadows who come and go: they are sowers sent 
by you. Let me see them for the treasures they are.  
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December 9 
 
Let me be a small voice murmuring in the wind. Let me 
whisper to my fellows all that I have learned from you. 
Huddled here on this plain, we bend our heads to one 
another to hear, leaning in to what each we say. 
 
Let me not shout my findings but speak low. Let me 
erase the self in me and try to be the we who acts on your 
will. 
 
We huddle, we pray. O! Lord, let us hold hands and 
speak underneath the wind. We cannot hear, yet we hear. 
 
The message, passed from servant to servant: all is well. 
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December 10 
 
This gnawing fear at the center of my chest, like an 
animal chewing through its cage, is built of all I have left 
undone and all before which I am in adequate. The tasks 
omitted, the pride that has made me idle, the lack of 
resources in the face of all I yet need. Fear and pride, 
Lord – these grip me and I can barely think. 
 
Lord, enter this room! Shine your light in the shadows. 
Shake me awake. Hold my hand and guide me, I am so 
small. Let me not run from my next task, my next 
opportunity to experience your love.  
 
Thy will be done. 
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December 11 
 
I watch for great things to come to pass – tomorrow. I 
live expectantly. I regard the trials of this day as 
preparation for some future work. 
 
Yet, Lord, this robs me of today. I wait and I wait, and 
endure this day, yet I do not see what riches are already 
before me. 
 
Grant me the ability to live. Take away my need to 
soothe myself, to self-encourage, to build myself up. 
 
Let this day be sufficient. 
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December 12 
 
Let me catalog my gratitude. Let your light shine upon 
my worry and dispel it like the mist it is. Where are the 
problems I think I have? If I truly look, they cannot be 
found. 
 
I so easily confuse trouble with worry. If I awaken with 
anxiety, I think myself troubled, beset by problems. But 
my worries are over things that may happen in the future. 
Here and now, no problems touch me. I am alive, and so 
have all I need. 
 
Thy will be done today, dear Lord. 
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December 13 
 
Let me seek your guidance. I say I do so, but in truth I 
more often seek a sense of confirmation. I look for a sign 
that what I want to do already is correct. That I will get 
my way. 
 
Lord, take my will. Let me be more honestly open to be 
moved by you. 
 
Let me be as a small child, guided, willing, and curious. 
Let me be eager to please you, dear Lord. 
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December 14 
 
Let me eagerly run toward the dullest tasks. If I am to be 
your servant then I must serve. Let me polish the 
woodwork in your mansions, clean the floors, tidy the 
rooms, repair the fences. 
 
When the day I face fills with such vexing work, when 
instead I wish for glory and standing – let me remember 
the dignity of the servant. 
 
Lord, as you come to me in worldly form, let me 
approach this day and the people within it as a servant. 
Your servant. 
 
I serve you. 
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December 15 
 
You invite me; I need but move my feet your way. Your 
pathways are broad and easy. Why do I take instead the 
stony, narrow way? Why do I turn off into brambles and 
up switchbacks? I soon find myself in thickets with 
brackish ponds.  Perversely, it is only with reluctance that 
I turn back to rejoin your easy roadway. 
 
Lord. I need but decide to walk with you and you then 
walk with me in return. If I draw near you reveal 
yourself. You knock and I need only answer to see you. 
All this ease, yet I make my own way hard. Save me 
from my self-made difficulties.  
 
My troubles? I seek them and so they appear. My 
worries? I invite them as surely as the dawn comes. I 
awaken and don my own shackles, then when I retire I 
whimper at my own imprisonment.  
 
This iron around me is gauze.  
 
Lord, let me blink open my eyes and remake this daily 
decision to follow your easy way. Let me leave these 
troubles in a heap by the roadside, and walk gently with 
you in company.  
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December 16 
 
I proclaim myself as faithful, as one who seeks your will. 
But this moment of early devotion dissolves as soon as I 
rise from my morning seat. I walk through the day on my 
own march, acting upon my own pursuits. 
 
When, Lord, have I ever denied myself in favor of your 
will? Or instead do I merely count myself as faithful 
simply because I make some small effort to have 
improved intentions? 
 
God, let me labor for you. Let me gladly do what I do not 
wish to. Let me give you my full measure of effort. 
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December 17 
 
Let me better seek to remain an anonymous force. Let me 
quietly pass on your love, the good news, without fanfare 
and without grasping. 
 
Let me wander from person to person, murmuring in 
their ear, telling of all the good things that are already 
here for the seeing. Let me gently point out the bounty 
that grows already in the fields and on the vines. 
 
Lord, you guide me to make this the work of my life – let 
me joyfully turn my hands to this, my labor. 
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December 18 
 
Let me find a spot in this land that I can tend to and 
improve for others.  
 
In this forest with its twisting pathways, let me set myself 
to care for a forgotten corner. Let me, Lord, make it a 
welcoming and quiet garden, a protected oasis in a 
wilderness. Travelers on these paths may come upon my 
garden; let me give them rest and ease. This is its 
purpose. 
 
Your sun shines down upon the forest canopy and 
sprinkles its light over all. Perhaps other visitors will 
make their own gardens. 
 
Lord, let us, your children, play in the ease of this day. 
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December 19 
 
Let not my mind be cluttered today. My thoughts dart 
from point to point, from thought to thought, from fear to 
fear. I cry out for ease, yet it is my own rushing thought 
that blocks the way to peace. 
 
Lord, drip slow sweet honey over my frantic mind. Still 
me. 
 
Let the birds visit; I need not run after them. 
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December 20 
 
You have held my hand and gently pulled me along your 
pathways, in small steps, until here I am. The land around 
me is rich with fruit and teeming with fellow creatures. 
 
Such pity I have for the frightened, worried, resentful one 
who began this walk with you. That one was as a 
frightened rabbit, fearful of the smallest movement. That 
one was riddled with defects, with pride and selfishness 
and slothfulness, the consequences of which were a great 
weight. Chaos was nigh.  
 
Lord, as we walk along these byways, I struggle with the 
same shortcomings, but I feel so strongly your shining 
love. The worries fade. The sloth abates. Bit by bit, I 
think more of my fellows. 
 
O! Lord, let me have gratitude for how far this guidance 
has brought me. Let me share this vision of bounty that 
you show me. Resting with you, I know all is abundance. 
My fleeting worries are simply misperceptions. 
 
Sit with me, Lord, and warm me. Let us watch beauty 
together. 
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December 21 
 
Of all the gifts you have bestowed upon me, this one is 
foremost: this day. You have created this day just for me. 
You order the happenings, you guide my footfalls and 
reactions. I imagine I have plans, but in truth all has been 
designed. 
 
You greet me with love, dear Lord. I am already loved. 
 
Let me run through the halls of this day like a child 
through a comfortable home, with room after room. Let 
me greet each moment, each turning, with wonder. You 
have arranged it. 
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December 22 
 
Can I walk today, with light feet, disturbing nothing? Let 
my footfalls crush not a twig or leaf. Let me leave behind 
only love, dear Lord, in the hearts of those I meet.  
 
Yet I sow chaos too often as I march through these days, 
kicking up dust even as I imagine I am trying to help. Let 
me learn to go gently, Lord, gently.  
 
Let even my footprints disappear, the blades of grass 
unfurl. If one meets me, let them feel only warmth and 
new growth that I pass along from you. 
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December 23 
 
Let me deliver your news to all comers today. Let me 
deplete myself, leaving nothing in reserve. Let me give 
with abandon.  
 
But no, I hold back, I rest, I pace myself. I face the world 
and its demands timidly.  
 
Make of me a powerfully flowing stream. Let me rush 
on, rush on, and wear smooth the stones, straighten the 
river bend.  
 
You are at my back, with all the motive force I need. Let 
me pass along your loving power.  
 
Thy will be done. 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December 24 
 
Sunbeams and drops of warm rain build me up, even in 
these winter days. You shine on me, though I be a 
misshapen lump of clay. I need but look left and right to 
discover the bounty you have heaped around me. 
 
What have I done to merit such love? These riches 
overwhelm. Imperfect and small, I know if I were to get 
my just desserts the result would be misery. Yet instead 
you shine, shine upon me. 
 
What a discovery, dear Lord: you love me without 
condition. I already have all I need here at my feet.  
 
If I can be so saved then others may, too. Let me spread 
this news. 
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December 25 
 
Grant me simplicity today. 
 
Let me carry love to my fellows, in wider and wider 
circles and ever greater measure.  
 
Thy will be done. 
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December 26 
 
Let me carry with me only what is required to do your 
work. Let me hold back no reserve nor seek no surplus. 
Let me abandon today’s comfort and tomorrow's safety. 
 
My fellows, they toil. They are beset with woe. Let me 
stand next to them and turn my hands to their same labor. 
Let me give them the ease you have granted me. 
 
Lord, you make my back strong; let me use it to carry a 
piece of the world. 
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December 27 
 
Order my thoughts. My thinking is so unruly and 
changeable. My mind darts from joy to worry planning 
and back. All without reason and without rest. Lord, you 
bring me ease yet I do not accept the gift. Instead I cast 
my mind around in circles without cease. 
 
Lord, fix my mind. Let me think solely upon how best I 
might help your children, my sisters and brothers. Let me 
rest in considering this labor. Let me take up the ease you 
offer to me on outstretched hand. 
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December 28 
 
You are with me regardless of circumstance. Yet I 
perceive you nearer and farther depending on my 
emotions. The error is mine. When desperate, I am in fact 
protected. When despondent, in fact I have reason for 
elation. When impoverished, I ought be grateful. 
 
Lord, grant me equanimity. These feelings that wrack me 
– they pass like mist. They are not real, yet they move me 
so. 
 
The sun shines upon even the wretched, dear Lord. Let 
its warmth soothe my joints. Let me learn to build my 
thoughts upon rock. 
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December 29 
 
In the gloom of dawn, like a forest creature, I make my 
rounds. How go my fellows? Who has visited in the 
night? We set our dwellings in order to prepare for the 
day.  
 
Lord, it is in quiet times such as this that I may take note 
of the small needs of those around me. A gait has 
changed. A smile comes with a grimace. Let me have 
concern for my brothers and sisters. Let me not retire into 
my den, and curl in upon myself, but instead tend to 
others’ needs.  
 
I am well; let me spread strength to those who falter. 
Soon enough, I may lean on them.  
 
Lord, we are your people. Let us look to you.  
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December 30 
 
If I am to pass on your love, which surpasses my 
understanding, how shall I do so? Is it enough that I try? 
 
O, Lord, take away my narrow view of the world. Open 
my eyes wide. These radiant creatures all about me, let 
me see them in their true glory. My brothers and sisters 
are my teachers, my rescuers, my consolers. Even as I 
serve and help them, the wretches, they are you smiling 
upon me. 
 
Did I seek to deliver love? Why then do I get back so 
much? 
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December 31 
 
Today, a day like all others, let me see everything as a 
gift. 
 
Am I thwarted? No, I am saved from a poor decision.  
 
Am I delayed? No, I am made to wait for a proper time.  
 
Have I lost all? No, I learn to ask and receive love from 
others.  
 
Am I alone? No, I am being granted solitude.  
 
Have I lost faith? No, I am invited to knock louder upon 
your door. 
 
Lord, I am your beloved child. Let me awaken my 
fellows, that they may feel equally loved. 
 
 


